25 years from now...

It is my pleasure to write the foreword to our Eucy - a record in words
and pictures of life at KIS. The Eucy is a snapshot of life at KIS and in a
small way demonstrates what KIS stands for which is articulated our mission
statement and values. We believe our values are paramount in guiding
us in our day to day life. Ours is a diverse community and we appreciate
and celebrate the fact that we are all different and celebrate each day
our diversity, our differences, our similarities, our festivals, and our
cultures.

“Ch-ch-changes
Pretty soon now you're gonna get a little older
Time may change me
But I can't trace time
I said that time may change me
But I can't trace time”
- David Bowie, “Changes”.
Located on a 7000 foot hill and sequestered from the
rest of the world, Kodaikanal International School still
preserves its antique charm since its establishment in
1901. Its lawns are still lush, its buildings still made
of stone, and its classrooms still just a tad bit murky.
And yet, contradictorily enough, the one constant in
this school is change. Change is inevitable, and as the
Class of 2013 is slowly nearing its final days of school,
we can’t help but wonder who, what or where we will be 25
years after having left Kodai. And that is exactly what
leads us to theme of this year’s yearbook- “25 years from
now”. That quiet kid who sat at the back of the math class
might be the next Einstein, or maybe that girl who couldn’t
stop talking in psychology may just have her own talk
show. Nonetheless, no matter who or what we may be now, the
irrefutable truth remains that we will change in one way or
another 25 years from now. But our memories of Kodai never
will. This yearbook is more than just about a group of high
school seniors writing down their wildest ambitions or them
having something to talk about in their 25th reunion-it is
about being an archive our fondest memories, ones we would
want to relive in our heads just so as to remind us of the
memorable times we’ve had here at Kodai. So, to the class of
2013, this yearbook is for you.

Mahwish K. Mahbub / The Eucy Team
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School magazines are important. They record a cross section of the
activities, events, groups and individuals which make up the culture and
character of a school. The art work, the contributions and the photographs
in this magazine represent a slice of life at KIS. It is a life which our
students have a right to look back on with a sense of pride and a
sense belonging. For some, this magazine will be the first in
their collection, for others it will be the last. Either way, it is
a record for them to enjoy and to reflect on.
During the year, students at this school have excelled in many
fields and there is ample evidence of this in the pages which
follow. Our students enjoy numerous advantages at KIS, but
perhaps more important than any is the support they receive from
staff, parents and friends of the school. Too often, we, and they,
take it for granted. Thank you to all who have contributed to our
students’ achievements and successes in 2012-13.
Regards,
Adrian Moody
Principal

Mr Adrian Moody
Principal

Mr. N Jayaprakash (JP)

Mrs. Gandhi Paulraj

Mr. JM Pushparaj

Mr. A Samuel

Mr. Sither

Mr. S Mohideen

Mrs. V. Palaniammal

Mrs. Gracy Rajendran

Mr. M Gilbert

Mr. KR Viswanathan

National Honor Society

Top Row: Jonathan Kulothungan, Do Yun Gim
Next Row (from left to right): Kiko
Yokota, Dhruv Sharma, Isaac Scott Johnson,
Nischaya Shrestha, Aarya Malik, Grace
Nuntluangi, Ponmani Uthayakumar
Bottom Row: Eui Suh Jeong, Prashant Sarkar

Top Row (from left to right): Mr. Ambrose, Sri
Ram, Ayon, Beri, Singye, Faraz, Sadan, Vidit,
Neelashi, Karan, Tashi, Dong-In, Siddharth,
Worawit, Amar, Tsering, Abhilash, Nathan, Ameer,
Talib, Benjamin,
Next Row (from left to right): Mr. Sither, Meghna
N, Rhea
Bottom Row (from left to right): Anna, Sailja,
Sangmo, Meghna V, Risa, Sayesha, Nadia J, Andrea,
Tamara

MIDCO

Standing: Mrs. Ved, Yash, Rushad, , Aina,
Karan M, Dhawan, Mahwish, Rajesvaran,
Daraius, Selja, Fatema, Layla, Sruti, Nadia,
Anna (P), Jairaj, Sin Woo, Sangmo, Nishita
Sitting: Jessica Kirsten, Mr. Maity,
Rinngheta, Choi, Seo Yoon, Mitali, Meghna,
Tamara, Sophiyaa, Emaan, Sanjana, Samridhi,
Aastha, Sunakshi.

Model United Nations

Standing: Jamie, Chung Won Kim, Godwin,
Klod, Mrs. Elly, , Siddharth, Karuna
K, Amar, Emaan (P), Kirath, Nirav, ,
Mrunal, Ayman, Mr. Eric.
Sitting: Simon, Ansh Mahwish, Sailja,
Rimeiaka ,Sunakshi, Searom

Kodaikanal Athletic Club

Top Row (From left to right): Jegannarayanan Sivakasiu
laganathan,
Joseph Luy, Abishek Joshua, Godwin Scott, Yejun Park
, Changwon Park,
Krit Ruenruedeepanya, Chizuknok Longkumer, Sreedharan
Nadeson, Mrs.
and Mr. Vancil (Directors)
Next Row (From left to right): Ananyah Iyer, Pooja Prak
ash Raj, Rahi
Suryawanshi, Tabitha Immanuel, Baijayanti Silwal, Aain
a Pahwa,
Chayanan Tinnakorn, Amrita Marianathan, Sung Kyeon
g Kim, Elisabeth
Freiin von Crailsheim, Jemima Pinefield, Surbhi Shand
, Riya Jindal,
Seerat Dhillon, Daraius Sumariwalla, Rushad Katrak,
Next Row (From left to right): Nitsato Zhimomi, Sang
Hyuk Moon, John
Lalnunmawia, Karuna Kauderer, Anna Varghese, Layla Dang
, Arya Diwase,
Bottom Row: (From left to right): Tika Pradhan, Adity
a Chawla, Johan
Moraes, Seungmin Lee, Jessica Abraham, Renee McLeod,
Taslina Nazar,
Mahwish Mahbub

Singers

hu
anan, Beomsu Cho, Wytze Mad
Top Row (L-R): Jaideep Naray
Chayin
,
an
n Rayen, Abhay Sasidhar
Ramnath, JinSeong Kim, Godwi
nHo Heo,
Prashant, Irfana Hameed, Mi
Ninnernnon, Tae Hong Kim,
in
moorthy, Faraz Wahlang, Nit
na
ish
Kr
d
an
An
,
el
Pat
al
un
Mr
(Director)
n Hoon Park, Stuart Potter
Monteiro, Ketsa Jerome, Ji
hy, Grace
xit, Akil Hameed, Tanya Murp
Front Row (L-R): Vishnu Di
y, Sung
s, Quomel Imani, Joseph Lu
Nuntluangi, Olivia Hawkin
Kyeong Kim
Wadhwa
on, Prajan Sanku, Sunakshi
Missing: Anup Anthony Gils

Wind Ensemble

Peers
Alekh, Amrita, Sruti, Aina, Karan M,
Daraius, Rushad, Aditya, Sin Woo, Godwin,
Sreedharan, Joseph, Abhay, Chaz, Sophia.

Youthrise
Standing: Sophiyaa, Kirsten, Sonia,
Chhimmi, Rohan, Sung Kyeong, Bharath,
Aina, Kirath, Karan M, Ayman,
Sitting: Marina, Meghna, Karan, Mitali,
Emaan, Aastha, Tamara (P), Sunakshi,
Mahwish, Anuradha

Revanth, Mr. Moody, Sunakshi,
Anshul, Sophiyaa (P), Nakul (P),
Marina, Mrs. Beth Y, Mrs. Winfred, Raiyan, Mr. Stixrud, Mr.
Krishnamoorthy.

Sin Woo Lee, Joshua Tsering, Jihae Kim,
Eunchong Jung , Sangmo Lama, Bonny
Sharma, Eun-taek Jung, Karan Matta,
Mr. Case (Conductor), Aaron Jones,
Abigail Sohkhlet, Jai Viknesh Bheeman,
Seo Yoon Hyun, Benjamin Solomon.

Orchestra
STUDCO

Administrative Support Staff
Admissions

Alumni Officer

Careers
Pippa Mukherjee, Shalini Sharma

From left to right: Beth Yesudian,
Fatima Jackson
Inset: Maria Premila Devi

Suvidha Sadasivan

Yvonne Dovlo

From left to right: Rebecca Solomon,
Preeti Ravindran, Anita Roy

Administrative Secretaries

Sangeetha George
Inset: Benjamin Krause

From left to right: Alika Khosla,
Gillian Hoskin, Rani David

Top Row (from left to right):
Richard Jackson, Joshuva Thankaiah,
Sabapathy Chockalingam,
Next Row (from left to right): Susila
Elias, Rani David, Vasuki Kanakadhas,
Sumitha Jerald

Activities
Archives

Careers

Dish
From left to right: J.M. Jasmine,
Mary Praveen, Sumathy P, RuthMary D.,
Indira Rani, S. Esther Rani, Gowri
Nagarajan, Shantha Raghunathan,
Inset: Selvarani Arockia

Drivers
From left to right: A.Jesu Edwin,
Sargunam, R Babu

English

Finance Office
Human Resources

From left to right: Raja Sen,
Peter Strange, Beth Dagitses,
Zita Szigeti, Anita Solomon
Insets: Michelle D’Couto Roy,
Sudeep Ghosh, Rachel Dunn

Sam Luy

From left to right: Jessica Johnson
(PYP), Barbara Block (High School),
Graham Lambert (MYP),
Santosh Punnoose (IB)

From left to right: Shekinah Truman,
Michelle D’Couto Roy, Zai Whitaker

E.S.L.
Sumitha Jerald and Ketaki Bhattacharyya

Personal Counselor
From left to right: William Baskar
Doss, Arockia Samy, Maria VA
Selvaraj, J. Victor Paul, Domnic A,
Godwin Manuel, A. Gilson
Inset: R. Panneer,

Coordinators

Maintenance
ndy, Vp Murugan, Veeraiah
Sitting 1st Row (From L to R): Glory, Jeyaseeli, Grace, A. Merlyn, Muthupa
an, Eddy, Manikandan, A. Edward, Anburaj, Rajasekar,
Sitting 2nd Row (From L to R): Arockiamary, V. Palaniammal, Ganesan, Rajendr
Arun Isaac
(Maintenance/Project Manager),
Standing 1st Row (From L to R): Vinson (Project Supervisor), Mr. Bheeman
Padma, Nagammalrani, Meena, Ammasi, Easwari, M. Jeyarani,
Thiraviam (Maintenance Assistant), Messiya (Electrical Supervisor),
an
Uma, Rathi, Jancy, Apollo, Jeeva, Anandaraj, Joseph, Rajavel, Kasiraj
al, Juliet Daisy, Elizabeth, Christina, Sironmani,
Standing 2nd Row (From L to R): Kala, Saroja, Jegendambal, Messija, Kanniamm
m G, Richard
Alphonse, Bastin, Mani, Mariadass, Chrisdudass, A. John, S. Antony, Williaa

Food Services
Front row Kneeling – Mr. Bruce lee, Mr. Soundarajan, Mr. .Suresh, Mr. Murugesan, Mr. Dinesh Kumar, Mr. Steven Raj.
Second row kneeling: Mr. Moses, Mr. Vincent Rajkumar, Mr. Samuel, Mr. J. Antony Dass, Mr. Adaikalasamy, Mr. K. Dass,
Mr. Jeevan, Mr. Gopinath, and Mr. Antony Robert
First row standing: Mr. Daniel Solomon (Manager), Mr. Venkatesh, Mr. I Ramesh, Mr. M. Ravi Kumar, Mr. Guru Prasad,
Mr. Stalin, Mr. Gilbert, Mr. Sarvanan, Mr. Rajesh, Mr. J. Peter, Mr. P.Dass, Mr. Mariappan, Mr. Marcus, Mr. C. Ramesh,
Mr. Arockia Sahaya Raj, Mr. K.P. Raja, Mr. Mr. Johnson, Mr. Vanathu Antony, Mr. S. Peter, Mr. A. Ramesh, Mr. Thangaraj,
Mrs. P. Ammasi | Inset: PK Panchapakesan

Learning Resources
Library
Physical Education

From left to right: Ola Sither,
Yvonne Dovlo, Dilanie Devadoss,
Suvidha Sadasivan, Judy Redder,
Sonny Deenadayalan,
Billy Yesudian

Benhur P.S., Joseph Anandaraj,
T.P. Hadden, Kumar Veerakumar,
Rudy Wuthrich, Esther Liaquath
Insets: Clare Ming, P Jesuraj

From left to right: Joice Joseph
Selvaraj, Adrian Moody, Sushma
sen, Mini Cherian, Santhosh
Punnoose, Shubhankar Roy, Sandip
Munde
InsetL: Graham Lambert

Math

From left to right: Corey
Stixrud, Noel Jackson, Brian
Johnson
Inset: Raja Krishnamoorthy

KISCO
From left to right: Marvin Ambrose,
IPraveen Kumar
ngilela, Sither, Beth Dagitses,

From left to right: Nagarani,
A Sahayam, Corey Stixrud,
Thomas Antony, Kennedy Kennedy

From left to right: Steven Hawkins,
Anuradha Vedmurthy, Sushma Sen, Joice
Joseph Selvaraj, Sheela Thomas

Information Systems

Religious Education

From left to right: Milly Varghese,
Stuart Potter, Gregory Vancil, Nancy
Vancil, Prasanth John, Todd Morrison,
Sarah Case, Erna Llorente, Benjie
Llorente, Joel Nicholas, Peter Case,
Paul Jaikumar
Insets: John Mathias, Mauro Maglione

Music

Second Language
Top row (from left to right): Vishnu Sarkar,
Sunita
Ghosh, Aline Ranc Jorand, Gaspard Morlaes,
Anita Solomon, Zita Szigeti, Ruth Alexander
Front row: Mitali Sarkar, Dominique Jorand,
Su Kang Lee
Inset: Pema Tashi, Imre Szigeti

Security: Shift One
Senior Management Team
From left to right: Ganga Christus, Abraham John,
Adrian Moody, Corey Stixrud, Raja Krishnamoorthy

Security: Shift Two

Social Studies

Top Row (From left to right): Mr.Bakthavatchalam,
T., Mr.Varadharaj, P., Mr.Antony, Dass, Mr.Sagayam,
Sahayaraj, Mr.Xavier, Manicka, Mr.Mark,
S. Nichel
Bottom Row (From left to right): Mr. Murugan, A.,
Mr. Hanifa, Mohamed, Mr. Sounder, Rajan, Mr. Rajkumar,
R., Mr. Ruban, R.,
Mr. Salethnathan, R.

Security: Shift Three

From left to right: Abhishek Maity, Eric
Sheforgen, Sudeep Ghosh, Elly Oenema, Sophia
Rayan, Latha P, Monica Johncy
Insets: Will Taylor, Jessica Johnson, Gaspard
Morlaes

From left to right : Mr. Nagarajan, V.,
MR. Ramesh, J., Mr.Samuel, A., Mr.Victor,
R., Mr. Thomas, Christopher, Mr. Arulraj, I

Top row (from left to right): Kalipallyam Boopathy,
David
Moses Stanley, Khadar Shereef M, Sudipta Roy,Amit
Roy, Muralidhar Kamidi
Sitting: Rebecca Devadoss, Ruby Mirnalini
Inset: Sandhya Paul, M. Dhanalakshmi

Science
Top Row (From left to right): Mr. Ramu, V.,
Mr. Jayakumar, M., Mr. Nagarajan, M., Mr. Albert,
X., Mr. Alagarsamy, R., Mr. Jayapaul, A.
Bottom Row (From left to right): Mr. Babu, S.A.,
Mr. Anthony, Simon, Mr. Mohan Raja, N.,
Mr. Shalom A, Shapurkar (Manager) Mr. Manoharan,
A., Mr. Mohideen, S.

From left to right: Joshua Narayanan, Dan winfred, Raja
Krishnamoorthy, Kevin McLeod, John Devadoss, Rajan Thomas,
Ivy Roshan, Jane Samuel, Esther Paul, Anna Jaikumar,
Indra Jayaprakash, Shamala Joseph, Sujata Tandon, Rebecca
Solomon, Jayanthi Chandrasekaran, Mary Cornelius, Saji
Varghese, Cecilia Winred
Bottom Row: Arenla Longkumer, Ruth Baweja, Anitha Jones

Residential Life

Technology
From left to right: Shalini Ambrose,
Kenny Samuel, Jeeva Rani Thangaraj

Telephone Operators
Volunteers and Student Teachers

From left to right: Sandra Shand,
Barbara Block, Deborah Paul

From left to right: A. Asaia
Dinakaran, T. Isaac, Anthony Faife,
S. Sahaya Dilip, S. Xavier

Travel Office
From left to right: Benjamin Ledergerber,
Rachel Dunn, Ashley Gaumer, Dilanie
Devadoss, Joel Nicholas, Stephanie Herther

From left to right: M. Krishnamoorthy,
R Rajasekar, S. Robert

Stock Room

Antonyraj Peter, S. Alphonse

From left to right: Benjamin Ledergerber,
Vasant Sarkar, Varghese George

Social Experience
Visual and Practical Arts

Boys Super Senior Basketball Team
Standing: Bharath Kumar, Christophe Reymond,
Siddharth Gore, Marvin Ambrose (Coach),
Jeongyeop Lee, Tucker Stevenson, Worawit
Singsomdee
Sitting: Narain Ratan, Nathan Paul, Zahaan
Pudumjee, Tashi Wangchuk (Captain), Jamie
Shin, Yoon Soo Choi

Girls Senior Basketball Team
Boys Football: A Team
11th Grade Boys: Football Teams

Top Row (From left to right): Sither, Sung soon Yim,
Aashrayae Tamrakar, Daryl Chhangte, Zak McLeod,
Myungseo Lee, Ashmank Karki (Captain), Vincent Ibach
Bottom Row (From left to right): Durgadas Hesser, Adhrit
Shrestha, Ezekeil Myrchiang Wallang, Teddy Nam, Kevin
Georgey

9th Grade Boys Football Team
Top Row (From left to right): Channon, Regsel,
Karma, Boss, Nitsato, Chungwon Kim, Arijit, Ngawang,
Rinngheta, Parth, Chris, Dongin, Ayon, Sid
Next Row (From left to right): Tenzin, Yash, Mrunal,
Jamie, Chang-P, Godwin, Tika
Bottom Row (From left to right): Bharath, John,
Christophe, Aditya

Standing: (L-R) Dev Punj,Jason Cornelius,Tanay
Chitalia, Mohammed Finzer Akkara, John Devadoss(Coach),
Anshul Gupta, Alekh Trivedi (Manager), Eshaan
Kalarikal, Ayman Siraj ,Ishaan Chandhok, Vivian
Griffiths.
Sitting: (L-R) Corey Stixrud (Vice Principal),Hamadan
Mehdi, Abhishek Joshua Prince, Christophe Browne,
Godwin Scott, Ayon Dey(Vice Captain), Raiyan Nafiur
Rahman (Captain), Nirav Sahani, Everyjoy Lamin

Cricket Team
Standing: (L-R)Talib Chitalwala (Vice Captain),Eshaan
Kalarikal, Anshul Gupta, Ameer Khemchandani ,Vidhit
Sangekar, Vrutant Kanakia, Rinngheta Renthlei, Sither
(Coach)
Second Row: Joshua Tsering, Tucker Stevenson, Amar
Nathwani, Abhilash Deswal (Captain), Dongin Kim, Sang
Hyuk Moon
Sitting: Ayon Dey, Chris Gim, Jinhoon Park, Singye
Yonten, Karma Wangyal

Standing (From left to right): Akil Hameed,
Chayin(K) Ninnernnon, Sonam Jattu, Abraham
Varghese (captain),Zak McLeod, Ugyen Wangchuk,
Mr.Sither(coach)
Sitting (From left to right): Abhay Sasidharan,
Adhrit Shrestha, Vishnu Dixit, Chanon
Rungarunsirichoke,Kraisakdawat, Anan

Boys Senior Basketball Team
Top Row (From left to right): Elisabeth Freiin
von Crailsheim, Tenzin Lhadon, Aaina Pahwa, Rahel
Andrews, Akriti Karki, Baijayanti Silwal
Bottom Row (From left to right): Tenzin Dolkar,
Aisaraporn Srisukajorn, Grace Nuntluangi,
Ashlesha Karki, Siranart Jitsard

Standing (From left to right): Ananyah
Iyer, Gul Thakur, Nwang, Shaleen Shah
Sitting (From left to right): Sayeesha
Dalal, Chasira, Rinzee Peday, Ellie
Gillies

Girls Super Senior Basketball Team

Boys Football: P.F.C.
Top Row: Benjamin Solomon, Glenn Baby
Georgey, Bonny Hitoshi Sharma, Aaron
Jones, Worawit Singsomdee, Alekh Trivedi
Bottom Row: Nikhil Rao, Faraz Wahlang,
Tarun Ravindren (Captain), Sadan Magar,
Joshua D’Cunha, Thinlay Rangdol

Top Row (From left to right): Rhea Browne,
Elisabeth Freiin von Crailsheim, Vidhi Gondalia, Clara Kramer, Aaina Pahwa, Simran Mehrotra, Rahel Andrews (Captain), Beth Dagitses
(Coach)
Bottom Row (From left to right): Tushita Sen,
Jessica Reindel, Sung Kyeong Kim, Dasom Lee,
Maia Colah, Shaireen Parmar

Girls Senior Football Team

Boys Football: 10th Grade Team

Top Row (From left to right): Mr. Ambrose (Coach),
Jaspar Holland, Eun-taek Jung, Godwin Rayen, Vishnu
Dixit, Sang Hyuk Moon, Nipun Rajbhandary
Bottom Row (From left to right): Sisnu Saravanaraj,
Ishaan Joshi, Johan Moraes, Chanon Rungarunsirichoke,
Tae Hong Kim, Anan Kraisakdawat

Top Row (From left to right): Beth Dagitses
(Coach), Arya Diwase, Tamara Crasto, Annika
Kupfer, Antonia Plan, Risa Shirai, Chanisara
Ninnernnon, Ngawang Choden, Mirei Shirai
Bottom Row (From left to right): Kea Radons,
Ketsa Jerome, Sonam Yitzin, Sayesha Dalal,
Meghna Nath (Captain), Shaleen Shah, Andrea
D’Cunha, Piya Pahwa

Girls Super Senior Football Team
Top Row (From left to right): Marvin Ambrose (Coach),
Sangmo Lama, Priyadarshini Panchapakesan (Captain),
Arshia Choudhrie, Marina Kawarazaki,
Ketsa Jerome, Amay Kothari, Zak McLeod, Faraz Wahlang
Bottom Row (From left to right): Anushka Sen,
Nischay Shrestha, Jacob Luy, Anna Varghese

Track Team

Top Row (From left to row): Tenzin Lhadon,
Baijayanti Silwal, Akriti Karki,
Rahel Andrews, Aaina Pahwa, Tushita Sen
Bottom Row (From left to row): Maya Jindal, Karina Acharya,
Rhea Jawaharbhai Chavda, Siranart Jitsard

Girls Volleyball Team

Bartlett East
Living in Bartlett East has been an amazing experience
for all of us. The majority of our time in Kodi we are
actually in our dorms, and so it is very important that
the setting of the dorm encourages us to work and play,
without overdoing either. At Bartlett East, we really feel
like we’re at home, and everyone is a big family who
takes care of and helps each other.
The seniors have had an incredible experience
in this dorm. Some of us have been here for four
years, while some of us just joined two years ago.
Nevertheless, we have all formed tight bonds with each
other and really got to know everyone on a personal
level. If you ask any of us about a dorm mate, we
can give you a one hour lecture on their personality,
strengths, weaknesses and our best experiences with
them. We’re all good friends and like to see each
other not only succeed but excel to the fullest of
our potentials. This has been really important, because
sometimes we all need a little push, and our friends in
dorm can provide this. We have learnt a great deal about
each other’s diverse cultures and traditions, things which
you can read about in a book but only truly understand
when living with someone who follows them. We have
matured and grown together through some of the
most important years in our entire lives, and have set
ourselves up to take on the world in college and beyond.
Ms. Edward and Reggie have disciplined, encouraged, and

nurtured us all throughout our stay. We are all truly
grateful for the immense contributions they have made.
We had some serious characters in Bartlett East
from the class of 2013. Aman stealing everyone’s hair
dryer. Arnold and his Punjabi swag, asking what you’re
doing even when you’re asleep. Samin making music on
his bunk bed and telling everyone to “Chill behhh.” Choi
sleeping with his beats on and then getting up and
making Korean Noodles. Jeongyeop dropping by for two
minutes to pray and then leaving. Gore tried for 4 years
and his body is still on loading mode. Lobo and Thinlay
studying seriously for four hours a day and only taking
30 second breaks. Kevin falling asleep two minutes
after starting to watch a movie. Sadan climbing up his
mountain with one hand. Pavan coming once a month and
staring at us.
You want to read more, read more otherwise
fo... Because you won’t able to understand it. You
think deesh ish funny owah? Police cap. Spain. Smuggling
in seniors with Eddie. Scaring Kevin with a sock rat.
Lasers out the window. Sadan shooting a rat on the
computer with a BB gun. Praying. Baby Mania waking up
at 8 30 every day, “2 minutes... please.” and *Points*
“Are they coming?” Shakam. Goan Sausages. Dried
Buffalo. Whaat ees dees? Hello mister, listen will you.
Bursting the bomb in a tin can from the window. The

lights being turned off because we were screaming.
Spirit Week. Inspired by Prison Break. Flavors. Gore’s
comfortable bunk. Adding water and it still being strong.
Gyming. Gore’s smiley face. Kevin doing ab twists at
the mirror. Dorm treats. The unit being locked, and how
it was worth it. Super Senior Priv’s- just walking out.
“Restricted Access” signs. All the times we never shared
our food to save it for a better day. Food getting stolen
and then shamelessly eaten in front of you. Aman’s
banana chips. Making covers and being completely off
tune. Stealing ketchup and sugar packets and bringing
back rice in a bottle. Kevin getting paranoid and making
us stay up until 4 am. Lil Wayne and Eminem flexing in
videos. Imma slaap the sheet outtah you. Singing songs
as the worst chorus in the world. Eating raw noodles
with the masala. Yeah yeh tho matlab anni gachillo dekhe
jaye tho and from a different perspective boleh jaye tho
haan amma de. See but vaaat no, when we met no, kundi
tholkundu ba, vasne barakathaiti...
The dorm now holds so many memories for all
of us, it will really be hard to move out at the end of
our senior year, knowing that we will never be living here
again. As they say, however, do no cry that it is over,
smile because it happened. I am sure that we will all
return one day, look at our old rooms, and quietly say to
ourselves, ‘Man, those were the days.’

Top Row (From left to right): Pavan Sharvirala, Simon Malik,, Yoon Soo Choi, Samin Bakshi, Ngawang Wangchu, Dong Myung Sung,
Sadan Magar, Changwon Park, Abishek Joshua, Jegannarayanan Sivakasiulaganathan, Sarthak Patel
Bottom Row (From left to right): Rushad Katrak, Kirath Singh, Aditya Chawla, Tika Pradhan, Swapnil Mishra, Jeongyeop Lee,
Siddharth Purkayastha, Thinlay Rangdol, Siddharth Gore, Sonam Sherpa, Arnold Singh, Jairaj Lobo, Kevin Lawrence
Inset: Mrs. Mary Edward (Residential Parent)

Bartlett West

“Where Congenial Atmosphere Prevails”

The overall atmosphere at Bartlett West is
synonymous with the word ‘Congenial’. The BW
Residence which houses KIS students of Grade
XI and XII exudes confidence in factors related
to realistic and practical approaches towards life.
Accompanied by freedom of expression and thoughts
together with bonhomie in every sphere of life,
Bartlett West presents a picture of harmony and
responsibilities to any visiting Parent or Dignitaries
from other walks of life. The idyllic surroundings
of the Bartlett Compound definitely enhances
and is largely supportive to the aforesaid claim.
It is a matter of pride indeed to experience the
compassionate attitude with which the students of
Bartlett West engage themselves with one another.
The Seniors of Grade XII are very protective of
the juniors from Grade XI and are always there to
extend a helping hand whenever the need arises for
the same. Similarly the juniors are very fond and

appreciative of the positive attitude of the seniors.
The disciplinary aspects concerning students can
be safely labeled as satisfactory, apart from a few
hiccups which are very natural for their age groups.
However it is very encouraging to note here that
the general responses of students to genuine
counseling by the undersigned in matters of
concern have always been extraordinarily positive.
The present batch of students at Bartlett
West are extremely talented and have proved
themselves as assets to the expected standards
both in Academics, Extra Co Curricular and Sports.
Naveen Govan is expected to top the list of
successful students in the Batch of 2013 with
several of his colleagues from Bartlett West
also expected to perform creditably. Shagun and
Zahaan are excellent performers on the guitar
while Merhivi exudes confidence personified on the

piano. Amay has recently emerged as the winner
of a long distance running event amongst a host
of Schools while the Bartlett West football team
has reached the Final Round of the Inter Dorm
(5 a side) football event. Finzer was responsible
in single handedly performing creditably with
the bat against the visiting Cricket Team from
Dubai and thereby ensuring a thrilling victory for
KIS. He is also an important member of the
KIS Cricket Team which is due to visit Dubai.
Parth, Kanisth, Arijit. Krit, Klod, Rajeswaran and John
of Grade XI are showing great promises for the future.
With the grace of God, the students of Bartlett
West shall gain from strength to strength and
prove their mettle as able and forthcoming students
believing in and submitting themselves steadfastly to
the stated values of Kodaikanal International School.
Shyamal Pal / Head of Residence / Bartlett West

Top Row (From left to right): Arijit Mondal, Rajesvaran Ramalingam, Ishaan Chandhok, Kanisth Raghani
Next Row (From left to right): Regsel Kuenchup, Zangyal Dorjee, Klod Euchukanonchai, Parth Khatiwada,
Krit Ruenruedeepanya, Shyamal Pal (Residential Parent), Merhivi Talie, Longchenti Longchar, YeJun Park,
Mohammed Faizaan Musvee, Amay Kothari, Mohammed Akkara, Baibhav Dhital
Bottom Row (From left to right): John Lalnunmawia, Orhan Awatramani, Zahaan Pudumjee, Naveen Govan, Shagun Tyagi,
Sriram Uthayakumar, Shariekh Farooqui, Revanth Nadipally
Inset: Dan Winfred (Residential Parent)

Bruton
Bruton Dorm is not like any other dorm, it’s another loving home far
away from a place you call home. This place is very beautiful looking and
also has many fun things to do. Compared to other dorms this is a very
unique one. This is the only dorm which has their own personal attached
bathroom, which makes life easier for the students. It’s extremely hard to
miss home when you are in this place. More than the dorm you will love
the extremely caretaking dorm parent. In this dorm we live together as a
family. If we have any problems we go to each other and solve it. A very
friendly dorm, we play basketball together, watch movies together, go out
and eat together, all this just makes this dorm simply the best. The dorm
parent is a complete gem, who always is there for us in our good or bad
times and also disciplines us and loves us at the same time. Whenever
there is an issue she is always there to help you. It is only our dorm
parent who sees that we need proper nutrition and cooks for us. Her
food is fantastic, just like the food our mom’s cook at home. Our dorm

parent is so caring that she is always there for us helping us to finish all
assignments on time. Though she can get strict when you are up to some
kind of mischief, you can always melt her with your loving words. But once
a punishment is given it is impossible for her to take it back she is firm
in her words. After all she is our mom over here and which mom doesn’t
like to give their children a little torturing once in a while. The best parts
are when we all as a dorm on Saturday nights order domino’s pizza and
watch a movie together in our dorm parents apartment, these are the kind
of things that helps our dorm unite and helps us bond with each other.
All together this is an amazing dorm and now that we are about to leave
it after this semester, we wonder will we ever find some dorm like this
anywhere in this world?
In our Dorm Parent’s own words “Once a Bruton Hero, Always a Bruton
Hero!”

Top row (from left to right): Jet, Moon, Seungmin, Shyam, Mr. James
Second row (from left to right): Ashmank, Tanay, Murtaza, Quomel, Sharan, Tenzin, Adhrit, Ezekeil
Third row (from left to right): Lee, Ron, Nipun, Varun, Raunaq
Botton row: Ohh, Sisnu, Mrs. Roy, Chayin (K), Jaspard, Vivek, Prajan

Central House
Central House is the place where 22 hearts reside
Central House is the place that each one of them did truly decide
A place where people are protective against one another
A place where each person is a friend or even a brother
This dorm is where I go to restThis dorm is where I feel at my
greatest best
A great dorm parent and many wonderful things
It is a lot more than a place where simply I keep all my belongings
Frankly speaking, this dormitory with eight rooms does more than
give us accommodation
That is something that anyone of you can also say after a good
observation
Mondays pass by with the 9th and 10th graders going about with
their daily lives
They complete their homework and rejoice once the dorm treat
arrives
Not much action or commotion during the rest of the week
People have study hall and are completing work; it would be rude to
speak
This trend continues for a few more days
Until the weekend arrives, a time of the week that is greeted with

“hurrays!”
A loud uproar near the television by the soccer fans as they watch a
hair-raising match
The hallway lined with gamers playing DOTA or Call of Duty in a big
batch
Some music playing from a sound system in a nearby room
Disappointingly bed time is coming soon
I try to sleep during a stormy night when the raindrops are
tapping on the roof
A time when our sorrows and despair goes ‘poof’
Audible from the background is the roar of thunder
I stare at the ceiling as my mind begins to wonder
The lighting flashes that night before my very eyes
A quiver runs through me as I look through the window and at the
menacing skies
“There is no need to be afraid,” I said,
“For I am sheltered by this dorm and in my cozy bed”
I’m really grateful for being in this pleasant, hospitable dorm
I’m really appreciative from being in a place so warm
Central House is the place that I can surely say
Central House is the place my heart and I will stay.

TOP LEFT ROW: Abhay, Saahil, Kush, Ishaan, Ugyen, Karan, Tae Hong, Vishnu
MIDDLE ROW: Anna Jaikumar (Residential Parent) Sonam, Pete (Anan), Peter (Sung Soon), Aditya, Bum Jun,
Sheku (Abhishek), Kevin, Faiyaz, Joshua
BOTTOM ROW: Krutarth, Jae Hyuk, Joey (Changhyeon Cho), Mithran, Jeetu (Abhijeet)

Claverack
Claverack... Bisons, monkeys, boars, dogs and
us!!!
Though it is cold outside, and the wall’s fail
in their duty, the warmth of the bond we share
fully makes up for that. The dorm is like an
extended family where no one is left out.
A walk through the dorm... Daggy and Vincent
in the comp room, on facebook (study hall?),
Samuel playing comp games with Darryl (DotA),
Malla and Chanon, or tennis ball cricket in front
of the dorm with Bugs and Jobin. Omar sits
next to them, doing something!?! Minho spends
most of his time on his computer and his
techno savy gadgets... Daggy and Areesh owning
each other...Aashrayae is seen fooling around
with his friends or playing soccer and finally you
see and hear Teddy on his guitar melodiously
serenading the rest of the dorm.
Nikhil and Sokhi keep themselves busy with

gym, exercises and their laptops ofcourse....
Chanon is here, there and everywhere...
Prashant(Bugs) has an opinion for everything...
John has actually stopped saying “actually”!!!...
Godwin the man of few words seems thrilled to
have Johan back from Germany...Sidd still is the
last one out of the dorm in the morning but
has started gyming lately thanks to Nikhil and
Sokhi...Jobin is the cricket encyclopedia of the
dorm...Dhawan, the handyman of the dorm is seen
retrieving the lost tennis ball/ mending clothes/
banging nails or making a catapult.
The dorm has welcomed Dominik and Meet
who joined the school in the second semester
...Sam and Max who are here as exchange
students from Australia.
Sports is keenly
followed in the dorm...whether it is the diehard
Indian Cricket fans or the Soccer Arsenal/
Liverpool fans...the weekend brings the dorm to

a sporting frenzy.
The kitchen has seen a lot of action in the
past months with aspiring Master Chefs creating
“master pieces” that can become a smoky and
smelly affair at times.
Our dorm parent ...Ms. Mary, is kind and an
awesome person (except for her room checks:
P)...she does not spoon feed us but treats us
like adults. When she cooks ...her dorm snacks
are awesome: ). We have the best dorm-relief in
Mr. John Peter and a great dorm relief-relief in
Mr. Benny.
A typical day always ends with someone
playing creative forms of TT ... Johann with a
stool vs Dhawan with a skateboard just as an
example of the craziness that resides within the
walls of Claverack!! An ordinary day, in a not so
ordinary dorm!!!!

Top Row (From left to right): Areesh Kurush Jungalwala, Prashant, Godwin Rayen, Dominik Blaich, Daryl Lalmuanpuia Chhangte,
Next Row (From left to right): Mrs Cornelius (Residential Parent), Samuel Brandenburg Bougher, Max Michael Evans,
Jobin John Abraham, Chanon Rungarunsirichoke, Nikhil Verma, Dhawan Dirksen, Samuel Francis, Peter (Dorm Relief)
Next Row (From left to right): Johan Moraes, Vincent Ibach, Meet Patel, Vaibhav Malla,
Bottom Row (From left to right): Jun Seob Lee, MinHo Heo, Durgadas Hesser, Aashrayae Tamrakar, Teddy Nam, Vaibhav Singh Sokhi,
Siddharth Vijay Kapoor

East House

time in East House to summarize it in a few paragraphs. We
Laughs. Dorm Bonding. Late weekends. Peter’s Nights. We have spent far too much
you a slight insight. Shantivotion. Bathroom rats. Hooks. Being sly.
can’t explain what goes on in East House. We can just scratch the top to give
Kevin’s lovely wake ups.
’t be the same if anyone was missing and we love it the way it
We all complain every now and then but in the end we all love this dorm. It wouldn
all miss Karan’s noise, Nakul’s language, Beri’s wise words, Ganga’s
will
We
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Narain
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is
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and
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life
is. But
moves, Narain’s LOL. But East House is about making new memories
milk, Ameer’s dirty jokes, Pi’s appetite, Rat’s movies, Josh’s dump’s, Talib’s karate
while cherishing the old ones and thats exactly what we plan to do.
East House Mafia. Peace

Standing (From left to right): Green Jacket- Aamer and Patcharapong, Yellow T-shirt,Vidhit, Dev,
Kevin (Residential Parent)
Sitting on sofa arm: Karan Behind the sofa: Daraius, Ayon, Shanthanu, Nitsato
On the sofa: Jeydev, Narain Nakul, Talib and Ameer
On the floor: Worawit, Raiyan, Abhilash, Joshua

Edmonstone

Edmonstone is the only mixed Dorm in KIS. Here we have 7 sisters including our big sister, Eryn, and we
have the 4 brothers for them, including
everyone’s small brother, Evyn. Here we enjoy our time with our Dorm mom. We’re always too playful, but
with our homework we are the serious
fellows. Sometimes we scream and shout, but we have lots of fun. We share, we help, we will be kind, but
sometimes we will fight. We are a family
and we are the cute kids!!!!!!
- Manav
I can’t believe I am going to another dorm next year. I will miss my Edmonstone A LOT!
Thank you Mrs. Anitha for being my dorm parent for my first year in KIS.
I love Edmonstone - Sonam.

Standing –Evyn jones, Chanthananan Chatchanok, Syam Kumar Shalini, Patel Manav.
Sitting – Mangtutsang SangyeYangkii, Megas Nikoleta Kaaya, Lama sonam, Rijal Arhana , Nirmal Gershom, Sahu Rehan,
Anitha jones(Residential Parent)

Kennedy
Kennedy is a small dorm filled with lots of love and
laughter. In the morning everyone is bustling around trying to
get out of dorm on time, while Mrs.JP runs around yelling “
HURRY UP!! IT’S TIME GIRLS!!” and no one ever gets out
“ON TIME”, especially the seniors! The evenings are more
quiet, everyone is cozied up in their room, keeping warm and
“studying” with the noise of slamming doors at 8:30 sharp,
when everyone runs out to get Mrs. JP’s yummy snacks. After
that its hitting the showers and getting back into our warm
beds. Weekends are for cooking and picnics in the lawn with
the constant reminder to “Clean the dishes” on the board. All
in all, we all love our warm cozy loving dorm and each one of
us has our own special reason why...
“I LOVE KENNEDY...”
Sayesha: Because it has great people and the people are
really friendly and caring.
Sin Woo: Because of the good food and the great location
!
Karuna: Because its open and green !
Yitzin: Because Kennedy is Jigs ;)
Sonam: Because I love baking cakes here
Isabella: Because I love eating cakes

Kaanchi: Because of the picnics on the grass
Charlotte: Because it has nice people
Aditi: Because of cooking on Sunday’s
Dhini: Because it’s warm and open
Hyo Sun: Because I love the showers
Prerana: Because its wide open !
Shaleen: Because of Everything !
Yin: All of the above!
Deeksha: Because of the two friendly rats in the common
room (Why is the only one who knows about this?!)
Kaberi: Because... SENIOR FAREWELL!!
Arushi: Mrs. JP is the most amazing dormparent and also
because everyone is so nicee! From studying with Sneh, to
choosing hoodie colours with Manya, to that crazy farewell we
had last year, I have had some of the most amazing times in
this dorm!
Yoha: Because of all the sleepovers!
Vageesha: bcoz of my dorm parent who is really sweet and
supportive ..!! :) It reminds me all the sweet memories which

i spend with kaberi and yoha !! :) I used to never stay in my
room .. i’ll used to be always land up in kaberi’s room :-p it
also reminds me of sleep over and lods of fun which i did in
this dorm .. :)
Manya: Because the people are amazing and I love my room
SO VERY much! :P Because chilling with Sneh and watching
movies, rooming with Deeksha, talking about everything under
the sun with Arushi, listening to Sneh and Nainika sing at the
top of their lungs through our super thin walls and throwing
our senior’s their unforgettable farewell have been some of
the most amazing memories that Kodai has given me. A little
part of me will always be in this dorm. Thank you for all the
warmth and love, Mrs. JP. You made this dorm, our home.
Sneh: First day here I wasn’t sure on how this dorm would
be, we were not that close to our senior until that one
night: Our senior’s Farewell, things really turned around then.
Meanwhile, there was my first and last roomie nainika and our
next door neighbours Manya and Deeksha, who never realized
that we could always hear them, even when they sneezed!!
Then there was arushi my late night study buddy.... I cant
believe it has been two years already, kennedy was special to
me because it was KENNEDY !
Kennedy’s our home away from home (:

Top Row (From left to right): Aditi Kedia, Sayesha Dalal, Shaleen Shah, Prerana Karki, Karuna Sah,
Charlotte Kressmann, Kaanchi Khatri, Nandhini Sandra Mogan, Indra Jayaprakash (Residential Parent)
Next Row (From left to right): Manya Mirchandani, Sneh Fomra, Yohalakshmi Nethi Gopalakrishnan, Vageesha Kumre
Bottom Row (From left to right): Sin Woo Lee, Sheng Yin Loo, Hyo Sun Kim, Sonam Choden Wangdi,
Isabella Lalmalsawmi John, Sonam Yitzin

Lochend

Ayman (Sunbeams) - Well what can I say, it’s been
WOHmazing to say the least. Varun (Kups) - The roof is
leaking. I need an overhead umbrella. Nikhil (Will) - Life
is too short to live with regrets, enjoy every moment.
Peace. Lochend is amazing. Rohan (Panda) - Awesome
seniors. Tonne of fun. Going to miss you all. Last but
not least, Mr. Thomas, I want a puppy and TV in my
room. Mervyn (Mervinho) - People in this dorm seriously
need to learn how to cook! -_- Jerry (Tom) - The trunk
room is creepy.
Everjoy (Actually) - In the span of less than a year,
Lochend has become my second home. Love you Mr.
Thomas & Ms. Sheela. Yosel (YoYo) - We need a gaming
room in the dorm. Tenzin (Rick) - Love the dorm treat
& snacks. Thanks Mr. Thomas for caring for us. Yash
(Woods) - Lochender 4 Lyf :) Karma (Drongpa) - I love
my bed. Kim - (Jimmy) - Thank you Lochend for the
crazy memories. Chanon (Guy) - Best dorm, best friends
but I want my blanket back Mr. Thomas. Tanay (Chits)
- This is a really fun dorm to be in. The food makes it
a whole lot better. Christophe (Brownie) - Best seniors

ever. In Jung (Rose) - Manohar don’t scream at night
please. Manohar (DJ Manu) - Full on! Nirav (Sec.) - Made
Bro’s for life :)
Alekh - (Crutches) - for all the crazy things we did in
this dorm this was the best way to end, something I’m
never going to forget. Sree - (SreeD) - Amar - (Zizu)
- Di Maria from Africa on the field, Harvey Holmes off
it :) (Singye). Singye - (SPY a.k.a. “Messi) - Mr. Oliver
Queen and the best damn football player in my opinion
:P (Amar) Anshul - (Octave) - Mr Thomas, sorry I was
never able to abide by our contracts :P Vrutant - (a.k.a.
Sunny1609) - Love Lochend! :) Haven’t been here for long
but it’s the most fun I’ve had!!! Reuben - Memories
that will always be cherished. Mr Thomas, thank you
for letting me stay in this dorm. Raghvendra - This will
always be the best dorm. The amount of fun we had
over here is unforgettable. I will treasure all those time
we had with each other. Vickram - (Vick) - Lochend; The
circus of wonders.

dorm at KIS. There’s a different aura to this dorm that
you won’t find in any other dorm. There’s craziness
among the strict discipline Mr. Thomas enforces.
Whether it’s the seniors running around with toy guns
on a mundane evening, Anshul’s high-pitched giggle
resonating through the corridors or Nirav screaming at
the top of his lungs as he is chased; there’s always
some event in show at Loched. As we move onto a
fresh new academic year it’s time for the thank you
messages to make the rounds, so here goes: Thank you
Mr. Thomas & Ms. Sheela for putting up with all of our
misdeeds. Jerold you’ve really become more than a dorm
relief to most of us and thank you as well for tolerating
all the naughtiness that crept into us during your weekly
stays. Lastly Mr. Bruce for those delicious dorm treats
that all of us savored. As for myself all I can say is
that my first year at boarding has been a wonderful
experience for me. Here’s wishing everyone an amazing
vacation. And seniors, best of luck in college.
-

Ayman Siraj with inputs from Yash Shah.

Lochend is undisputedly the best boys high school

Top Row (From left to right): Sreedharan Nadeson, Christophe Browne, Nikhil Rao
Next Row (From left to right): Rajan Thomas (Residential Parent), Chanon Smanyanorraseth, Ayman Siraj,
Tanay Chitalia, Rohan Ajay Verma, Yosel Rangdrol, Chung Won Kim, Manohar Madhavarapu, Jerry Jacob Edackatt,
Varun Krisana Sadasivam Ganash, Vickram Nadeson
On the ground (From left to right): Mervin Chotrani, Karma Wangyal, Do Hyeon Gim, Bharath Kumar Nagarajan,
Tenzin Rigsang, Injung Lee, Reuben Mathew, Singye Yonten, Vrutant Kanakia, Yash Shah, Nirav Sahni, Everjoy Lamin,
Alekh Trivedi, Amar Nathwani, Anshul Gupta, Raghvendra Mishra

Lower Boyer
What happens in Lower Boyer?
The day without Ms. Paul’s “GET UP, MY BBBEAUTIESSS!”
is incomplete.It doesn’t look united as a dorm, but when it
comes to dorm bonding, there’s gossip everywhere. No matter
what size we are, dorm treat is the shizzz...
SENIORS:
Sangye, who likes to think she is really annoying and but is
very nice and calm.
Sangmo: the dancer and the most happy person in dorm.
Karen, the smallest and cutest. Protector of the dorm.
Amp: Friendly and Kindest person in dorm. Best hair.
Mo: Quiet. Very quiet. :P Nicest person.
Abigail-Loves her music. Awesome guitar player.
Seoyoon: Amazing artist and not to forget amazingly
brilliant at doing the GANGNAM Style.
Marina: Dorm retard. With an awesome fashion sense.
Rinzee: Unlimited energy. Knows every old hindi song
possible.

Rachel: Silent killer, but smiles endlessly.
Rimi: Always in her room, slyly pretending to study but
leading a secret life that she hides from the entire dorm.
JUNIORS:
Karuna: Suddenly switches into german mid conversation or
screams ‘NEIN!’ when a certain junior who musnt be named
*cough* swami *cough* tries to pull her towel off.
Divya: Always studying or on the phone or skype with
some boy or the other :p
Esha: Randomly starts singing in an extremely high pitched
voice and is ALWAYS studying.
Arya: LOVES taking pictures of herself. And eats too much
Nutella. :p
Rahi: Our newest edition. One of the sweetest.
Ngawang: One word. ISSHTUD.
Ria: Always outside, never in dorm.
Adhira:If there’s hindi music playing, its probably her and
she and Ria’ll be dramatically dancing to it somewhere.

Not knowing how the song “Mariaama in the house..” was
invented, but it is a hit song in our dorm.
We will miss Mariamma, for being equally patient with us,
and chasing us out of the social room during weekends so
that she can sleep peacefully.
It will hard to forget the noisy stumps from upstairs,
Goodluck juniors. The dorm dance was epic, but it was one of
the ways where we got to know each other.
“GIRLS, SHHH. OKAY. SHHH.REALLY YEAH REALLY. I WILL
TELL HER.” - Ms Mariamma :p
Ms Paul: You were and are amazing, hope the juniors love
you as much as we do! Thanks for being the best dorm
parent ever.
AND for the seniors have an awesome life in the future....
your presence will be missed deeply....

From left to right:
Bottom row: Ngawang, Rinzee, Seo Yoon, Abigail, Rahi, Arya
Second row: Mo, Amp, Marina, Karen, Sangmo, Sangye, Rimi, Rachel, Esha, Karuna, Divya
Last row: Rhea, Adhira, Mrs. Paul (Residential Parent)

Penryn
Penryn is definitely the most eclectic residence
in KIS. We are made up of a colorful group
of stunningly handsome nerds, jocks, gamers...
pretty much everything you can think of. In the
back wing we have all the naïve little juniors.
They are fun to mess around with (of course
in an affectionate older brother type of way!).
There are the three notorious idiots Mitul, Viraj,
and Anand who always seem to be getting
into trouble. Then there’s the annoying Dongin always barking like a dog, and there are the
shy quiet ones - Jamie, Joy, Mrunal, Ringi, Ansh,
Anay, Hamadan, Jason & Godwin. Now the seniors
and our Head of Residence - Mr. D - are what
makes our Residence ‘THE Residence’. We have
Bonny who is well known for his antics with air
hostess’s, Glenn the coconut, the two midgets

Faraz and Nitin, the two conceited Asians Tsering
and Tashi, Yasin the terrorist, Dennis the one
with an IQ slightly below average, Abhinav the
notorious womanizer and party boy, Tarun the
only Naad, Jin Hoon the SAT Freak, our little
piggy Rushad, the diehard romantics Sid and
Eshan, and of course our Head of Residence
Mr. John Devadoss. Mr. D is most definitely
the coolest and most loving dorm parent in
school. He is fun and chilled but stern and
austere when he needs to be. He stands by
us through rain and shine. Us Penrynites will
never forget the crazy pillow fights that would
go on in the social room, the egg missiles that
somehow finds the intended target, the way we
would always impose all the dorms duties and
responsibilities on Rushad, the way we always

sweet talked Bonny into cooking for all of us,
and of course Tsering’s and Yasin’s random
disturbing outbursts (inside joke). Our residence
is a place where anyone can settle into. It’s
full of love and affection buzzing with positive
energy. No wonder, we won the KIS inter dorm
dance competition, had Mr. KIS (Tsering), had
many representing soccer, basketball, cricket etc
and above all ‘were a happy bunch of boys’. No
matter how far we wind up from each other, we
will always be Penrynites. We may lose touch
with each other, our memories may start to fade,
some of us may never see each other again, but
in the end our brotherly love for one another
will resonate with each other for ever. For it’s
the place we have been molded & groomed set
to face the world.

Sitting (L to R): Dennis Varghese, Siddhant Daryani, Joshua Tsering (Back), Tarun Ravindren, Tashi Wangchuk
(Front), Yasin Chowdhury, Glenn Georgey, Jin Hoon Park, Faraz Wahlang, Viraj Nanda.
Standing: Rushad Sarosh, Nitin Monteiro, Mr. John Devadoss (Residential Parent), Eshan Kalarikkal, Godwin Nannan,
Anand, Agarwal, Rinngheta Renthlei, Jason Cornelius, Mitul Padhiar, Mrunal Patel, Bonny Sharma, Hamadan Mehdi,
Abhinav Singh, Joy Suna, Dong In Kim, Anay Bhoir

Phelps

Phelps is a dorm where you will find a bond between the ninth and the tenth graders tis indescribable. It expands from playing “I never” and eating
Ms. Jo’s CHEESIE DOSAS, to relaxing on the hammock and listening to music after school and on week-ends. It’s a common sight to see girls
running down the corridor after each other, laughing and yelling, while some are busy in the kitchen making noodles for snack, and a few others glued to
their laptops listening to new songs/ Facebook, completely oblivious of what’s going on around them. With all this excitement, our dorm is filled with
love, laughter, happiness, care and concern for each other. We Phelpites deserve a pat on our shoulders, for making Phelps an awesome home!!! Our
mom away from mom, Ms. Jo, is THE BEST dorm parent out there.
One of the things that makes our dorm so special is the girls... So... INTRODUCING:
Tanya: our always hungry “dorm baby”!! :D “Ever Need a book ?!” and
the greatest clarinet player alive
Akriti: The Nepali Princess
Rhea C.: RoyaChavbhaji; The sweetest of ‘em all (:
‘C’: the most handsome girl we know
Fond: Chocolate Fondue <3 :D
Fill: the cutest Thai marshmallow in the world!!
Darshana: the prettiest walking talking dictionary in history
Rahel: Our personal counsellor. :) (sorry we don’t pay you for your
time)
Baijayanti: Nepali Drama Queen
Shreya: the sexy photographer
Tenzin: the “just-about-everything” hacker

Tara: the singer/really really violent boxer :D
Dolkar: The cook
Jessica: the soccer, hockey and guitar genius :)
Lian: need music? She’s got it
Elisabeth: our German tennis model
Vidhi: Guju diva
Jewon: beautiful Korean dancer
Amy: most epic laughing face we’ve ever seen
Ann: sexy dancer mallu twin number one ;)
Achsa: sexy dancer mallu twin number two ;)
Seher: you name it, she’s got it
Rhea: Ariel

(Left to Right) - Top row: Fill, Tara, Shreya, Rhea.B, Seher, Akriti, C, Ann, Mrs.Jo (Residential Parent)
(Left to right) - 3rd row: Fond, Tanya, Rhea.C, Tenzin.D, Darshana, Baijayanti, Ann
(Left to right) - 2nd row: Elisabeth, Jessica, Vidhi, Tenzin.L, Lian
(Left to right) - Stretched down: Je won, Amy

Sherwood

Welcome to Sherwood!!!! We guarantee you the best stay you will have ever in your life and you would never want to leave us. With exquisite
cuisines from our dorm parent Mrs.C , the place can never get more exiting! We try to the best of our ability to provide you with the best care and
comfort with a tinge of Sherwoodiness. It doesn’t matter in what condition you come to us; we assure you that we will give you hospitality like no
other. Just knock on any room door and voila! The best service you will ever get!
Room 1 and 2 will entertain you till you cry of joy. In room three, you will find the craziest stuff happening there. The people in Room 3 always
manage to do something indeed bizarre. Their deeds will surely crack you up. The smell of kimchi awaits you in room 4. We also have the best
masseuses there. Room 5 is where you relax, chill out and find someone to talk to. And if you want a have a glimpse of love, go to room six and
wait to be mind blown by the romantic mood. And finally, we reach room 7, which is our fashion destination. With the best experts in town, we
guarantee you that you will never feel outdated in terms of fashion.
All of us put together make Sherwood. And this is a brief description of what service we will offer as Sherwoodians. Sherwood, in our hands,
becomes more than a dormitory; it becomes home.

First row (From Left to Right): Emani, Dasom, Megan, Paeng and Walu
Second row (From Left to Right): Simran, Aaina, Maia, SungKyeong, Clara and Tushita
Third row (From Left to Right): Mrs.C (Residential Parent), Gul, Maya, Aviva, Heeral, Valla, Aakanksha, Isheeta,
Amrita, Shaireen, and Smirithi.

Solvik

Top Row (From left to right): Andrea D’Cunha, Sophiyaa Nayar, Tamara Crasto, Meghna Nath
Next Row (From left to right): Afrin Bhattacharya, Rhea Passi, Banu Ganeshan, Dhanishta Patole, Emaan Hawa,
Mitali Nag, Ketsa Jerome
Bottom Row (From left to right): Sonia Suchak, Anuradha Menon, Mirei Shirai, Kirsten Mendonca,
Ruth Baweja (Residential Parent)

Swedish House Lower
Dorm life:
Swedish house lower is a fun dorm, where everyone is like family no-matter how old you are, where you’re
from or what you believe in. As soon
as we get back to dorm, most of us play soccer, outside in the clay field; while the others are busy with
their gadgets, watching T.V. etc. Our dorm
parent Mr. Joshua, is a very kind and loving man, but he is very strict too. He is like our dad. This is our
dorm, a home away from home.
Once upon a time:
In the beginning, when Rahul created time, he created the lands and the waters, and a few kids. He put them
in a dorm called Swedish house lower.
Then he sent Abhiman for the upbringing of technology with an Alienware, Xbox etc. Then he created a soccer
field, and put Arnon, Dhivesh, Shiva, and
Abhishek to play there. He gathered the Koreans, Yun, JEC, and Alex (our pet dog), who were playing their
national sport, StarCraft. Then he created
Jonathan, to add music to their lives. Marc, Jinseong and Samarth were busy debating math while Beomsu listening
to music to ignore the noise.
Lee, accompanying the creator, Rahul, playing minecraft while Viraj looking for a phone to call some girls. While
all this is going on, our faithful guard
Aryaman was standing by the gate with his A.K 47.

Alex: Pedigree, Jonathan: Le musique pro, JEC: Silent killer, Abhiman: Food king, Abhishek: Laughter Master,
Arnon: The hobbit, Dhivesh: Stiffmeister, Marc: French pondi boy, JD: Buddi, Samarth: Sheldon,
Yun: Future Barca manager, Jaideep, Viraj: The fail stud, Beomsu: Future k-pop singer, Shiva: Fairy god Mama,
Lee: Silent man, Rahul: creator, Jinseong: Solution, Aryaman: Colonel, and Mr. Joshua

Swedish House Upper
Far away from the busy tourist city of Kodaikanal lays our home away from home “Swedish House Upper”. We are surrounded by several giant pines
and eucalyptus trees. SHU is situated in a very strategic place as it is surrounded by many site seeing places such as Pillar rocks, Dolphins nose,
Cocker walk, Upper Lake view, 500 years old tree, La Saleth Church (which is more than 200 years old), Devils kitchen, Berijam Lake and many more.
Swedish house upper has students from more than 7 countries. We are students of Gr.6-7 boys. Though at times we miss our home far away, we
know for sure that there is help available whenever we are down with so called home sickness or not feeling good. Anyone visiting SHU will find the
atmosphere very welcoming. We have fun and excitement being together and never make anyone feel unwanted once you come to the dorm. You wake
up in the morning with a spark of excitement because in SHU there is no day similar. One can joke around and can be open with your friends without
any offense.
One of the best things about SHU is, when anyone struggles with his studies, homework/assignment there are always friends with open arms to
help. The décor of Swedish House Upper is very humble yet we are proud to display them, as most of the art is being done by the dorm boys and
the hallways are clean. For our dorm snack Ms. Aren cooks amazing noodles, rice, sandwiches, soup etc. which is difficult to refuse for our hungry e
stomachs. So there is no dull day as such in SHU.

Sitting on the floor: Vijay Thachettu, Suyash Sharma, William George, Vignesh Barua,
Sitting on the Chair: Nischaya Shrestha, Soham Shukla, Sanmarkan Nadeson, Jeong Eui Suh,
David GeorgeYokeshwor Silwal, Vishal Dwarakanathan
Standing: Ms. Arenla Longkumer (Residential Paren), Woo Jae Jun, Saahil Chamdia,
Ojash Tamrakar, Mikael Moraes, Hakeem Hirji
Back Row: Yash Tiwari, Tae Hun Lee

Upper Boyer
“...That’s where art comes from, Jimmy,
my friend. From our weirdnesses and our
differences, from our manic fixations, our
obsessions, our passions. From all those wild
and wacky things that make each of us unique.”
-- Terri Windling
If there’s one dorm that could not agree with
this quote more, it’s Upper Boyer. Living life in
general has its own rough cut out edges. But
living it along with a dozen other people who
aren’t even related to you by blood, makes life
that much more exciting.

who are so different actually get along. Upper
Boyer seems to defy that theory. Every girl in
this dorm is so different, and yet each has her
own gifts to offer to dorm life. Be it giving you
the latest season of a TV show or even just
choreographing dorm dances.
Upper Boyer is probably the only dorm
which can be compared to a painting. So many
different colours, all merging together to form
one unique yet beautiful piece of art: With
everyone dedicated to making life in dorm fun.

Not to forget our amazing dorm parent Ms.
Ivy, who does her best to make dorm a homely
Life in Upper Boyer, is like reading one of
Enid Blytons books. It involves all the clichés and environment. She is not only the best dorm
expectations one would normally have of a dorm. parent ever, but is also the best mom away
However, what makes Upper Boyer so different, from home. If Upper Boyer was a piece of art,
she is the glue who holds all of us together,
is the uniqueness of the girls living in it. It is
despite our differences.
rare to stumble upon situations where people

So here’s to all of us; to all the times we
stayed up laughing and talking about Mariamma,
and to all the fun times that are yet to come;
You juniors: Nishita, Mahati, Vedhika, Jaisha,
Alaiqa, Lydia, Sanaya and Tabitha, have been the
best juniors we as seniors have ever come
across. Thanks for being so chilled out and
putting up with all our craziness and going along
with all the silly things we do, we’d probably
never have won the dorm dance competition
without you guys. You guys will make awesome
seniors next year!
And to the seniors: Ayetri, Layla, Pooja, Piya,
Chhimi, Yeshey, Po, Meghna Searom and Ellie,
here’s to the wonderful memories we’ll have of
Upper Boyer. May the next chapter of our lives
be as fun and as crazy as this one was.
-Kim Kim

Top row (left to right): Ellie, Jaisha, Ms. Ivy (Residential Paren), Tabitha
Second row (left to right):Lydia, Alaiqa, Vedhika, Layla, Mahathi, Pooja, Nishita, Yeshey, Chhimi, Po
Third row (left to right): Sanaya, Searom, Ayetri, Piya, Kim Kim, Meghna.

Westover

Here in Westover dorm, we treat each other as sisters, friends. We feel our dorm is very diverse as we have people unlike any other such as crazy
people smart ones annoying but we still love each other in spite of all this. First the youngest people in dorm, Rosita, the little darling and Himani,
our sweetheart. Then we have our 7th graders, Kiko, the computer freak, Nim, the easily distracted one, Anshula, the very sleepy person, Letay, the
very loud one and Mythli, the innocent bunny. Then we have our huge group of 8th graders. Moving on, we Grace our cute momo, Rini, Shakespeare of
the dorm, Subadra, the lock to the SHINee Key, and then there is Cake, our quiet little angel, and Diana, the One Directioner. We also have Anadya,
our pink drama princess, Susannah who is our active Madpie, Ponmani, our goody green shoes, Sharmin, the Goldilocks with 21 bears and then Gayathri,
the bookworm of the dorm. We have a mentally blonde Aarya, the hilariously blunt Ashlesha, Inayat, the party animal, Desiree, our cuddly Carebear
& Jihae our little Miss Sunshine. This is our strange yet awesome dorm. Without forgetting the most impotant member of our dorm, Ms.Jane our
Mommy and Mr.Sam, her assistant and our Daddy. And as a dorm we say......Juliet ooooo!!................ :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :) :)

Top Row (From left to right): Mythili Srinivasan, Letay Mikhaila Silveira, Rosita Naomi Collison,
Jane Samuel (Residential Parent), Himani Hesser, Susannah Francis, Rini Leivang
Next Row (From left to right): Kiko Yokota, Neeranuch Kaewsook, Ponmani Priya Dharshani Uthayakumar,
Subadra Sudhir, Siriluk Wongkusonlert, Diana Dirksen, Sharmin Rijal
Bottom Row (From left to right): Grace Nuntluangi, Ashlesha Karki, Aarya Malik, Jihae Kim, Inayatinder Kaur,
Anadya Bhadarya Bhati, Desire Rajan Adwani, Gayathri K Iyer

Wissy
word “never”. Not too far from her would be Riya,
Anya, Ananyah, Lisa and Seerat, doubled over in
“Girls, it’s time to go!” screams Mrs. Tandon as
she sounds that shrill, electric bell that does more fits of laughter, or may be even with their faces
contorted in response to her ridiculous stories. But
to wake us up than our alarms.
no matter how much work they have piled up on
And then one by one arrive the Wissahickons:
their desks, our juniors always make the time to
Risa, Riya, Manjari, Seerat, DoHee, Anya, JaeUn,
sit back, relax and exchange their occasionally funny,
YooJin, Tshering, and Ananyah, Mesh, Aastha, Sanjana, but usually down right strange, stories of the day.
Sailja, Fatema, Neelashi, and last but not least,
Meanwhile, the strong smell of oriental cuisine
Nikhi. As we wave our dorm parent good-bye, we
permeates the dorm, and we marvel at DoHee,
groan at thought of making that grueling climb up JaeUn, Tshering and YooJin, as they cook up a
the Wissy stairs and getting to class on time.
storm in the social room. As they pile on heaping
But it is of course, when we come down those portions of smooth and silky noodles on plates,
we can’t help but feel awed by their culinary skills.
stairs, that the energy that we thought school
Or maybe it’s just hunger.
sucked out of us, manages to surge back into
our bodies and the usual pandemonium in Wissy
Wissy would not be complete without its
erupts.
eccentric seniors. Walk into Sanjana’s room, and
Just your usual day in Wissy

And with the thought of pandemonium, you
can’t help but think of Manjari. Always with some
story to tell and the most audible amongst us all,
there is never a single person in dorm who hasn’t
heard what Manjari has to say. Emphasis on the

you’re sure to find Mesh and Aastha, conversing
away on the day’s events like there’s no
tomorrow. You’d have Sanji and Aastha, coming up
with absolutely ludicrous explanations as to who
did what when, where and why, normally turned
down by Mesh’s overtly sarcastic remarks, and the

tête-à-tête ended with a final burst of laughter.
But out of us all, there isn’t anyone who’s more
informed about Kodai gossip than Nikhi. Entering
the room with a swish of her hair and ACDC
blasting at full volume in her iPod, she’ll always
see to it that gets to say her side of the story.
Of course when we’re this loud, Mrs. Tandon will
drop into the room to telling us to keep it down.
But every now and then, even she can’t help but
take part in our “discussions” as well and share
a laugh or two. And soon enough come Neelashi,
Sailja and Fatz, our regular gym-goers, tired after a
rigorous work-out and covered in sweat, but never
too exhausted to share stories.
Naturally, everyone has their own little “quirks”
here at Wissy. But it is an amalgamation of those
same strange qualities that makes our dorm so
unique. May be anywhere else, our little oddities
are accepted, but in Wissy, they are celebrated.
We’ve supported one another through the best
and worst of times, and have learnt to love each
other like family. This is our Wissy. This is our
home. This is our family.

1st Row L to R ( on floor) : Do Hee Kwon, Anya Nath, Risa Shirai, Riya Jindal, Seerat Dhillon.
2nd Row L to R : Neelashi Mangal, Sailja Jain, Aastha Tyagi, Manjari Venkatesh, Jae Eun Oh, Ananyah Iyer,
Nikhita Jain, Sanjana Gothi, Mahwish Mahbub, Fatema Adamji.
3RD Row L to R : Mrs. Sujata Tandon (Residential Parent), Tshering Choden, Yoojin Park

Day Scholars

CAMPS

DRAMA

FIELD DAY

FIELDTRIPS

FORMAL

HIKING

INDEPENDENCE DAY

PROM

REPUBLIC DAY

SOCIAL EXPERIENCE

Elementary School Staff
From left to right: Su Kang Lee, Anita Solomon, Nandini Venkatesan, Jerald James, Sandhya Paul, Mitali Sarkar,
Noel Jackson, Dominique Jorand, Imre Szigeti, Erna Llorenta, Michelle D’Couto Roy,
Jessica Johnson (PYP Coordinator), Tarra Morrison, Radhika Sagar, Pearlin Joseph
Inset: Sujata Archer, Praveen Kumar Ingilela

ES Operational Staff

Back row: Suresh, Muniyandi, Ribake, Das, Babu
Front row: Lindon, Nagaraj, Vijaykumar, Jayanthi, Praburaj
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Pre Sc

Top Row (From left to right): Zarah Llorente, Shifra Ingilela, Kinga Pelagia Szigeti, Ebonyann Miranda,
Hadiyah Morlaes, Malar Arun, Mrs Radhika Sagar (Class Teacher)
Bttom Row (From left to right): Brightson Arul Raj, Merek Morrison, Salvatore Maglione, Saaisivam

Grade 1&2

Grade 3&4

Bottom row (from left to right):Asmitha, Harnishya, Shreya, Ezme, Emili
Second row (from left to right): Abhishek, Evyn, Soumyadeep, Aamir, Arshad, Jude, Darryl
Third row (from left to right): John, Arshan, Sophia, Maya, Jerusha, Rabi
Last row (from left to right) Stephanie, Hindu, Ian, Gael, Pearline (Class Teacher)

Top Row (From left to right): Anne Anthony Gilson, Rehan Sahu, Gabriel Johnson, Sergai Muthiah Thanabalagan,
Madisyn Morrison, Shalini Shyam Kumar, Gershom Nirmal, Prarthana Hannah Anthony, Vishal Rajasekar, Hanna Wüthrich
Next Row (From left to right): Meghna Susheel, Parnas Shapurkar, Maya Sarkar, Areonna Case, Aletheia Lambert
Front Row (Sitting- from left to right): Nandini Venkatesan (Class Teacher), Natan Szigeti,
Shree Dharshan Santhagunam, Shreyan Roy, Siddhant Sarkar, Vishan Shankar

Grade 5

Front row left to right: Arhana Rijal, Stuti Jerald, Tenzin Tshogyal, Kayya Megas, Ou Chatchanok,
Yangkii Mangtutsang, Sonam Lama, Tarra Morrison (Class Teacher)
Middle row left to right: Supatra Wadhwa, Manav Patel, Dominik Wuthrich, Aydn Luy, Micah Yesudian
Back row left to right: Hakeem Hirji, Judson Watts, Dharma Arun, Jakob Wuthrich

Grade 6

Top Row (From left to right): Prashant, Rohan, Vignesh, Vishal, Nischaya, Sanmarkan, David, Yogeshwor
Botton row (From left to right): Rosita, Arshiya, Beth, Himani, Rebekah, Anushka

Grade 7

Top Row (From left to right): Anshula Tiwari, Letay Silveira, Nuni Madhu Ramnath, Dhruv Sharma, Blessing Daniel Arul Raj,
Soham Shukla,, Ephraim Michael, Eui Suh Jeong, Noel Archer, Neeranuch Kaewsook, Kiko Yokota, Mythili Srinivasan
Next Row (From left to right): Vijay Michi Thachettu, Isaac Scott Johnson, Sonam Samphel, Woo Jae Jun, William George,
Tae Hun Lee, Yash Tiwari, Dhruv Sharma,
Bottom Row (From left to right): Dina Irudaya Raj, Jane Paul Jaikumar, Mikael Jonathan Moraes, Saahil Chamdia, Nyima Ming,
Ojash Tamrakar, Longsen Longkumer

Grade 8

Top Row (From left to right): Dasarath Nariman, Aryaman Singh, Viraj Ghosh, Dhivesh Anand Kumar, Jonathan Kulothungan, Rahul Suresh Babu, Abhiman Reddy,
Jedediah Myrchiang Wallang, Samarth Shamanur Mallikarjun, Beomsu Cho, Jaideep Narayanan
Next Row (From left to right): Marc Joseph David Chandra Kumar, JinSeong Kim, Abhishek Nath, Young Jae Jun, Eunchong Jung, Do Yun Gim, Seungryun Lee,
Aadit Sen, Shiva Ghule, Arnon Rungarunsirichoke
On the floor: Siriluk Wongkusonlert, Tanya Ravindran, Sharmin Rijal, Neha Venkatesan, Pooja Vedmurthy, Inayatinder Kaur, Aarya Malik,
Grace Nuntluangi, Ashlesha Karki, Anadya Bhati, Shree Nithi Santhagunam, Diana Dirksen, Susannah Francis
Gayathri Iyer, Roopa Alphonse, Eryn Jones, Rini Leivang, Jihae Kim, Ponmani Priya Dharshani Uthayakumar, Sime Josephine Victoria Victor Paul,
Subadra Sudhir, Desire Adwani Adwani

Grade 9

Archer Adrian
Walunila Aier
Dominik Blaich
Rhea Jawaharbhai Chavda
Daryl Lalmuanpuia Chhangte
Changhyeon Cho
Megan Chotrani
Maia Kekoo Colah
Sharan Vinod Damodaran
Tenzin Dorje
Shah Arbar Faiyaz
Kevin Georgey
Samuel Thomas Hawkins
Abhijeet Anil Henry
Abhishek Virendra Henry
MinHo He
Durgadas Hesser
Vincet Ibach
Quomel Imani
Sonam Tshering Jattu
Maya Veena Jindal
Siranart Jitsard
Joshua Joseph John
Alba Sophie Jorand
Areesh Kurush Jungalwala
Akeela Mariam Kader Mohamed Sali
Tanay Shivkumar Kanodia
Akriti Karki
Ashmank Karki
BumJun Kim

Darshana Koirala
Anand Krishnamoorthy
Mithran Arvintha Kumaran
Jae Hyuk Kwak
Dasom Lee
Myungseo Lee
Su Hyung Lee
Vaibhav Malla
Zak Mcleod
Aviva Mehta
Krutarth Hiten Mehta
Tanya Murphy
Shyam Kumar Murugan
Gyeongwoo(Teddy) Nam
Chanisara Ninnermon
Adhrit Shrestha
Varun Srinivasan
Aisaraporn Srisukajorn
Punjamaporn Srisukajorn
Kevin Stephen
Aashrayae Tamrakar
Gul Thakur
Omar Jamshed Vakharia
Ezekeil Nigel Myrchiang Wallang
Sung Soon Yim

Grade 10

Achsa Shekaina Abraham
Ann Tejas Abraham
Jobin John Abraham
Karina Acharya
Rahel Lalhlimpuii Andrews
Shreya Biswal
Samuel Brandenburg Bougher
Rhea Amber Browne
Raunaq Chamdia
Lian David
Vivek Milan Desai
Dhawan Dirksen
Vishnu Dixit
Tenzin Dolkar
Max Michael Evans
Samuel Francis
Elisabeth Irma Veronique Ursula
Freiin von Crailsheim
Aakanksha Damini Ghosh
Vidhi Mayur Gondalia
Akil Fiaz Hameed
Vallarika Chavi Hemanth
Jaspar Vincent Holland
Jewon Jeon
Ishaan Joshi
Isheeta Joshi
Eun-taek Jung
Siddharth Vijay Kapoor
Seherinder Kaur
Sung Kyeong Kim
Tae Hong Kim

Anan Kraisakdawat
Clara Charlotte Kramer
Aditya Krishnan
Jun Seob Lee
Seungmin Lee
Tenzin Lhadon
Chizuknok Longkumer
Joseph Luy
Wytze Madhu Ramnath
Amrita Teresa Marianathan
Karan Matta
Simran Mehrotra
Sang Hyuk Moon
Johan Moraes
Arthur David Morris
Tara Swetha Raghavan Murphy
Murtaza Najmi
Chayin Ninnernnon
Aaina Pahwa
Paranthaga Chozhan Palanivel
Shaireen Parmar
Kush Rakesh Patel
Meet Pradipkumar Patel
Jemima Susan Pinefield
Prashant
Nipun Raj Rajbhandary
Sharon Thainase Rani Rayan
Godwin Rayen
Jessica Jane Reindel
Chanon Rungarunsirichoke

Heeral Sahajwalla
Prajan Sanku
Sisnu Saravanaraj
Abhay Sasidharan
Tushita Sen
Emani Jiten Shah
Baijayanti Silwal
Smrithi Sivaram
Vaibhav Singh Sokhi
Chayanan Tinnakorn
Abraham Varghese
Saahil Prafulchandra Varsani
Nikhil Verma
Ugyen Wangchuk
Jae Hyeon (Amy) Yoo

Grade 11

Anand Agarwal
Nishita Agrawal
Vedhika Arvind
Afrin Bhattacharya
Anay Bhoir
Christophe Browne
Ishaan Chandhok
Ria Chaudhary
Aditya Chawla
Tanay Chitalia
Sai Mahathi Chittoor Krishna Reddy
Ngawang Choden
Tshering Choden
Mervin Chotrani
Jason Cornelius
Sayesha Dalal
Ansh Damodaran,
Ayon Dey
Seerat Dhillon
Arya Diwase
Zangyal Dorjee
Jerry Edackatt
Klod Euchukanonchai
Banu Ganeshan
Jaisha Garg
Divya Gautam
Chris Gim
Irfana Hameed
Olivia Hawkins
Tabitha Immanuel

Ananyah Iyer
Aamer Jarg
Riya Jindal
Esha Jobanputra
Isabella John
Rohan Joseph

Swapnil Mishra
Arijit Mondal
Bharath Kumar Nagarajan
Viraj Nanda
Godwin Nannan
Anya Nath

Abishek Joshua
Prerana Karki
Rushad Katrak
Karuna Kauderer
Aditi Kedia
Parth Khatiwada

JaeEun Oh
Mitul Padhiar
Changwon Park
Yoojin Park
Rhea Passi
Mrunal Patel

Kaanchi Khatri
Chung Won Kim
Dong In Kim
Hyo Sun Kim
Charlotte Kressmann
Regsel Kuenchup

Sarthak Patel
Dhanishta Patole
Tika Pradhan
Dev Punj
Siddharth Purkayastha
Kanisth Raghani

Do Hee Kwon
John Lalnunmawia
Everjoy Lamin
Injung Lee
Sin Woo Lee
Sheng Yin Loo

Sophia Rajasekar
Rajesvaran Ramalingam
Yosel Rangdrol
Nikhil Rao
Rinngheta Renthlei
Tenzin Rigsang

Manohar Madhavarapu
Alaiqa Malik
Simon Malik
Hamadan Mehdi
Sanaya Mehra
Anuradha Menon

Krit Ruenruedeepanya
Lydia Rymbai
Varun Krisana Sadasivam Ganash
Karuna Sah
Nirav Sahni
Nandhini Sandra Mogan

Vidhit Sangekar
Patcharapong Sangsakul
Shaleen Shah
Yash Shah
Surbhi Shand
Siddharth Sharma
Sonam Sherpa
Jamie Shin
Risa Shirai
Kirath Singh
Ayman Siraj
Jegannarayanan Sivakasiulaganathan
Chanon Smanyanorraseth
Sonia Suchak
Daraius Sumariwalla
Joy Suna
Dong Myung Sung
Rahi Suryawanshi
Adhira Swami
Manjari Venkatesh
Shanthanu Venugopal
Rohan Verma
Ngawang Wangchu
Sonam Wangdi
Karma Wangyal
Sonam Yitzin
Nitsato Zhimomi

Class Sponsors

Dear Class of 2013,

Class of 2013

As you know you are a special class to me, I know almost all of you
quite well and the hard times we went through when we had to say
goodbye to our beloved Keon Hee has brought us close and I am SO
going to miss you!

I have known the class of 2013, since July 2008, when I first moved
to Kodaikanal. The class of 2013 is the class I have been with the
longest at KIS. Therefore, I have known them well. It is painful to
say goodbyes but at the same time it gives me great joy to see
these young men and young ladies preparing to graduate. There is a
sense of satisfaction and joy to know that they are all ready to take a
plunge into the world, well prepared and geared to face the challenges
of life.

It’s only 9 weeks before your graduation, time really does fly! Before
you know it you will be driving down this mountain to catch a plane or
a train into your future.
That will mark the end of your time as a student of KIS, and the
beginning of a new life as a college student somewhere in this great,
big world full of opportunities. How exciting! But it won’t be all roses,
there will be some thorns too. The world, nowadays, as you are aware,
is not such a safe place.
And so, when I think of all of you in so many different places, getting
exposed to so many different people, situations, views and experiences,
I feel excited for you, but also worried. And I just hope that in your
future, you will be safe and happy and that you will make informed and
responsible choices.(No, coke is definitely NOT part of that!) I also
hope that you will spare some time to think of others who are less
fortunate than you and that you will care and use your heart and your
talents to make a difference in their lives too.

I feel that God had gifted me with this beautiful experience of
knowing and connecting with this class. While we teach in class we
learn a whole lot more from our students. They teach us to love, to be
patient, to smile, they teach us friendship and above all they teach us
to live together in harmony.
Each day of mine at KIS is stamped with experiences with the class of
2013.The Poodi camps, advisee night, Prom, canteens formals and lessons
in the class. Or just meeting them in the corridors and saying Hi, These
memories will be embedded in our lives.

So, go and start living the life you have imagined and treasure your
moments and your memories!

I wish the seniors all the best in their future endeavors. To the
seniors-When you look back, see the rainbow and when you look ahead
trust in the promise God has made to us. Do not forget what the
institution has made of you but also remember how the institution
was made by you. You contribute to it bright flame of fame.

Take care, xxx,

Carry this wherever you go. May God bless you -Class of 2013.

Mrs. Elly.

Sandra Shand

Aaron Jones

Aastha Tyagi

Abhilash Deswal

Abhinav Singh

Abigail Sohkhlet

Alekh Trivedi

Aman Jhunjhunwala

Amar Nathwani

Ameer Khemchandani

Andrea D’Cunha

Praba Shamili

Priyadarshini Panchapakesan

Raghvendra Mishra

Raiyan Rahman

Rajkumari A. Roy

Reneé McLeod

Reuben Mathew

Revanth Nadipally

Rimeiaka Khongji

Rinzee Peday

Anna Varghese

Anshul Gupta

Arnold Singh

Baibhav Dhital

Benjamin Solomon

Bonny Sharma

Chanita Ninnernnon

Chatchanida Chanthananan

Chhimi Wangdi

Dennis Varghese

Rushad Sarosh

Sadan Magar

Sahil Navani

Sailja Jain

Sangye Tseyang

Sanjana Gothi

Sarita Andrews

Searom Jung

Seoyoon Hyun

Shagun Tyagi

Dusita Thaitrong

Ellie Gillies

Emaan Hawa

Faraz Wahlang

Fatema Adamji

Glenn Georgey

Jairaj Lobo

Jeongyeop Lee

Jessica Abraham

Jeydev Beri

Shariekh Farooqui
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Aaron Jones
4 years at KIS

Better is the enemy of good. - Voltaire
I’ve been here for 4 years. That’s a long
time, right? Long enough to be convinced
that anything can be solved with rockpaper-scissors. People in college are
gonna think I’m a freak. Let them.
Bonster - 4 years of playing Halo and
FIFA against you (and usually losing) have
taught me that there’s no humility in
winning - when you win, celebrate like
you’ve never won before. Thanks for that.
Josey - Where the fat ones at? I got
something to feed ‘em. There’s a lot of
stuff that I could say, but shouldn’t in
a yearbook write-up. Love ya. Manyam

- Thank you for being my PA, friend,
advice-giver, work-motivation-giver, and
a million other things. I love you, brah.
Vicky - Vanilla’s better. Lekhy - try not
to get injured too much; it’s bad for you.
Also, you’re racist. Amarilla - Be happy.
Be yellow. Bugger - The gaping chasm
in my heart you left will never be filled.
Mr. Brown - Yeah, you’re also racist. All
of the members of Eggplant Mailbox
(PacMan, Jugs, Lekhy, Abigair, the departed
Sai) - We’ll succeed one day. Abigair Don’t forget the secret handshake. PFCB
- We tried. Karan - Sorry about that.
Chenti - “Ghetto-fabulous.” I’m coming
back to Nagaland soon. Taslina/Reneé
- You’re totally the same person, stop
trying to convince me otherwise. Sophiyaa
- SoEx Buddy. I’ll miss our lame jokes.
Adhira - I’ve only known you for a year?
I’m gonna miss you foo. Kiersten - You
might be one of my favorite people ever.
Please keep being you. Jai Viknesh and
Benjy - The Day Scholar connection! I’m
gonna miss you fools a lot. Mahwish “Mahwishhhhhh” Thanks for teaching me
more in Spanish, Math, and English than
anyone else ever could. You’re the best.
English HL - Good times.
I’m gonna miss all of you idiots.
“Aaaaaron, close the laptop.”

sure I should mention the elders ^_^

decisions to come to this school because
I just love it so much, the canteens, the
activities, Abys, Tibs, Kodi Lake, chilled
out weekends, field trips, Poondi, endless
crushes...

Mr. Benjie, Ms. Erna, Longjelly, Mr. Chettri,
Mr. Case, Mr. Sen, Mr. Mauro, Mr. Vancil,
Tocchan, Leo, Kenji, Kei, Niina, MinGyu,
Robert, and finally the Stangls’... Thank
you so much!
I’ll never forget these times in KIS and
nothing can ever replace them!
Sayonara Kodai!

Bonny Sharma
4 years at KIS

Mayvilla, Water ballooning “moving
targets”, KeonHee, West, Spirits, Tibbs,
Music Fieldtrips, Naked Mile Run, Penryn,
INYO, Delhi, Kodai Open, “It changed
EVERYTHING”, Bombay, Germany,
AJOOOP, “Muniyah”, “WoahWoahWoahh”,
“That night WAS THE NIGHT” ... So many
happened within these 4 years, and it
went by so quickly. There were many ups
and downs, but in the end I had a great
time here, and many people made me
have a great time here.
There are so many people I would love
to thank, I know my friends all know it
even if I don’t mention it here, but I’m

壁があったら殴って壊す。道が無け
ればこの手で作る。
(If there is a wall blocking you then
punch it down. If there is no road for
you then make it yourself.)

挫折は過程、最後に成功すれば挫
折は過程に変わる。だから成功する
までは諦めないだけ。
(Setback is a process; if you succeed in
the end any kind of setback will be a
great process. So until you succeed, never
ever give up.)
- Keisuke Honda
Nothing is more intolerable than to have
to admit to yourself your own errors.
- Ludwig van Beethoven
25 years from now, I will be somewhere
in Europe playing and teaching orchestral
music, just as what I desire.

Aastha Tyagi
3 years at KIS

Kodi- So many memories attached to
this one single word, well, mostly good
memories. I would never ever in my
entire life be able to forget the word
‘Kodi’, even if I try to do so. It is more
than a word to me now. It has given
me so much; some amazingly amazing
bunch of friends (like truly amazing),
awesome weather, wonderful teachers, nice
food (I actually don’t mind the school
food, shocking, no?) and the list goes
on. I feel like it was one of the best

God, I would have never imagined
studying in a school like this few years
ago, a school situated on the top of
the hill in South India with such humble
people around and oh, the stairs. A lot
of them. To be honest, I just cannot
believe that I am graduating. All these
years just went by so fast, like a dream
and now when I look back at those
years, they are all just good memories,
me smiling with some wonderful people
I have met here. I clearly remember how
homesick I was when I first came and
now when I think about it, I guess it
was worth it. I wish I could go back to
grade ten and live those moments again.
For all those who are not graduating:
Don’t have any regrets, do whatever you
want!
God, I will miss you, Kodi. So much, more
than you can ever imagine!

Mahwish Mahbub
2 years at KIS

“Well, here we are.”
I stood outside the gate for five
minutes trying to see past the wooden
posts. The fog practically obscured
everything from sight, and in the distance
all I could see was the rather aged
plaque engraved with what were almost
illegible words: “Kodaikanal International
School, Est. 1901”.This is it. This is the
place where I would spend the next two
years of my life. This is the place that
was about to change my life forever.
Unlike most in my grade, I didn’t have
the privilege of having spent more than

two years at Kodai. But in the brief
period of time that I was at this school,
I can honestly say that I made the most
of it. The friends I’ve made, the laughs
I’ve shared and the tears I’ve shed all
contributed to what became the most
cherished experiences of my life. I’ll never
forget tumbling over in a fit of laughter
with Neelashi, Aastha, Sunakshi, Orhan,
Fatz and Jailsa after we embarrassed
ourselves in front of the entire highschool with our horrible choreography.
I’ll never forget the all-nighters I pulled
with Sanji, our noses deep in text
books as we managed to get past the
grueling exam weeks. I’ll never forget the
lunches at flag green, where all of us,
Sanji, Aastha, Fatz, Neelashi, Jailsa, Ayets,
Searomah, Sunakshi, Layla, Kim Kim, Emo
and I would sit in a circle, and exchange
the strangest but the most hilarious
stories on who did what, when, where
and why. But more importantly, I’ll never
forget Kodai. Kodai is the one thing
that truly taught me about life- and no
amount of words I write can coherently
express how grateful I am to have been
part of this incredible community .But if
I were to put it simply, this would be
it-I love Kodai. I always have. I always
will.

Abhilash Deswal
7 years at KIS

25 years from now I will be SENSATIONAL
I want to thank parents for all the support
that I got from them money especially..
.jokes love too, all the time. I was supposed
to graduate last year but I had to repeat
a grade on my first year of the school
and that’s how i became the part of the
awesome class of 2013. I don’t regret
repeating a grade because the friends I have
made were the best. The seven years have
gone too fast for me, I didn’t even think
I would graduate neither did my parents.
I will miss everbody especially beri(bro),
johua (huks)raiyan, nakul(rich), ameer(u need
a girl), pi(stay funky), karan(needs to talk
less), narain(hopefully u will get a job),
talib(don’t attack india), tsering(manwhore),
nitiin(bear hug), dennis(remember us),
yasin(meet u in states), glenn(hulk), tarun(
nard), siddhant(look alike), eshan(bowling
action), faraz(blonde), tashi(no more glue),

abhinav, singye(no hair), anshul(feets
the role of good bad and ugly), amar(,
vrutant(guju), reubean(grow up), vikram(stay
high), alekh(lame), ragvendar(crazy with hindi)
shangun, amay(psycho), shariekh(fat), orhan(be
gay be happy), naveen(smart), zahaan( u r rich
and I heard about rhea),mohammed(muslim),
choi(tall), jongyeop(face scrub ‘rem),
gore(smart and tall), aman(, arnold(love
the chest hair opposite of singye),
rushad(brush), thinlay(be calm), pavaan(good
luck),shahil(F1), vaibhav(vaibhav’s angles).
Now the girls kirsten(love the crazyness),
jessica(punch), mitali(mom), sophiya(SK mehta),
meghan.v(babhi), amp(bf), mo(get fatter),
po(join a wrestling club), meghna.n(tryst)
marina, Karen(get taller), fatema(buff),
niki(meet me in delhi), manya(narain or karam),
anna(whitehouse), nadia(loveu), ketsa(canteen),
mahwish(smart and cool at the same time),
rinzee (keep ur iphone safe), Abigail(pezo)
yeshey(really want to know who the guy is).
I want to also thank all my teachers roy,
boo, ghosh, sen. Eric thanks for everything I
will never forget u. Dilanie u r too nice. The
amount I have written isn’t enough for me
to describe the experience and the friends I
have mad. I am going miss each one of you
even the friends that left us. I would want
to write more about I am already over the
word limit.
“Memories warm you up from the inside. But
they also tear you apart.”
- Haruki Murakami,
Keep calm and remember abhilash
K.H.L.

That will lead to true life
There’re bond in this place
That’s unbreakable
There’re friends
That fulfills our life
There’s Gymkhana
That we love
There’re classes
That we hate

Worawit Singsomdee
4 years at KIS

But there was this school
That molded all of us in one “Kodai
School”

4 years in Kodai

Where, people met and said good bye

There’s the time we’ve shared

And this is what I hate

That will turn to memories
There’re loved and hated

Dear, ya’ll

That will carry on

“KEEP CALM & CHIVE ON”

There’re fun and trouble

-YOLO-

That’s a part of life

Worawit Pi Singsomdee

There’re mistakes

Abhinav Singh
2 years at KIS

My two years at Kodai have been
interesting. Dorm life changed me from
the “new kid who preferred staying in

his room” to the . This where I met
Yasin, the first roommate I ever had.
Then there was Glenn and Faraz, the
buff roommates. And then Bonny, where
football was his life whilst his roommate,
Tarun, was extremely sly. However, jokes
apart these were the people who made
dorm life extremely remarkable. Moving
on, there were Benjamin and JaiV, they
made classes entertaining no matter
what. But what made school even better
was Emani and her randomness. If you
had a crap day, you could bet on it that
because of her, your crap day would have
never existed in the first place. Thank
you all for being there for me and making
high school a very memorable place.
It’s the end of one chapter, but the end
just marks the beginning of a new one.

Ye Jun Park
2 years at KIS

Maybe it’s been a long journey since I
left Korea in 9th grade. It’s about 5
years now that I started studying in
India. First 1-2 years it’s was so painful
time, I used to get homesick but I
had friends who helped me to overcome
the painful moment. When I came to
KODI, obviously everything was new to
me; school system, culture of school,

and atmosphere. I had good seniors and
friends here also. My seniors leaded me
so well especially I want to thank to
Charles. He was a good counselor and
friend. He used to give me so many
advices whenever I was in hard moment,
I used to consult about my future due
to fear of ambiguous future. Also I really
want to thank my parents, they have
trusted me that I can overcome every
problems which I will face since I left
my home, and they are still trusting me.
I want to thank to staffs that helped
and taught me because of them I could
live a quite successful life in KODI. I
want to thank God that he has made
me to come to KODI and meet people
all around the world. I really thank to
my friends because of you guys I was
so happy in KODI and I’m still happy in
KODI. And Bartlett West, I don’t know
people called us nerds or whatever but
for me you guys are the best dormmates I will never forget the time that
I have spent with you guys. THANK YOU

Tibs, Abby’s, CCD, HFC, flag-green, library,
dining hall, HR, phelps, lower-boyer,
lochend, bendy, lake, cycling, boating,
hilltop, carlton, lounge, hills, alumni
hall, quad, lockers, CC, friends, teachers,
inappropriate rules and abas. I will
remember these and remind myself about
Kodai by reading this gay post later.
I WILL MISS YOU GUYS... Sangmo,
sangye, Karen, and Abigail (chechong &
Fizza also), I Love you guys. You guys
made my school life. Yes, we didn’t like
the food here, but I will still miss the
time we hung around the flag green. Our
dorms sucked but, we made the history
there. From phelps to lower-boyer, it has
been a long time.. I will miss arguing
with ms. Mariama :P. Also, I will never
forget Tibetan, Casi, Hindi and Nepali you
guys taught me :D. . I will miss going to
tibs and abby’s...And Maybe CCD? I will
find you guys in future, FOR SURE. I
will miss this place, not just as a school,
but as a place where we made history.
7년 지기 친구들과 졸업을 하는
게 참 좋은 일이다. 나중에도
계속 만날 수 있겠지? 진훈, 정엽,
윤수, 예준 오빠, 우리의 뻘짓과
역사를 기억하겠소 .내 사랑스런
9학년과 아들들, 다들 무사히
졸업하길ㅎ 쭝,담펫! 주인 없이도 잘

Vrushti: New Soul
(Yael Naem), Heather:
Super bass (Nikki
Minaj), Niina: “Forget”
You (CeeLo Green),
Seoyoon : Fight Song
(Marilyn Manson),
Jessica: You’re the
One that I Want
(Grease), Taslina
사랑하는
and Renee: Хит
어머니 아버지.
Лета (Dj Next),
감사합니다,
Ritsen: What Makes
You Beautiful (One
처음부터 끝까지
Direction), Dilanie:
같이 저와 이
Seo Yoon Hyun - Abigail Sohklet
Jerusalem (Matisyahu),
힘든 길을 같이
Pi: Are You Gonna
걸어주셔서. 저
6 years at KIS / 4 years at KIS
Be My Girl (Jet),
때문에 힘든
Chhimi and Po:
일도 많고 기쁜
The Photosynthesis Song (Peter Weatherall),
일도 많았겠지요. 뒤에서와 앞에서의
Sangmo: I’m Sorry Bug-per (Shass), Sangye:
행동이 너무 다르네요. 앞에서의
Thug Le (Ladies vs Ricky Bahl), Aaron: Your
틱틱대는 모습 때문에 저는 아직도
Touch(Black Keys), Benji, JaiV and Tyler: LOTR
부모님에게 철 안든 아이 같겠죠.
soundtrack, Samin: Brianstorm (Arctic Monkeys)
성장한 모습을 보여주고 싶은데..
Joshua T: Good People (Jack Johnson), Rimi
앞에서는 6학년때 인도로 오기 전의
and Faraz: Ko Ri Khasi, Mo: Scream and Shout
철없는 아이로 다시 돌아가네요.
Ketsa: Shots(LMFAO) Andrea: Teen Titans
졸업하면 자랑스럽게 조금이나마
Theme Song, Ameer: Low (Flo Rida), Nitin:
어른 같은 모습을 보여드릴 수
Gollum’s Song (Howard Shore), Meghna V:
있으면 좋겠습니다.
Old Songs, Nakul: Gucci Gucci (Kreayshawn),
Singye: I’m Too Sexy (Right Said Fred),
이 영광이라 할 수 없는 영광을
Vickram: People= “Crap” (Slipknot) Nathan and
class of 2013 과 건희에게..그리고
Zahaan: Chop Suey (SOAD), Kirsten: Llama Song,
중간중간 전학간 친구들과 2012
Orhan: Valid Like Salid, Alekh: Smoke On the
졸업생들에게 돌립니다. It’s a new
Water (Deep Purple), Sidd G and Sidd D: My
start.
Redeemer Lives(Hillsong), Jinhoon: Vrushti’s
Song (Jinhoon), KimKim and Arshia: Diarrhoea

살그라ㅎ양아랑
있어~ㅋㅋ
그리고 11
학년,10학년들….
쓰는게 제한이
있어서 이름을 다
못넣겠어..쏘리ㅠ
다들 잘 있다가
다음에 보자.

Song, Shagun: Kuch Kuch Hota Hai, Amar:
Greenback Boogie (Suits Theme song) Anshul:
Abigail(King Diamond), YoonSoo: I’ll Be Back
(2PM)Jeongyeop: Slow Korean Songs, Bonny:
Halo soundtrack (Martin O’Donnel), Reuben:
Don’t You Worry Child (SHM), Narain and Wang:
Eye of the Tiger (Survivor), Amp and Marina:
RESPECT (Aretha Franklin), Divy and Sam: Yes
(LMFAO), Raghvendra: Blame It (Jamie Fox ft
T-Pain), Vrutant: I’m A Flirt (R-Kelly), Talib:
Iron Maiden songs, Abhilash: Nakka Mukka,
Sanjana G: Hot For Teacher (Van Halen), Karen:
The Secret Circle Theme Song, Mirei: The
Scientist (Coldplay) Pezo: Every song reminds
me of you Pez.
And for whole class of 2013: “Live Like A
Warrior”
Some things you should let go, they’re only
gonna pull you down,
We all swing high, we all swing low,
We all got secrets people don’t know
We all got dreams we can’t let go,
We want to brave, Don’t be afraid Ohh.
Today live like you wanna,
Let yesterday burn and throw it in a fire,
Fight like a warrior,
- Live like a warrior. By Matisyahu
“When the ball rolls your way grab it. We so
rarely get a second chance. And remember that
life is what you make of it- and that is what
makes the possibilities so exciting
- Bear Grylls’ Grandmom

Alekh Trivedi
6 years at KIS

Kodai has done some great things for
me; new friends, new opportunities and
one hell of an experience. I’d never
forget my first morning in dorm, there
were 42 of us running to the showers
but...there were only 6 showers, and
the entire dorm showed up for opening
assembly with every single person in CC
looking at us. That was the beginning
of a part of my life that I would never
forget.
Vrutant and Nathwani my two Gujju bhais

nothing will ever replace the memories of
our Gujju lunches at Aby’s or whenever
Anju Aunty came. Anshul all the times
you gave me moral support while I was
in the kitchen cooking breakfast every
Sunday, Reuben all the times you got
pissed for no reason, Raghu how early
you used to wake up for school every
day :p, Singye all the times you would
go to Bendy whether it was raining or
not. Josh all our shady moments, Raiyan
DUBAI!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Piya all the stupid things
we’ve done together, Karuna I know you
think we’re never gonna see each other
again but I will always be there for you
no matter how much you try to piss
me off :P Divya Bangalore was the first
time I ever spoke to you and I’m glad
you came cuz well who else could listen
to all my stupid problems, Rhea I have
a million things I want to say to you
but one thing in particular and I don’t
know how to put it in words. I’m gonna
miss all you guys so much thanks a lot
for a great end to my time here. And
for all the people that I didn’t mention
thank you so much for a great time here
it wouldn’t have been the same without
each of you.

This school is the most different
experience of my life. I will never forget
the school experience I had here in my
life. I had very good time here. I wish
to come back someday.
I have learned a lot here which I will
never forget. That’s all I want to say.

Pavan Sharvirala
2 years at KIS

in 11th Grade, it was the first time
away from home- it was tough but, KIS
brought me up and made me learn I lost
many things and gained too. It was a
wonderful experience in KIS.

as the time passed, I made many friends
who were supportive and caring. Their
love and affection had taught me that
“Friendship isn’t a big thing....... – its a
million little things.” I am sure everyone
would stay connected in future wherever
we are.

Aman Jhunjhunwala
2 years at KIS

KIS..... What can I say about the
experience here? Only one word.... W O
N D E R F U LLLLL.
25 Years from now I will be king of
the engineer’s and would be the best
engineer.
Till grade 10 I studied in a Hindu
conservative Background school. After 10,
for the first time away from parents I
joined this community which was really
different and good. It was my first
time in Boarding School and hostel life
experience. I was excited and was also
sad for staying away from my family. But

This journey till here couldn’t have
been possible at all without my friends,
Parents and Teachers. They always guided
me to the positive direction. These
2 years were the most important and
memorable years of my life. It thought
me how to manage my time. These
memories could not be erased from my
mind at all.
The best moments spent were in the
Southern Trip. This was the best trip I
have ever been too, and the prime reason
to be the best is only because of all my
friends and the excellent chaperones.
In the end I would like to thank all my
teachers, especially Mr. Sudipta Roy and
Mr. Punnoose who guided me all the time
to strive success.

Also, the friends I have made here will
live in my heart forever. They made me
laugh, cry, learn, and most importantly
accepted me for who I was. These
moments will be always with me. Stored
and well packed.

Arnold Singh
2 years at KIS

My life has been full of love, compassion,
caring and lots of fun! I have always
got what I wanted. Coming to KIS was
a totally new experience. I joined here

I will always look at this place as a
journey of my life. My career to become
something started from here, and after
25 years I will be back here. I have made
many friends here. And these people
will always be in my heart and soul and
obviously Facebook.

To the class of 2013, my family
The question that strikes my mind right
now is BUT WHY are we graduating? My
life in Kodi has been nothing less than an
adventure. The countless experiences I
have had in Kodi cannot be expressed in
words, but they would always be cherished
by me through memories. My journey
started from Bruton and I still remember
the late night football we used to play,
the amazing dorm treat and just chilling
with my seniors. But Lochend changed
everything for me. I Still remember Mr.
Thomas opening the door and me asking
myself if I’ll even survive in this dorm,
because quite frankly he is intimidating.
But the memories I had in Lochend are
my most cherished memories of Kodi.
From water balloon fights, to late night
talks, to just looking up at the sky and
listening to Drake. Lochend was not just a
dorm for me but it was a home where I
felt happy. The amount Kodi has taught
me about life, I do not think anyone
else has. All my ups and all my downs

It’s all said and done,
have always taught
it’s real, and it’s been
me a life lesson,
fun. Firstly, thank you
but more than that
Mom, for everything,
Kodi has taught
I love you more than
me how to always
ever :) The past four
put a smile on my
years of my life went
face. Kodi is the
by so fast but left
place I found my
me with memories
that’ll last forever. All
love for food, I
of you have made it
realized how cheap
so perfect and I can’t
I was, taught me
thank you enough.
how to make maggi
It is impossible to
but most of all it
put Kodi into words,
Anshul Gupta - Amar Nathwani
made me realize
and I know I won’t
one last thing:
be able to, but here
3 years at KIS / 3.5 years at KIS
goes...
people have friends
and best friends...
- PFC
well, I have brothers. To all my desi and
- “Messi” a.k.a. “Oliver Queen” :D
firangi kudiyan, kuch kuch hota hai. I just
- LochEnd
want to thank all my friends for always
supporting me through everything and my
- “ Let’s Make a Toast”
teachers for being patient with me.
- Breakfast Saturday’s

In the end I just want to say forgetting
you is not an option...

- Dosa Sunday’s
- Let’s not forget Resolute Sundays
- The girl with a Suits ringtone

Thank You KIS,

- Parkshow...forever :D

Thank You KODI,

- NHS Talent show (yeah boi Huzi!)

MISS YOU....

- But Why?
- Craaazyyy sheep bro :P (Golu!!)

- Suits
- Desi Girl ;)
- Richard Parker
- American Football in the garden
- The _____ Trickshot! :D
- NERF
- Car/strobe pool
- Green Apple :)
- Poondi
- KKID
- KC
- Southern Tip
- Dindigul, Ooty, Bombay
- Long Weekends
- An amazing Sherlock birthday (2013)
- Brother from a hotter mother (a.k.a. “Adu
Marcha”, “Meri Jaan”, “Tryst boss”, Rachel
Zane”, “Goats” :))
- Fruitintuanmutant (Sunny)
- Toofs
- Other brothers from other mothers
- Baby doll
- And to the best damn friends I’ll ever
meet, Thank you all
The End?

Amay Kothari
2 years at KIS

Vrutant Kanakia
7 years at KIS

The first time I came to Kodi, I knew
I belonged here. There were barely 30
in the class when I joined and it ended
with the total of 120. I lived in 6 dorms
- Westover, Lochend, Crescent Park, May
Villa, Bartlett West and East House. Each
of these dorms had different, but good
experiences. The best moments in Kodi
had to be the Field Trips and Camps or
just playing football on Bendy and CC.

Even the canteens and the carnivals we
used to have and the restaurants we
used to go out to. Long Weekends with
the guys, especially Bang Trip, had such
good memories. All these things had
one thing in common; they were events
where I could spend good times with the
awesome people I enjoyed my Kodi life
with. Seriously, the class of 2013 always
had the best people throughout. I am
truly honored to say that I graduated
with so many great personalities. I
always loved to see people happy around
me and in this school it was not hard
to spot a smile. I have to thank this
school for these experiences and also for
giving me the opportunity to meet all
these people I call my family. In 7 years
I spent in Kodi, I’ve never regretted
the decision of leaving Bombay. I learnt
that Kodi is our home and the culture
we made together will be forever in our
hearts. Class of 2013, good luck ahead! I
hope you all have a great life ahead.
We are PFC for Life!

grade shared many stories talk about girls
and what not im gonna really miss you
bro.) JOSH (you’ve been my best friend
since 6th grade, never gonna forget the
stuff we have done together love you
bro.) GANGA (my football buddy, love
playing with you and you are one of
my closest friends gonna miss you and
your milk.) TALIB (I have to say you
are the best advice giver and thank you
for knocking some sense into me gonna
miss you and your Granny P.) NARAIN
(I am gonna miss you and your duck,
ill never forget the guy who introduced
Ameer Khemchandani
me to Dhoks.) NAKUL (am really gonna
7 years at KIS
miss you hope you fulfill all your dreams
remember to keep in touch.) BERI (I
Thank you Mom and Dad for sending
am honored to say that you are such
me here and you guys have always been
a close friend and will really miss you.)
there for me when I needed you, my
DENNIS.TSERING.NITIN (love you guys
brother for giving me advice on doing
the right things and my sister for always and going to really miss you.) SANGMO
believing in me and pushing me to portray (you have always been there for me and
I am really gonna miss bugging you and
my true potential.
I am so happy that we became such
I’m going to miss sneaking out, poker
close friends never gonna forget you♥.)
night, Kevin waking us up, watching
RINZEE.AMP (love both of you.gonna.
football at 1am, wanna be jackass,
miss.you.) Singye (You are one of my
throwing eggs, putting baby powder all
oldest friends and I am really gonna miss
over quad, getting caught by the police,
you)
running naked on bendy, prank calling
Love you YUBO ♥
people and so much more.
PI (we’ve been roommates since 10th

Class.of.2013.love.you.all

drinking tea. :)
Kirsten and Juice- You guys have been a
huge part of my Kodi life. Every time I
needed someone, you two were always
there and I cant thank you enough for
that. I’m going to miss you two so
much, it’s gay.
Tamara- I don’t even know where to
start. If it wasn’t for you, well, yeah.
You’re awesome; don’t let anyone tell you
otherwise.

Karan Khandelwal
2 years at KIS

Josh- I’m going to miss our shady times
more than anything. The bonding, the
sneaking, kodi club, everything. The times
I’ve had with you in dorm were sorted,
and I’m never going to forget them.
Marina- I’ve never really met anyone
quite as fun as you. These past couple
of months; I’ve had the best time. From
Bombay, to fieldtrip, to Bangalore, to
drinking too much ‘water’, I can’t even
begin to tell you how much I’m going to
miss you.
Anshul- Banu and bans will always be

To the juniors of east house- make me
maggi.
‘Some famous guy once said, “to travel is
better than to arrive”. When I read it, I
thought the guy was crazy. Well, because
I used to think that there was only one
path to take you to where you want to
be in life. But once you choose that path,
that doesn’t mean you have to abandon
all the other ones. I realized it’s actually
what happens along the way that matters;
the stumbles, the falls, the friendships
and the relationships. It’s the journey
that counts, not the destination. I came
here 2 years back hoping this was not a
mistake. But now that I’m graduating, and
I look back, I think I just had the time
of my life.

get is around 300 words to sum up that
experience. Sarcasm aside-

“But I don’t want to go among mad
people,” Alice remarked.

Let me hit the feelings where it hurts.
Remember Bendy field, flag green, HS
Library (bean bags, upstairs fiction
section) astronomy tower, gymnastics at
alumni hall, CC, the beam, Bob King studio,
Poondi camp, field trip week, magic circle,
Student Lounge, Middle school/Arts block,
Solvik and Phelps, the secret spots, all
the restaurants, even the ones that don’t
pass as restaurants?

Andrea D’Cunha
4 years at KIS

To have used up (note not wasted) four
years of my life by starting a journey up
the nauseating hill, forced to unpack in
under a day and then start school with a
terrible haircut was worth it. And all I

“Oh, you can’t help that,” said the Cat:
“we’re all mad here. I’m mad. You’re mad.”
“How do you know I’m mad?” said Alice.
“You must be,” said the Cat, or you
wouldn’t have come here.”

I don’t have to mention names because
the people you love should already know
it.

Josey Redder

Sly way to include everyone huh? Jokes.
Now enough with the sentimentalities all
that’s left is a final

I always feel like I fell down a rabbit
hole five years ago when I came here.
And I’m not eloquent enough to express
how I feel about it in my own words.
Instead, to summarize my emotions upon
reaching the end, I have three quotes
from Lewis Carroll’s Alice in Wonderland:

Goodbye.

5.5 years at KIS

Thank you Brones for keeping me
presentably sane, and reminding me that
I’m not the only mad one here. ;)
“Actually, the best gift you could have
given her, was a lifetime of adventures.”
Thank you mom for the adventure, it
truly is the greatest gift you could have
ever given me.
“Begin at the beginning,” the King said,
very gravely, “and go on till you come to
the end: then stop.”

Tamara Crasto
6 years at KIS

Six years of memories ingrained. Where the
people and the place merge; it’s not the
same without one or the other. Thanks for
every moment: the long ones, the short
ones, the good ones, the bad ones, the
happy, and the sad ones. They make my
story.
Sunrise- Winding Road- Other halfMutley- Complete my Circle- MommyCassie the Eskimo- Evil Scientist- DykeMonkey- Panda- Bean Bag Cinema- Speed
bumps- Wifey- Arsenal- Drama- Laughs- <3
- Suit- Light bulb- Boobie man ;)- Soex
classroom- Hop Scotch- Fossil- Love
- Tears- Hedgehog- I C MonstersWerb- Candy- Cousin- Pink- Winnie the
Pooh- Anu- Nini- Aunty Zea- Tommy- Blue
eyes- Tamil American- Dhaaa!- Bubble boo
- Total Football- Vuvuzela- Chikki chikki-

Phelps- Cold Shower- Mignight feastsSeparation Anxiety- Poondi- Cotta House
North- Sleepovers- Magic Circle- Secret
Garden- Stairs-Trees- Nambikai- BylakuppeKKID- Hampi- Poovar-Bison- Piano blockBeam- Bob King- Astronomy Tower, M.S.
Window Sill- Bubbles- Grass- ChocolateSolvik Roof- Firecrackers- Bendy- FrostMonkey Bars- Magic Papers-Dish- LibraryScience Block- Remote Control Cars-Sexy
Lady- Whiteboard- Spray Paint- Cheese
Dosa- Orange Juice- Hot Chocolate- RainCold- Gymkhana- Sun- K Mart- Fog- Air
Make Out- Flag Green- Electricity Cuts-The
Notebook Move- Solvik- Banner Factory
Stars- Tibbs- Aby’s- Tava- Amsa - Honey
Lemon Tea- Knock Knock- “Come on Eileen”Chapel- Covered courts- Gundar PoolsHockey- Ooty- Foosball- Hug me-Box- Rock
Paper Scissors- Canteen- Quad- Science
Block- Selvi- Locker buddies- Cheese Dosa
Productions- Adopted roommate- Dowlfin
Dowlfin- Ambiguous Case, Lizzie the LizardChe Che Che- 1408- Diagonal Buddies- In
a Roll- Youthrise- 3D chalk- Palani HillsSunset.
“It’s moments like these that you keep,
and you savour
because when the going gets tough, looking
back makes you braver.
You can take me from home, and bulldoze
it flat
but you can’t take the home from my heart,
and that’s that.”
-Mark Scherz

make every day a good day. Math classes
made more entertaining by Eshan. [Thanks,
‘best friend’]. Friends who dropped their
pants with me and danced in boxers on
stage. Sid, the “man of my dreams”.
My other half, whos been there for
me through everything. Ice cream + tears.
And her cheesemaggie, which she should
take to master chef. [Mitali, I’m glad those
brownies didn’t work out. And I’m so glad
you found me].

Sophiyaa Nayar
4 years at KIS

Time flies like a fruit. Fruit flies like a
banana.
Dear Kodai,
Thank you for
Ninja rats in action (Phelps), Cheesedosa
productions. Naked baby smile. Friends that
stick even after I burn their necks [I’m
still sorry, Andy]. Abir, my happy person.
Magic circle. Getting married on my birthday
(Yes, its been two years Shareikh). Thaneer
Thaneer. Dash. Mr. Arsenal. Vallaisamy, who I
will always have kanji for. pink-loving cutie.
Solvik family. Pile of poop. Making me the
mad scientist who created the disease [who
was also my twin] and virus.

Andy, who always finds perfect timing to
be there for me and when I do something
stupid! Raiyan, who’ll go places but that joke
won’t. The Trinity; all three of whom I will
miss endlessly, and no I don’t need to be
in DBA to say that. Renee and Taslina, who

The dominoes treats I constantly owed
Anshul, who turned out to make every day
the best for me. [I’m sticking to the deal
by the way. Call me when you’re 35.]

For my Kay, who I found this mutual
weirdness with. I can’t imagine wrapping
myself in TP with anyone else. Our adopted
roommate, my favorite kind of a person from
my favorite kind of a world. [Never change,
Kirsten].
For Saturday mornings: waking up to an
easily distracted (all my fault) roommate with
self-destructive art pieces, CRAVINGS for
movie mornings, and the best hugs. [Tamara,
I’m glad you’re not a tall German chick on
exchange. I will never get over separation
anxiety, my safe base].

And finally, thank you for the Class Of 2013.
If you read this a few years from now, and
I haven’t kept in touch; find me, slap me
across the face and say, “Its been a while”.
Because yeah, “these moments will be stories
one day” but these moments aren’t over yet,
and the story’s just beginning.
I love you all.

Anna Varghese
6 years at KIS

As the years pass by, people come and
people go, we move on and we change
the way we think, we change the way we
speak and we change the way we act.
But what remains the same throughout
the years is the person that we are at
that moment and the memories that we
have. It’s those memories that keep us
going and they remind us of what we
had and it keeps us strong for what is
yet to come.
My journey at KIS is one that I will
never forget. My life in KIS began in
the year 2007. The past 6 years have
been filled with memories that so many
people fail to experience in a lifetime.
This school is just not a building where
we come to get educated but rather a
place where teachers become our friends
and students become our family. There

are people who will always have a special
place in my heart and they are the
ones that guided me, moulded me and
made me the person that I am today.
I want to thank my family for always
encouraging me, praying for me and for
always reminding me to be who I am
because that’s who God made me to be.
I want to thank all my teachers for their
support, love, encouragement and for their
big heart that was always there, ready
to help me. NADIA, PRIYA and PRABA,
what would I have done if I hadn’t met
you guys. We were together when things
were good and you never gave up on
me no matter what the circumstances
were. You guys always helped me through
and told me that everything was going
to be alright. Through this journey you
became my sisters for Life! I love you
guys! Thank you Jerome, Jessica, Sruti,
Shamu, the class of 2013, Ivy aunty,
Jem, Santhosh uncle, Minnie aunty, CLC
and Mrs.Rebecca for making my life at
KIS and Kodaikanal memorable! I also
want to thank all the BRUTON HEROES
and always remember that once you’re
a Bruton Hero, You are always a Bruton
Hero! I finally want to thank My God and
Saviour Jesus Christ, because if it weren’t
for Him I wouldn’t be here and He is
my foundation and my rock upon which I
stand!
All the best to Class of 2013 and being
a part of this class is one of the best
things that I could ever ask for!

Nadia Jayaprakash
13 years at KIS

When I was in elementary school I
used to always think of the time when
I would graduate, and it is finally here!
KIS has been my whole life, I have had
the best of times in this school and
this amazing journey started when I was
in kindergarten. There were only five
students: Priya, Jess, Ketsa, Tyler and me.

I have so many memories of the things
we used to do, going into the forests
and finding rollipoochies, building teepees,
and of course nap time. At KIS I have
met some pretty cool people who I will
never forget and have done things that
I thought I would never do like going
to Australia for exchange, or being on the
volleyball team! I would like to thank my
mom, dad and brother for being with me
and encouraging me this whole way! Jess
my hiking buddy, I am going to miss all
the fun times we had on hikes and guess
what we are the first two girls to get
seven thar pins :) Anna, Praba, Priya, Sruti,
Rime, Yoha, thanks for being there for
me! Class of 2013 thanks for making all
these years amazing! The time together
we’ve spent, only we know, to us how
much it meant!
Don’t cry because it’s over. Smile because
it happened - Dr.Seuss

Hi, this is my second year at KIS. I
will miss my friends and teachers. From
this two years I have achieved a lot. I
would like to thank all my friends and my
teachers for helping me. I am going to
miss this place.

Baibhav Dhital
2 years at KIS

Longchen (and yes Longchen I can spell
your name right), Baibhav, Thinley, Nathan,
Merei, Taslina, Renee, Abigail, Wangchu, I3
(773?), Sangmo, Ameer, Nitin, Kevin, Pooja,
Narain, (and the people I missed out...
sorry ITS 12 AM!) I really enjoyed your
company and I will always remember and
cherish all the memorable moments we
shared together...

Vickram Nadeson
2.5 years at KIS

I would like to thank my brother
Raymond Nadeson and his wife Maree
Collis who have been a great inspiration,
my dorm parent Mr. Thomas, all my
teachers and friends that have put faith
in me and supported me through high
school. Aaron (you’re a great friend ... I
lied), Josey, Amar, Anshul, Singye, Vrutant
Reuben, (Loch End Represent... right?)

High school had its ups and downs, with
many special moments. As I tend to
learn things the hard way, I’ve learnt and
experienced my share of drama at KIS.
Through these experiences the most
important lesson I’ve learnt at school is:
You can do anything you want to do and
be anything you want to be...so don’t
regret anything you do
in the end it makes you who you are...
KIS is a special place with Very special
people; High school been a great journey
and a great positive influence on my life.
When I leave KIS, I leave with
memories... Memories that will always be
a part of me...

Six years went in a flash, at the
beginning you wish school’s just a dream
and towards the end, you want time to
slow down but in the end time never
waits.

the questions of an HL math paper,
other times they all fall into place like
well positioned Tetris blocks. All these
experiences mould who we are as people,
and Kodai really brings that out of a
person.

Benjamin Solomon
4 years at KIS

“All we have to decide is what to do with
the time that is given us.”
- J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the
Ring
Kodai is a unique place with many
opportunities, experiences, choices and
friendships. It is a mixture of all these
different pieces that collide and meld
together to ultimately form a ‘Kodai
Experience’. Sometimes these things
seem to be utterly jumbled up like

I will never forget the amazing times
on Bendy playing football as a grade, the
hilarious and cheeky pranks we played
in Library, the many amazing field trips
we went on. The interesting pool and
foosball games, the exciting Fifa, COD &
Halo games we played. The interesting
math lessons with Mr Paulraj, the crazy
chem experiments we did, the weird
French movies we watched, the sleepovers
in dorm, and the many camps we went
on. And finally all the amazing, crazy
and interesting friends that I had the
privilege of knowing, you will always be
remembered!!
Looking back at having spent 4 years with
the class of 2013 all I can say is it was
worth it!!!
Good Luck Class of 2013!!!! You are all
amazing people!!!!

will never find someone like me !! hahaha
. I have so many things to say but I
cannot express in words. Class of 2013
“I will be miss you guys so much and
I will never forget our awesome class.
Don’t party too hard guys!! Take care and
have the blast enjoy your vacation and
get ready to see the new world. We will
always have each other no matter what
happen. We will never leave each other.
We will be there for each other right? :P
hahaha don’t you guys think so ?

“Some people hear their own inner voices
with great clearness. And they live by
what they hear. Such people become
crazy... or they become legends.” - Jim
Harrison

Jai Viknesh Bheeman
6 years at KIS

Chanita Ninnernnon
4 years at KIS

Time to ...!!! Hey folks finally we are
graduating. It was the best to know you
all CLASS OF 2013 :) Especially all my
BOYER GIRLS, Penryn, East House and
Lochend guys... Amp, Po, Maggi, Chhimi,
Rinzee, Yeshey, Jiyeon, and Ritsen!! I will
be missing our breakfast and lunchtime
so badly. Please keep in touch and don’t
forget all my lame joke :P coz you guys

To my little sis and bro... You guys must
be happy that I won’t be here anymore.
So please take care of yourself and
study hard don’t be like me!! Chelsea I
still want to have a sister :p well I don’t
mind though just incase haha. Good Luck
guys!! SEE YOU AGAIN :)
PS: “Goodbye is not forever. Goodbye is
not the end. They simply mean I’ll miss
you until we meet again” Remember you
told me not to say bye coz we will meet
each other again in someday right! See
you again class of 2013 :) SUSUU

Jin Hoon Park
7 years at KIS

7년 동안, 내가 품었던 꿈은 여기,
낯선 인도라는 나라의 찬란한 빛
속으로 조금씩 사라지고 있다. 그래,
믿기 힘들지만 아직 난 여기 서 있다.
여태껏 녹스는 가슴으로 하루하루를
버텨냈고, 지독한 외로움으로
물들어진 10대의 밤이 지날 땐
나도 모르게 눈물이 흘렀다. 다양한
문화와 삶의 방식들이 공존하는
유토피아 같은 이 공간에서 점차 굳게
닫힌 마음을 열며 많은 사람들을
사랑했고, 내 힘으론 어쩔 수 없는
이별을 경험하기도 하였다. 따뜻하고
감수성이 풍부했던 나의 성격 또한,
시간의 끝을 방황하며, 멈춰진
시간 속을 걷다가 기억나는 것들을
날려보내는… 그런 어두운 그림자를
가진 사람으로 변해가고 있었다.
혼자 있을 때 가장 쓸쓸한 광대 같은
나의 모습을 볼 때마다, 조그마한
일에도 행복을 느꼈던 초심 그대로가
그리워서 견딜 수가 없었다.

하지만, 그렇게 감정기복이 심한
나를 항상 기다려 주던 많은 분들
덕분에 어쩌면 그 오랜 시간을
버틸 수 있었는지도 모른다. 감사
인사는 그 분들께 드려야 마땅하다.
항상 새벽까지 고생하시고 못난
자식 뒷바라지 하시느라 희생이란
단어로 감히 수식이 가능하신
부모님. 감사하고 항상 죄송합니다.
부끄럽게도 배울 점이 많은 우리
9,10,11학년 후배들, 못난 선배가 힘이
되어주지 못해서 미안하고, 분명히
너희들은 나중에 대한민국의 훌륭한
인재들이 될 거라 믿어 의심치 않는다.
코디의 끝자락에 다가왔던 11학년
94친구들. 곁에서 힘이 되어 줘서
너무나도 고맙고, 남은 1년, 잘 버텨서
좋은 결말을 맺길 바란다. 내가 홀로
모든 것을 짊어진다고 쿨한 척할 때
아무 말 없이 곁에서 내 손 잡아준
써니야... 항상 미안하고 고마웠어.
사랑한다♥. 그리고 건희야. 보고
있지? 항상 나의 마음 속에서 넌 그때
그 모습이야. 이젠 널 놓아 줄 때가 된
것 같다. 편히 쉬어라.
벌거벗은 채로 세상을 맞서던 13
살짜리 꼬마의 역동적인 소설 같은
유학이야기는, 어느새 몸과 마음이
훌쩍 커버린 혈기왕성한 20살 청년이
마침표를 찍는다. 마지막 페이지
졸업사진에 환하게 웃고 있는 그
모습으로… 그에게 “너 정말 고생
많았어, 최선을 다했고, 수고했어!”
라고 칭찬해 주고 싶다.
Class of 2013, future is equivocal and
labyrinthine, but let’s not be pusillanimous. We
always have indefatigable fervor. I will be
coming back to leave my vestige.

Chatchanida Chanthananan
4 years at KIS

It is the time for the end of the
high school life now!!!! I want to say
thank you to my parents that give an
opportunity for me to come to KIS and
met all the good people here specially all
of my friends. First I want to say thx
to all of my best friends that are Mo,
Rinzee, Chhimi, Po, Meghna and Yeshey
who were always be there for me either
sad or happy. You guys always make
me laugh every minute whenever I stay
with you all. Pi thx for always being such
a good brother. Priya who always laugh
with me even though we were fighting.
Also I’ll miss all the guys in our grade
specially my daddy who always dance with
me in canteen, one of my good bro Beri,

my Abhi who is one of my best friend
and always be there for me, the person
who I punch his face the first person
in this school Talib, Narain who I always
have to wake him up in class, the person
who always ask me for lollipop Gupta,
the person who I always called Sunny,
Singye who stay with me in track even
though you don’t want, I will miss the
time that we go to bath room together
in math class Orhan , Yasin only friend of
me in cooking class, Nitin and Dennis who
didn’t talk to me that much, Boro thx for
always be such a good friend and lovely
ex to me and including all the Koreans.
Also I’ll miss our bonding time in Lower
Boyer Sangmo, Karen, Rachel, Marina,
Remeiaka, Seoyoon and last person that
I can’t forget my lovely daughter who
always is there for me. Also all the girls
in our grade from Upper boyer, Solvik,
Kenedy and Wissy. The last person that
I love the most Nakul Misra thx for
everything that you have done for me
and always understanding me. I hope all
the good memories about us will always
be there with you. Love you so much
Nakul Misra. (I hope it is enough rite??
:) <3)
Amp <3

“Be well, do good work, and keep in
touch“

Narian, Anshul, Vrutant, Amar, Lalu,
Tsering, Pi, Nitin, Faraz, Tarun, Bonny, Yasin,
Ameer, Ragvendhra, Shagun, Rushad,
Arnold, RAT! Alekh, Vaibhav, Ladoo, Sid,
Aman., Pavan,

hippies, and crazy souls. Thanks for the
memories, moments, adventures, good
times, bad times, awkward pauses and
everything in-between. All the trips
we’ve been to filled with love, pain,
fun, glory, laughter, sorrow, creativity,
knowledge, hope, compassion, frustration,
support, worry, justification, tolerance, and
acceptance. I enjoyed every second.”

Amp, Rinzee, Ritsen, Mo, Po, Chimmi,
Jessica, Abigail, Karen, Sangmo, Yeshey,
Mitali

Nakul Misra
6 years at KIS

I would like to thank my mum and dad
for supporting me and providing me with
the best every time. I wouldn’t think
many feel they are away from home when
they are in Kodi. If you ask me these 7
years I have was always home, because
of the special relation, which I have built
up with the people here, in other words
I would call it my second family.
I would like to dedicated this write up to
my class:
Beri, Josh, Abhilash, Talib, Karan, Singye,

These names above may look like a lot,
but I have individual memories with
each and every one of them. I would
say we’ve been together for the best
of times and worst of times. I always
dreamt of graduating, and discussed it
every one. But now it really puts in the
spot, I used to say I can’t wait to get
out of here, but now I would say, I’d
rather rewind my life 7 years back, when
I first started here in the 7th grade.
All in all, I would say, Kodi; the best of
time of my life!!
This last line is exclusively for my lovely
lil younger brother: you lil bugger, I know
you missed me all this long, but when
ever I was back home, you fought with
me enough. But guess what Um is back
for a long time!! And it’s your turn now!!

Chhimi Wangdi
3 years at KIS

Finally one chapter of life is completed
and we all start a new chapter of the
long journey of life. High school life
seemed like a roller coaster ride... it
had all the ups and downs but it was
extremely fun! During that time I’ve met
a lot of people who have taught me
many things and mainly how to deal with
life everyday!
In this I’d like to appreciate the people
who’ve made the last 3 years a very
memorable one that I’ll always remember.
“To all my friends, dorm mates,
acquaintances, teammates, foes, YALAMAS,
buddies, Doobi’s, science partners, crushes
and pals. To the lovers, posers, rebels,

Thanks to my parents for always being
there, and giving me all their love and
support throughout. To my dear sister
Sonam, we’ve never been apart right
from the time you started attending
kindergarten... now it’s finally time to
part ways. It’s been a fun ride and I’ll
always remember all the things you
taught me. I’ll always be there for you.
Take care and enjoy your final year in high
school!
“People come, people go but they do
leave memories!”
P.S: Piya the most amazing roommate,
I never thought we’d be roommates till
12th grade but it seems like we’re just
too awesome people! I’ll never forget all
the adventures we’ve been on right from
dragging me to dorm dances and getting
food for you even at 12am.
To the class of 2013 (the most awesome
class) we will meet again someday!

are lots of memories and I will keep it
all in my heart. I’ll miss every moment
that I had spent time in KODI. Thanks
for all the support that you have given
to me especially Mo, Chhimi, Meghna,
Rinzee, Yeshey, Amp, and all the guys
(Pi, Nakul, Vrutant, Abhilash, Amar, etc).
❀ KODAI (Upper Boyer) will always be
my second home and thank you to MRS.
IVY for taking care of me for the past 3
years.

Dusita Thaitrong
4 years at KIS

✭PS. Thank you MOM and DAD for
everything that you have given to me.
There are no words that can describe all
the “LOVE” that you have given me ❤.
LOVE YOU ALWAYS

They always say that it is hard to say
goodbye but I think that it is the
beginning of our new chapter of our life.
For the past 4 years in this school there

❤ “Goodbye may seem forever. Farewell
is like the end, but in my heart is the
memory and there you will always be.”

Dennis Varghese
3 years at KIS

If I can make it this far, so can anyone
else.
Mr. D- best dorm parent you could
ask for | Eric- college advisor | Nitinminiature leprechaun | Tsering- late night
outings | Singye- worst comebacks |
Amar- British queen | Beri- buffest man
on the planet | Nakul- money is like
toilet paper | Ameer- beard buddy |
Joshua- slyest | Samuel- good sundays
| Talib- should stay away from glass |
Vrutant- Mrs. Kanakia, he loves chicken |
Yasin- Bin Ladin’s second cousin | Sidclogger | Jinhoon- Korean don | AbhilashAnimal | Pi- mojo | Narain- lounge is his
2nd home | Ladoo- Mr. hookah | Glenn-

Ambrose the second | Anshul- work work
work, no play | Karan- drama man | AmayStop munching and start talking | Ragube a man and start swearing again |
Shagun- Get a camera and ditch the ipad
| Arnold- falling in the gutter | Zahaan14 and 18 | Tarun- what did you order?
| Bonny- everyone hates you | Vaibhav- 2
seconds | Reuben- Pinocchio | Faraz- bald
| Tashi- Chinky Jordan | Nathan- Afro man
| Alekh- Keep crutches on you all the
time | Raiyan- Sreesanth on the pitch
| Tamara- Winnie the pooh | Kirstenyou will never get Gu Jun Pyo | Mireisleeping beauty | Emaan- the fourth
member of Alvin and the chipmunks |
Ellie- British nanny | Andy- Muhammad
Ali | Kim kim- Rihanna | Jessica- adele |
Nadia fareed- go camping and get dirty
| Ketsa - number 2 | Renee- masseuse
| Taslina- ketchup | Gail- if you were
any shorter, I’d need a magnifying glass
| Dilanie- at least gail has company |
Piya- most violent girl | Mo- Cuppuccino |
Po- most beautiful thai girl after singye |
Yeshey- I know I was the one | Mitaligood friend
Jagi- Thank you for being there for
me and for the wonderful time. Those
are memories I will always cherish and
remember.
Goodbye Kodi.

Singye Yonten
7 years at KIS

Angayla, ama and apa thank you for
everything you have done in my life, tashi
om, choden, Ashim, Acho and Ugen and
the rest of my family I love each and
everyone of you guys.
Since I’ve been here a long time, I’ve
made a lot of friends, some friends new
but close and some old but distant. I
am sorry to all my friends whom I have
become distant with, but I hope you
know that I always considered you a
good friend.
I will never forget the crazy times in

West over, Lochend and Mayvilla. I’ll never
forget the friends I have made here in
Kodai, but most of whom I’ve been with
has become a brother or sister to me.
I’ve never made friends like I made in
Kodi, my class mates who started as my
friends became my brothers and sisters
and I thank you all for giving me a
chance to become your brother and you
guys know who you are. Thank you guys
for always supporting, being patient,
kind and amazing in every way. Some of
you have helped me, while other have
truly changed my life, I will be forever
grateful and will never ever forget the
memories of the class of 2013. Juniors
you guys have been awesome, thank you
for everything and some specifically thank
you for the kindness you shown to me.
Keon hee thank you for showing me that
life is amazing, always believing in me
and for the unlimited kindness you have
shown to me. To my best friend, bro
you helped me become the person I am
today, you showed me what true kindness
and friendship is, thank you.
MAMA you’re the MAN.
VAIBOTELLI......
PFC 4 life........

Ellie Gillies
2 years at KIS

The past two years of my time spent
here have been anything if not eventful.
There have been cliques, break ups and
the reformation of bonds which I’m sure

will last for the rest of our lives. To say
I can’t wait to get out of here would be
the truth however I know when the day
comes that I have to leave, I will hold
my breath as we turn the corner out of
the gate, for I know a new chapter in
my life is about to start. I’ll only begin
to breathe again when I feel secure and
at peace. Although I will not forget the
experiences I have had here. Nor will I
forget my regrets, I never got a thar pin
or a K nor did I beat Narain at cards but
I thrived.
“Twenty years from now you will be
more disappointed by the things that
you didn’t do than by the ones you
did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail
away from the safe harbour. Catch the
trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream.
Discover.” Mark Twain

Longchenti Longchar
1.5 years at KIS

Joining KIS wasn’t a decision made with
ease. But KIS was my best mistake
ever! Kodi School will always dominate
a very large chunk of my heart. My
Kodi experience couldn’t have been any

better; exceeding my every expectation.
Making new friends and allies, being in
midst of supporting teachers highly open
minded students, I learned plenty. KIS
showed me love, taught me acceptance,
independence and exceptionally good
kitchen skills. It also taught me some
unconventional traits like the art of
being super sneaky, but that’s survival. A
shout out to my IB art classmates, we
made it, we are survivors we could go
on to win the amazing race. Agree? As
far as thanking people, I’d like to thank
everybody here it would take me an
entire novel acknowledging each and every
person who made my Kodi experience
worthwhile. No goodbyes but rather
a “see you soon”. Excited to see how
each one of us turns up at the reunion
because I am sure we are going to kick
some serious bottoms! Best of luck KIS,
best of luck class of 2013!

2013:

Kodi is such an alluring town! <3

“It was a life I didn’t want to leave
behind. It was a life I didn’t want to
forget.”

My time spent here in short was
wonderful
Leaving everyone would be pitiful

- Maggie Stiefvater, Linger

High school is made up of roommates,
dorm-mates, classmates and teachers you
might not like so much now but will learn
to love later (or as soon as you see an
A on kisnet. lol )

Rime Kaka, Emaan Babo, Ayetri Princess,
Neelashi Mental, Yoha <3, Sailja Sexay,
Fatz, Mahboob, Asstha and Sunakshi; All
our times spent together are priceless
memories. I will truly miss us.

Absences are enemies, but don’t be a
hater

Emaan Hawa
2 years at KIS

So this is obviously the first time I’m
doing this and hence I didn’t know what
to write :P
so I made up this little poem and I hope
no one gets offended, it’s meant to be
fun, kind of immature and unique and it
summarizes what Kodi is to me :)
It’s called: 2 years on top of this hill.   
2 years spent with the most amazing
people ever
And these 2 years that have changed my
life forever.
There are too many memories- good and
bad to talk about :P
But one thing I learned is to never be
sad and pout
Cause a smile takes up much less energy
than to frown.

Getting up early can be a pain
But why waste time crying in vain?
When all you need to do is smile at this
beautiful hill
Which I’ll remember till time stands still.
This is all I want to say
I know these stories will be a memory
one day...!
Class of 2013, yes we made it! Here’s
to all of you’ll and here’s to our
awesomeness :D
Thank you guys for everything!
*CHEERS *
Hopefully I won’t have to wait to see
all you awesome people at some class
reunion 25 years later when i will probably
be some Arab goddess who owns all the
oil in world... haha kidding! Maybe I’ll just
be less blonde and happy, smiley and
bouncy as usual. xx

I was never excited to come to Kodi
and planned on leaving after the first
semester. Surprisingly things got better,
I made some amazing friends who I
hope to stay in touch with. Uni in the
States is obviously going to be an insane
time but that doesn’t mean that I won’t
miss Kodi. Well, maybe not miss Kodi
maybe just remember the good stuff
from time to time.

Searom Jung
2 years at KIS

우리울보진후니, 정엽스, 윤수 &
예준 진짜보고싶을거야 매뚬쎄
뺘르꺼르띠 후 !
Kevi, Longchen, Revanth, Finzer, Faizaan,
Aman, Naveen! Physics would have been
so boring without you guys. T’was a
pleasure.

Eshan Kalarikkal
2 years at KIS

Shariekh Farooqui
3 years at KIS

These three years that I had were
the best years of my life. Eating all of
orhan’s food and blaming it on Ronald in
the wall (ME) making fun of Sreedharans
bushy brows and getting jumped on by
my seniors. Faking being sick during dorm

bonding, TRYING to play indoor with
everyone covering my ears to block out
the mental screaming (Meghna, Marina,
Samridhi, Sanjana, Orhan, Nikita) I will
never forget my neighbors Kevi Naveen
Revanth and Longchenti the crazy counter
strike marathons teaching me all that I
know about STD’s showing me how to
pole dance (LONGCHENTI) and taking
revenge from ye jun for every little
thing. But mostly I will miss my bossy
annoying little friend Karen who used to
piss me off on every little thing and
josh I don’t know what I’m gonna do
without you who is gonna go mental with
me how can I forget my brother and his
red pants and all the times when you
denied your sexuality (gay). Also I will
remember the world’s slowest smallest
yet strongest khasi turd. My niggamidget
whose gonna knocks sense into me when
I do something stupid and last but not
the least my we chat buddy sangmo.

Faraz Wahlang
8 years at KIS

Once upon a time 8 years ago, a small
but very cool little kid came to Kodi,
and that kid was, me. I lived a super
awesome life until one day SUDDENLY
a magical fairy appeared named Piya and
she made my life an awesome possum.
Then came Tarun, he placed a magical
spell over me after just being friends for
such a short time and convinced me to
switch dorms with his magical seduction
techniques! I also had a roommate named

Glenn, who was so awesome I had to
stop being his roommate after a year!
Tragedy struck by a psycho Muslim
terrorist from New York named Yasin. He
pulled Tarun and Glenn into his magical
spell and they formed... THE TRINITY!
From that day forward I had to watch
my back at every step to make sure I
was safe from their evil tricks and super
human good looks. With the help of the
little ninja I love, who has been with me
through everything I will rule the world,
or at least I feel like a can.
Kodi may seem boring to some people
but I’ve never had a dull moment. The
people who I’ve been with in Mayvilla and
Crescent Park it’s been crazy since then.
The memories of lochend are some of
the best I have, and to all the guys who
were with me through Mad River and the
countless Camps, that never get boring.
Even you guys in dorm that drive me
insane. Piya, you’ve always been there for
me through hard times, love you. There
are too many of you for me to mention
by name, but without all of you the last
8 years wouldn’t have meant anything.

Piya Pahwa
3 years at KIS

Beginnings are scary and endings are sad,
but the middle counts the most. For the
last three years I’ve faced the scariest
beginnings, the saddest ends, and the
craziest middles.
From water fights on bendy, to skypeing till 4 in the morning, gallivanting
around Mumbai over vacation, the lochend
boys, or trying to make it to potluck for
breakfast. Watching movies in dining hall,
having crazy Sunday plans, or getting cake
smashed on my face on someone else’s
birthday. Sneaking into rooms during field
trip, getting mooned, playing truth or
dare in CCD or my film class’s amazing

adventures. Having 7 people stay in my
house, singing call me maybe at the top
of my lungs, or trying to rely on Ratan
Bhagat. Endless conversations about harry
potter, sneaking to shower after 10:30,
making movies, creating a fake dress down
day, or getting in trouble for playing
music in class. Getting shoved under
water repeatedly, begging to have more
sleepovers, being kicked out of library,
Southern Tip, trying to raise a duck, and
barely surviving Ensci class. Living with
“The Trinity”, Taking endless pictures at
every occasion, and biting people at every
chance I got, it’s been one big adventure.
Years from now, some of us may be in
touch, others may just be memories but
the people who change our lives never
really leave (thanks to facebook). As
for Faraz, I can’t put 3 years into 300
words. You’re funny, irritating, stupid,
strong, sweet, crazy and one of a kind,
but you’re also my best friend. If it
wasn’t for you I wouldn’t be as good at
Halo as I am now, and I wouldn’t know
anything about the graphics in Crisis 3.
I love you more than you know, thank
you for making the past three years
unforgettable.
As for the rest of the class of 2013...
BITE ME.

of life and end up happier.
KIS gave me a chance to be a better
version of myself and to start afresh.
I became much stronger and built the
best relationships with so many different
personalities. I began to smile a lot more
because I surrounded myself with people
who made me happy.

Fatema Adamji
2 years at KIS

Although I never thought I’d say it,
deciding to join KIS may as well have
been the best decision that I ever
made. This little hill became home, one
I looked forward to leave and return to
even though it took a 24 hour journey.
KIS taught me how to be independent,
to be happy even when it is difficult and
to let things go. I learnt that it is not
always important to fit in and that the
ones that stand out, the ones that are
different, are those that make the most

The times I laughed so wholeheartedly at
the silliest things even though I was so
stressed inside, when I sat squished on
a bed with four other people to watch
Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gham, played Cluedo
and cheated off others, managed to burn
2 minute noodles and imitated others
shamelessly; those are moments I will
never forget.
Alas, it is time to say goodbye to the
place and the people. It is sad that
I had such a short time to make such
heartfelt memories only to have to leave
many behind. I’m glad I got to spend
these 2 years here, but I’m sure we’ll
meet again someday. Until then, well, hold
on to your seats everybody, it’s going to
be a bumpy ride. :P

Sailja Jain

2 years at KIS

Kodi, I really can’t describe it. The bond
that we share with each other in Kodi
is different in a way. After graduation
we won’t get apart, instead we will get
closer. Once someone has lived in Kodi,
they cannot like any other place. KIS
has given me great opportunities and
exposure; I can never thank KIS enough.
Generally a residential student always
wants to go back home for vacations
but students here don’t want to. The
reason kids love it here is because of our

faculty, and the people here. They are all
so friendly, helping and affectionate at
all times. It has already been two years
since I joined this school, but it just
feels like two months. These two years
here has been spectacular for me. KIS
offers us opportunities not every other
school does. Canteens, Carnivals, Dorm
bonding’s, Intramurals, Social experience
projects, all of them have been great.
Even attending classes seems fun in Kodi,
nothing seems boring here. Every activity
has something new to explore. Attending
any occasion with the KIS community is
enjoyable. KIS gives so much love that
family is barely missed. I have been
in several boarding schools, but KIS is
different in itself. The freedom that is
given to the students here is different.
It all depends on how we want to treat
the freedom given to us. It teaches
how to make our own decisions and to
be confident at all times. KIS helped
me gain faith in myself and identify my
potentials. KIS prepared me to step
out in to the world and face it. Kodi is
simply the best.
Nothing better than it.

Glenn Georgey
4 years at KIS

Wow, 4 years in Kodi just went by in
the blink of an eye. I want to thank my
parents for giving me this opportunity
and for loving me and for helping me
in all ways. The first semester was a
bit hard for me, but my room-mates
have helped me a lot and taught me
everything. I was the quiet, shy, and
innocent person in school. I never talked

much or did anything that was fun. Dorm
life was just plain awesome, people were
always doing something entertaining.
There was always life in dorm, making
noises, cooking, playing games, football,
watching movies, sleeping late night and
all the sneaky things. There were always
people there to support and encourage
me, especially the close ones. 11th grade
and 12th grade was when I changed
completely. Of course there were a lot
of moments in my life when I was
depressed, angry and when I got into
trouble, and each time I somehow got
through it all. My closest friends were
always there to cheer me up. Teachers
also taught me a lot of things, some of
them being more than just a teacher to
me. Playing pranks on people were a lot
of fun, although I over did it sometimes.
Going for fieldtrips, camp were all just
amazing moments in this school. Now
looking back I don’t want school to get
over, I’m going to miss this place more
than I can imagine. Something’s I’ll never
ever forget....

LIKE A BOSS

Tarun Ravindren
3 years at KIS

Jairaj Lobo
2 years at KIS

Kodaikanal International School has been
a fantastic experience for me. Met
different kinds of people and some that
I’m very close to now.
It’s unbelievable how two years have
passed so soon, and all I wanted was
for these two years to pass off fast
as I wanted to get off this hill and
never come back, but as I come close to
graduation, I will miss the Kodi life and
the people here. Everyone will be in their
own countries or states and I might not
be able to see them anymore which is
very much disappointing :( .

School was good, but dorm life is the
best. All close friends in one dorm.
Screwing around with other dorm mates,
sharing food, waking up everyone in
dorm and running to the showers in
the morning, returning back from school
and chilling with the dorm parent(Mr.
Reginald) and skyping friends in the
night. Dorm parent coming running in the
night to switch off our lights and make
us sleep. My dorm parent has always
been there to keep us on the right track
and guide us, cook wonderful meals for
dorm treat and constant shouting at us(
And he made me the dorm representative
:).Dorm devotions, dorm meeting and dorm
bonding were always fun and exciting.
Weekends were the best in dorm, as for
two whole days we could do whatever we
liked, like decide to stay in dorm or go
to school and hangout. I will miss every
moment of Kodi School, the only thing
that I will not miss is the food here :) .
Graduating from here and maybe never
going to meet most of the people from
Kodi is going to make a bit sad .I could
write a lot more but the word limit is
300 but anyways, if I was asked if I
wanted to re-live the Kodi life with same
people, I would say yes in the blink of
an eye.

Siddharth Gore
2 years at KIS

Who pressed fast forward? Time flies- It
really does. These last two years have
been the quickest of my life. It was as if
just yesterday, I walked into the covered
courts for the first time to play basketball
with Zahaan and Amay. As I am writing
this, I still cannot convince that so much
time has passed. So many unforgettable
memories, so many moments that I want
to hold on to and never let go. In the
first semester of the 11th I went on Mr.
Plymale’s Eco-Watch field trip to Auroville.
It was such an amazing experienceplaying frisbee, us helping Vince get
his bicycle out of the mud, and eating
pizza in Pondicherry. The whole year was
amazing- getting to know new people,
learning about all my dorm mates, and
getting involved in hiking and basketball.
I learnt a great deal about priorities and
about myself. So many memories. Ultimate

Frisbee in Chennai. Winning the Ooty shield
twice and then the Kodi Open. Fly Baba.
Formal. Trips to Bethania. Kabaddi Tribal
Orphanage. Rock Shows. Talent Shows.
Countless periods in the piano block.
Spain. Machine. Learning to do a pullup.
CS nights. Playing in Church. CE. Carnivals.
I said it first. Gyming for 4... no wait 6
years. Biceps. Finding a mirror everywhere.
Finishing breakfast last. The mud pool
in Sadhana Forest. Food from prom date.
Relaxing in a hammock at Poovar resort.
Nights in the dorm. I will never forget
these things- but more importantly, I will
never forget the people who made all of
these so special. Kev, Lobo, Baby Mania,
Sadan Babu, Gandhi, Sri Ram, Semin, Arn
Old, Dee, Siddhant, Zahaan, Amay, Mitali,
Nathan, Naveen, Faizaan, Baibhav, Kevi,
Rachel, Fatema, Sailja, Kim Kim, Benji, JV,
Sahil, Vaibhav, Choi, Sae Rom, Jeongyeop.
Thank you all for making these two years
amazing beyond my wildest expectations.
Each of you have taught me something
different about myself and the world
around me, and how to make the most
of it. I will never forget you guys, and
if you are reading this years later, drop
me a message. I could not have hoped
for better junior and senior years. KIS
has been an amazing experience. Keep in
touch, and if I’m reading this, I better
be successful by now. I hope that you all
find joy and happiness in whatever you do,
wherever you go.
With gratitude, nostalgia, and love,
Siddharth Gore

Sadan Magar
2.5 years at KIS

It’s been 2 and half years but it feels
like I’ve been here forever. This place,
the people and the memories I’ve shared
with each and every one of them will

always be in my heart. From inside jokes
to stupid pranks, my friends and I have
done it all, and i don’t think i regret any
of them. Kodi would have never been
the same without you guys. People may
come and go, but those special memories
will never be forgotten. So even though
I am sad that we all are leaving, I’m
glad to say that we are moving onto a
new phase of our lives, with memories
at heart and a friend’s push to move
forward. I look forward to when we get
to meet again and when we do, it would
be like nothing changed and we were
always by our sides.
“7 colors make rainbow, 7 chords make
music, 7 days make a week, 7 continents
make the world, 7 beautiful letters make
us friends.”

bring a smile on your face when you
think about it and memories we will
cherish for life.
Life in KIS has been great, it was so
good that I never got homesick. Being
in a boarding school for the first time
and being able to refrain from getting
homesick for 2 years means that my life
in KIS has been amazingly unreal. Well
it’s all thanks to the incredible friends I
made here, friends that stab you in the
front coz they’ve got your back.

Thinlay Rangdol
2 years at KIS

AWESOME! ! ! That’s the first word
that comes to my mind when I think
of the life I had in KIS. I’ve had my
rough times too but I’ve learnt from
the mistakes I made and eventually it
made me a better person. It’s been 2
years and within this little time, I’ve
made great friends. They made my life
in KIS worthwhile, fun, interesting
and entertaining. We shared a lot of
memories together, memories that will

Well, I’ve been through a lot here. Been
through good times as well as the bad
times, had my ups and had my downs,
shared laughter and tears and most
importantly shared moments that will
never cease to make me smile profusely.
Sadan Magar, Kevin Lawrence, Jairaj Lobo,
Siddharth Gore, Sri Ram, Baibhav, Sonam
Sherpa, Pooja Prakash Raj, Sailja Jain and
Fatema. Thanks for making KIS fabulous!
I will miss you all and do keep in touch!
P.S-Mr. Reggie, YOU THE BEST! ! ! :) :)
:)

Sriram Uthayakumar
4 years at KIS

Senior Write Ups! Hmmmm... I don’t even
know where to start or how to end! I
wouldn’t say that I am graduating I would
say that a journey that I would always want
to on again and again has come to an end!
It’s very sad to say that it’s the end but
at the same time I know that for all of us
there is another beginning out there waiting
for us, idk how I am going to tackle that but
I am sure with what KIS and my friends have
thought me here I can shout out loud that I
am ready for anything!!! Sai, jose, Nihar, Devraj,
Adeip even though u guys weren’t part of my
senior year u guys are part of my life which
I can never forget. Nitin, Singye, Faraz, Abir
without you guys I would have only looked at
Lochend as just a dorm, but Lochend was more
like a battlefield for us with that Bear Thomas,
all that water fights, workouts, break dance,
stealing food and Chasing each other and COLD
WAR!!! I feel bad that we couldn’t spend
senior year together but I am sure that there
is more to come for us. Now Finally those

who actually made this senior year happen...
Divyaaa its gonna be 3 years since we have
known each other and I wish we could start
again as it was hell of a ride! Making fun
of whoever walks pass and yelling out Hey
Gorgeous, I swear I will never find another
Bestie like U!!! I am gonna miss u soo bad
that I am gonna go to DORM!!! Buahahahahah!!
Okay then moving on The BARTLETTSSS!!!!
Man I wish I knew you guys even before
11th grade. LOBO, Thinlay, Sadan, Gore, Kevi,
Naveen, Revanth, Baibhav!!! Dammm... I will never
forget Black Pearl! That was something... All
those sleepless nights like Vampires ( Mr.Pal)...
Shagun you are the best roommate ever man!!
I Swear all the Stuff that we have pulled
off till now its just EPIC!!! Finally Pooja and
Kevin the longweekend GANG!!! That hamburger
and roller coaster I would never dare get on
that roller coaster again or try to eat that
hamburger all by myself!!! Kevin my Maattrraan
brother!! I think that says it all man!!! Pooja
akka I swear I would have gotten into soo
much trouble without you!! I thank u for
saving me from all those and I have soo much
more to write but I can’t say it all here so
yeah I love u guys soo much!!! I really really
can’t believe that this is the end of the
journey but I must say that I will never have
one as good as this!!! Irfana u will always be
that one girl... ;) u know wat I mean! Now
it’s almost time to wrap up... but Samhita I
can’t end this write up without mentioning
you! I don’t know if you will read this but
all I can say is that you gave me the best
two years of my High School years! :) Well
guys looking at the write up don’t actually
think it’s the end this just the Trailer... The
Main picture is yet to come... SOO Lets Mess
Around!!!!

grade and my favorite Karnataka Heritage field trip
of 12th grade. The people who went on this trip
are my favorite people. These people made it
really amazing and memorable for me.

Kevin Lawrence
2 years at KIS

I’ve been in this school for two years and every
moment I’ve had in this school is so fresh in my
mind, it feels like it happened just days ago. My
experience here has been really amazing. There’s
a lot to my amazing experience in KIS. The
lifestyle, culture, people but the main ingredient
is my friends. Without them my experience here
wouldn’t be fun. All the happy, funny, crazy and
awesome moments with them have kept me
going. The best part of my experience is Dorm
life. It is just amazing. I feel so blessed that
I was in Bartlett East. It had a mixture of
everything. In BE I had the best dorm parent,
friends, roommates, fun, madness and a lot more.
The people in Bartlett East and Bartlett West
were a group. We would call ourselves The
Bartlett :) we’d go to school together in the
mornings, sit together in the cafeteria, and have
the funniest talks :)
There are a number of things and people I’m
going to really miss :(
I’m going to miss this school, dorm, canteen,
gymkhana, flag green, running around the lake,
counter strike with Bartlett West, camp A of 12th

I’m going to miss my Dorm Parent Reggie, who
has been the best. He is an amazing gentleman.
I’m going to miss watching WWE with him. I’m
going to miss the long weekend gang Pooja and
Sriram. Pooja, we’ve always had each other’s backs.
Sriram, Brother from another mother (MATRAAN).
I’m going to miss you and the crazy thing we’ve
done in school man. Lobo, I’ll miss all the funny
things we’ve done in dorm and the lamest jokes
we cracked. We’ve never had a serious conversation
:P Sriram and Lobo, my partners in crime. OMG!
I’m never going to forget the damage we’ve
caused here. YOLO :) Sadan, my twin, I’ll miss
you big time bro. Thanks for being there for me
(ALOHA). Gore, I’ll definitely miss our freestyle
rap battles you know I’m sayin :) Thinlay baby
mania, I’ll miss talking in Dzongkha ANI GACHILO,
funny talks and the jokes we cracked. NaChe Name
Same Gha! <3 Nice Guys finish last :)
Fatema(African Queen), I’ll miss you and your ___
(We’ve got big ____ and we cannot lie) :D

Sailja Babu, I’ll miss you and your cuteness (What
ya?). Layla Dang, I’ll miss you and your BIG nose.
KimBum, keep laughing! I’ll miss you. Sruti, I’m
going to miss you and your yummy cupcakes. Kevi,
I’ll miss you and your humor bro :) Samin(shady
bugger), Aman Gandhi, Arnold re, Naveen, Baibhav,
Faizaan, Finzer, Revanth, Longchen, Rachel, Searom,
Jeongyeop, Choi , Renee, Taslina and Deeksha(My
wife) :) I’ll miss all you guys so much. I have so
many memories with you guys but can’t write it
all here.
I’d like to thank all my friends for being there
for me, for supporting me, and keeping me happy.
Seriously, you guys have made every single day of
my two years in KIS so worth it and fun. I feel
so lucky. I’ll never forget the wonderful moments
I’ve had with you guys. I love you all :) Mwahh!!

하네
그래도 코디있을땐 별 생각 없이
공부하고 운동하면서 지냈는데
떠난다니까 뭔가 집 나간다는
느낌이드네
여러모로 나한테 잘해준 내
동갑내기 친구들 정말 고맙고
내 철없었던 짓들 다 받아준
동생들도 정말 고맙다.

Jeongyeop Lee
6.5 years at KIS

막상 졸업한다니까 진짜
안와닿네..
코디에서 6년살면서 알았던 형,
누나들 소식도 좀 궁금해지고
코디살면서 있었던 재밌던 일들도
새록새록 떠오른다..
이제 떠날려니까 은근 서글프기도
하고 대학갈려니까 좀 무섭기도

여태까지 엄청난 학비 대준
부모님에게도 심심찮은
감사드립니다…
졸업하면 코디가 보고싶을지는
모르겠지만
코디 있었던 동안은 지루하기도
하면서 추억들도 많이 생겼다
종종 코디 생각하면 좀 아쉬울것
같다.
이제 차차 졸업할 동생들이랑
친구들 화이팅하고
난 이제 코디 떠난다!

Yoon Soo Choi
3.5 years at KIS

first came to this school because I used
to be in Korean school before but all
my wonderful friends and teachers were
happy to help me out that I was able to
carry out my school life without getting
into trouble. Also I really thank Kodi
School and seniors who graduated for
encouraging me to start playing basketball
which is now my favorite sport. I was
really happy to play for my school and I
believe that Agu, Ugyen, Jattu, akhil, chayin,
and zak will continue the glory of Kodai’s
undefeated basketball team :)
후배들에게,

얘들아! 9학년일때는 언제 12
학년되나 하던 내가 어느새
I joined Kodaikanal international school
졸업을 앞두고 있다. 시간 정말
in 9th grade and life in Kodi was full of
빨리가니까 졸업하고도 할 수
joy and fun that memories in Kodi will
있는 이상한짓? 들 하지말고
be impossible to forget it in my entire
너희한테 정말 도움되고
life. I will miss eating chowmien in tibs,
chatting in CCD, roaming around the school 필요한것들에만 집중 해서
좋은 대학들 가기를 바란다.
with friends, playing basketball, beautiful
남은 학교생활 알차게 보내고
views of Kodai, and that fresh feeling
after finishing loads of work. I had a lot 졸업들하면 꼭 보자 파이팅! 아
of difficulties in speaking English when I 그리고 농구가 축구보다 위대하단
사실을 잊지 않았으면 한다 :) .

Jessica Abraham
14 years at KIS

It feels like just yesterday that I was
dropped off at my first day of pre-school,
and yet, here I am, trying to figure how
to phrase my senior write up.
Looking back, I can’t get over how
incredibly blessed I am. I thank God for
bringing such amazing people in to my life,
without Him, I would not be where I am
today, He is my rock and He is my joy.
Pappa, my hero, the way you reflect God
in your love for me never seizes to amaze
me. Amma, my friend, my role model, I
don’t know what I’d do without you.
Chechy, my inspiration, my other half and
by far the best sister any one could ever
ask for. Stanley achacha, thank you for
countless math lessons, continuous poke
wars and amazing advice. I am the chancho
I am today because of you. Annette
chechy, Thank you for helping me through

all my “girly high-school” problems and
constantly being there for me no matter
what.

Mulancave, TP, Failed-all-nighters, KingAaron,
Reubss, MathSL partner, Southern-Tip
Roomies, Dilaynie and Amar :)

Sri, thank you for being the senior I
always looked up to. Tyler, my best friend
for 17 years, thank you for being the best
guy I know. Thing 2, No words I could
possibly think of will ever express how
much you mean to me, I love you and
I can’t thank God enough for you. Karry
Cakes, my best friend, my brother, you’re
a pain, but I love you more than words
can say. Abigail, my intimidator, thank you
for always listening and for always having
my back. Waaaangchuck, I may never admit
it to your face, but you’re one of the
coolest people I know, thank you for
always making me laugh and knowing what
to say.

The Abrahams, making me feel a part of
their amazing family. Baby sisters, Tar and
Jarri. Cool Beans, for helping me cross
something off my Bucket list & for bringing
dance back into my life (DHAAA). Andy, for
keeping our promise. Mitali, for the figs
and sticky notes, and for being the most
caring person I know :) Kets, for shutting
ourselves from the world for OneTreeHill :P
My diagonal African sister, for loving olives
and hating the dark. Monkey, for introducing
me to the love of my life. My mint choc
homie half, for the good times and the bad.
Nad, my forever. Mon scientiste diabolique,
you’re the reason for everything. Beautiful
Princess Mulan, for those hoggified late
night chats and for teaching me to be my
best person in my worst times. To the
Cheese to my Dosa, for making my life so
wonderfully weirdly young. Let’s face it, what
I do with you, I can do with no other. TLD,
my confidante and superhero during Scary
Movies, in just one year, you managed to
completely change my life. I can’t imagine
how I would have survived without you.
Karry Cakes, my best friend and hopefully
future roommate, I love you more than you
know, although I’m still doubtful about the
Room Temperature Pulpy. And finally, to my
Poopie sister, my ‘person’, my irreplaceable
AbraHAM, you mean the world to me. I
don’t know who we’re kidding by even trying
to say goodbye; I’ll be seeing you ;)

Tara, my baby sister, Beri, my twin (2+2)
:D, Talib my ‘buddy buddy’-‘Lights will
guide you home’ :P, Amar, the classiest
person I know, Anshuuu, my “husband” :)
, Dilanie - forever playing 21 questions,
“Inflection,” Taslina “so g we’re almost h”,
Renee “hoo my gud”, Narain, my manager,
Nadia, my “dawg”, Nakul my master :P Absfergalicious, Mitali, my chem buddy, Nitin,
my meerkat, Maa ‘Can’t touch this,’ Singye,
my “honey pie”, “Bubble Boo”, and Nadia
my hiking buddy,
I don’t know what I’d do without you
guys!
“This is not the end, this is not the end
of us, we will shine like stars, bright,
brighter” - Gungor

Kirsten Mendonca
4 years at KIS

Kodai has been like a dream to me the
past six years. I still find it hard to believe
something so incredible can actually exist;
something filled with art and music and
beauty and life lessons; something you
will never find anywhere else. There aren’t
words to describe what this place means to
me. But it’s the only place I’ve ever been
able to call home.
And it’s because of all of you:
GuJunPyo, KingJulian and Tucksy.
BFF Longdistance, my phelps lover,
Cheesedosaproductions, HIMYM 247,
Biggest gangstah and prankstah, SOLVIK,
1408, Chiddis, Nainu, Diviju, Birthdaybuddy,
Laaaalu, Bubble Club, Handshake Association,
Anuky, Midnight-dancing, Banner-making,
HOGHOGHOG, Trinity, Singsta, Jewensterr,
Anshuuu, Shanss, BieberSid, PiyaPahwah!,
husband, Mohawk, hairdresser, CB&Scrubbers,
boyfriend ;), Peeing in the bushes, Dhobs,

So here’s to everyone, my family. Vraiment,
tu me soule, mais je t’aime. Je t’aime.

attitude to face the word outside this dream
bubble. The friendship, relationship and the
bond that we made with the people of this
extraordinary place will always have a special
place in our hearts. These memories made
wouldn’t be the kinds, which would fade away
with time but the ones that would make us
reminiscence the best times of our lives. Our
epoch here came to an end without us realizing
that it was time up!

Jeydev Beri & Meghna Vachhani
2 years at KIS / 5 years at KIS

Kodi has been a dream, which came true for
both of us! This place is way beyond than just
a normal institution. It made us the people
that we are today. But what actually made
this dream come were the people up on this
hilltop. These people cannot be admired in
words. They were, they are and they always
will be beyond amazing. Kodi has not only been
a place where we were educated, it’s been a
place where we gained moral values and an

Kodi has become a part of our lives,
which we wouldn’t be able to survive without,
but again more then anything it’s the people
here who we are going to miss the most.
There were some people who left us before it
was our time to leave together, so for them “
we can never forget you, you will always be in
our hearts”.
In the end all we would like to say
is thank you so much to everyone who made
our time here so memorable. You will always
be a part of our lives. We are going to miss
you way more then we could ever imagine. We
love each and everyone one of you and always
will.
			Ciao

Yasin Chowdhury
2 years at KIS

I would like to thank my parents for
giving me the opportunity to come here
and my two sisters for always being
there for me. When I first came to Kodi
two years back I had no idea what I was
in store for. The place, the people, the
memories; everything was one hell of a
ride. The people in particular are what
made my stay in Kodi amazing. Bonny
I always enjoyed your fictional tales
of womanizing, Jin Hoon, Sid, Abhinav
you guys were always fun to chill with.
Tarun you are most definitely the best
roommate I have had. Faraz, Nitin, Gail,
Karen, and Dilanie I hope to see you
guys in one of the upcoming Hobbit
movies. Glenn and Sriram I will never
forget how we skinny dipped in lake
during 11th grade camp. Dennis you are
perhaps the most idiotic and lost friend

I have ever had :) . Tashi, Tsering, Singye
you three are my favorite chinky bros.
Piya I know I always took dumps on
you and ripped on you but honestly you
were one of the greatest friends I have
had here. Vrutant I will always remember
how you almost let me fall off the
edge of the zip line platform, but you
redeemed yourself with redbull. Lochenders,
Shagun, Amar, Ragvendra, Anshul you guys
are the best. Then there’s my supposed
clone Abhilash, Raiyan you’re the only
rat I can stand, Sangmo,remember the
camel toe in senior camp? Josh I’ll never
forget how we failed Spanish together.
Of course I can’t forget my milf Mitali
:p Chimmi my Sequin buddy I have known
you the longest here. Beri you’re the
buffest guy in town and Narain I’ll never
forget how we almost got into a fight
on my first canteen. My three favorite
Thai ladies Mo, Amp, and Po thanks for
all the haircuts and food. Nadia Fareed you
will always be my muslim home dog. Benji
and JV you two will always be Laurel
and Hardy. Meghna Nath hubbies for life.
Marina I still think you could be one
of my long lost cousins. Then there’s
the DBA with, Sophiya, Tamara,kim kim,
Kirsten, ellie. Sadan you’re my Hawaiian
bro. Rinzee I will never forget that call I
made around the lake ;).Mr. D thanks for
being such an amazing dorm parent. The
most caring and chilliest teacher in the
whole school was Eric, thanks for always
being there man. 2013 for life.

Joshua D’Cunha
6.5 years at KIS

‘KODI’ was the best experience I have
ever experienced in my life so far, from
the place, to the friends, to the dorms.
This amazing experience started all the
way in the 6th grade, I remember my
parents saying goodbye to me and I
stood there thinking to my self: “this is
it, my new life begins, a new chapter in
my life”. This experience is impossible to
describe in a few words but let me start
by thanking the people who have made
my 6 years here very very very hard to
say goodbye to.
I would firstly like to thank my parents,
mum and dad for their constant support
and motivation.
Aaron and Jess, for having always guided
me through high school and just being
awesome.

I would like to thank my friends, whom
without which wouldn’t have made my
Kodi experience so special! The friends
you make in Kodi are second to none!
What I’ve learnt in kodi is that, your
friends are the closest people you have,
every moment with them, from happy and
fun times, to sad and gloomy times are
now just irreplaceable memories that if
looked back on automatically puts a smile
on your face and the same time a tear,
just knowing they cannot be experienced
again!
It’s hard to say goodbye to one whom
you love and who is an unforgettable
part of your life. This last and final
acknowledgment would be to the most
amazing girl ever, Karen Keni Rai, the
girl that never failed to put a smile
on my face, the girl that made me the
person I am today, the girl that always
kept my confidence up no matter how
high the odds were. Karen, I will always
remember the very first time we actually
spoke to each other, the very first time
you wrapped your arms around me and
rested your head on my shoulder. Your
cute and innocent smile and your way of
looking at me will always be fresh in my
memories. These 2 and half years with
you have just been amazing.
If I could sum up my whole kodi
experience in a single word, it would be...
Irreplaceable.

you so much! You are really the most beautiful
and the sweetest person I have ever met. I
hope you know that wherever you go from here
that people will be so lucky to have just gotten
to know you. You are an amazing friend. Thank
you for every thing and for all the times you
were just the bestest friend ever!

Karen Rai
9 years at KIS

9 years in Kodi has really been an experience
and a journey I won’t ever forget. There are
a lot of people I would like to thank for this
wonderful experience and that have played a
really important role in my life here:
Dad and Mum: Thank you for everything! For
believing in me and for giving me this amazing
experience. Nothing would have been possible
without you guys! I am so blessed to have such
caring parents. I really love you both very much!!!
Weno and tutu: Although both of you left so
soon, you guys were also a huge part of my life
here. Thankyou for being the best sisters and
for always being there for me!
Avi: My one and only baby brother. I love you
so so much! Thank you for all the support and
for just being you.
Sangye: Sangyeeee!! Oh gosshhhh!! My first friend
in kodi! I will never ever forget the times in
Westover and how we used to race down the hill
to see who will reach dorm first!! I really don’t
want to say goodbye to you because I’ll miss

Sangmo: Lamzzyyy!! We have been through so so
much together. Thank you for always being my
friend through good and bad. I hope you know
that you are just one of a kind and that you
are so very special! I love you so very much! I
am so fortunate to have known someone like
you. You will always remain in my heart and I
know we will always be friends! I will always
miss being crazy with you and getting into
trouble :)
Abigail&Seoyoon: My naughty two! Thanks for
being such good friends! Will miss you both very
much!!
Shariekh: My chubby babu! Thank you for always
fighting with me and putting up with all my
nonsense. I love you and I will miss you.
And lastly to my dearest Joshua: You have really
been just amazing to me from the time I met
you in 6th grade and all throughout high school.
I’ve had the best time with you and I hope
you know I will always miss you! I hope you
achieve everything you want and I wish you all
the best in life :) I will never forget you. Thank
you for EVERYTHING! I hope you always stay
the sweet Joshua you always are! Love you so
so much!
Singye, Sree, Hansol,Yeshey, Rinzee, Arnold, Rimi,
Lower boyer Juniors, Ms. Paul and Mr. sarcar , all
my teachers, and the class of 2013,thank you for
everything!
“How lucky I am to have something that makes
saying goodbye so hard”- Winnie the pooh

Joshua Tsering
3 years at KIS

Leaving a place like Kodi is not something
that can be summed up in a few words
or a single moment in time. From the
horrible internet to the long after school
indoor matches, every second was an
amazing moment I’ll always remember.
Firstly, I’d like to thank God and my
parents and my sisters for all their
support. They had faith in me even when
I did not. It’s the people that made
this place amazing. Nitin - love you bro,
dennis - blackness, sid - clogger, yasin
- college:), tarun - umbrella head, glen
- buffness, bonny - useless, wangchuk
- chinky bro, jin hoon - 69, and all the
rest of my fellow dorm mates, spending
my last two years with you guys has
been something I’ll always love. We had

our moment’s boys; I hope we see each
other soon. Suga Daddy, you were the
best dorm parent ever! Singye - chinky
bro, amar - English accent, anshul adhira:P, vrutant - mr. Clean, Raghvendra
- Bhai!, everyone in lochend, I love you
guys and will miss you surely. Narain
- LOL, abhi - Our walk in Ooty!, Thai
Pi - my love, nakul - Don, beri - Prince,
Talib - Daddy long legs, Ameer - eat da
poopoo, Karan - Bombay:), East HOUSE,
words are not enough for how much fun
I had with all of you, hope you guys do
well in life. Amay - mwah and zahaan bbm, you guys will always be the weirdest
people I’ve ever met:). Shagun - Sha
Ru Khan, Nadia F - English class, Nikhita
- semester buddy, Sophiyaa - B**bs,
Karen - little sis, Rinzee - I know you
want me, you guys are the best, I love
you guys. Amp - BORO!, Meghna V BEERRII, Nath - Aquafina, and of course
Susu - se se mi mi :) I’ll miss you. Gail,
I’ll miss our talks:) Seo Yoon, Korean
MV!! Ketsa, you’re the best friend I could
ever wish for, You were always there for
me and I’ll miss you so much we’ll keep
in touch:) love you. Mitali - My mommy:)
and Manya - our love shall last lifetimes
l, I’ll miss hugging you guys:) Renee,
Taslina cards was fun! Eric, get a girlfriend!
Keon Hee - miss you bro and lastly the
girl who waited at the spot. Anyone
else, I’m sorry if I missed out on you,
but be sure I will miss you sorely!

Nitin Monteiro
8 years at KIS

how you change the world. I’d like to
personally thank everyone who has made
Kodai and unforgettable memory for me.

Beri- Buffy.

Class of 2013: I would do it all over
again if I could. I wouldn’t change any
moment with anyone of you. We’ve seen
many people leave and join, faces that
will always be remembered and forever in
our hearts. I’m sure we’ll see each other
some way or another someday, but until
then stay the same and don’t change.
This is not the end for us, but a new
beginning. “Always a family, Putana for
life” (Never forget that) Keep Pimpin ;)

Solvik Girls - We definitely raised the bar for Solvik.

“A person isn’t who they are during the
If it’s one thing I’ve learnt from being in last conversation you had with them.
Kodai for a long time, it’s not about who They’re who they’ve been throughout your
whole relationship.”’
you are and what kind of an impression
you’ll need to make, it’s about who
- Lex Luthor, Smallville.
you become, leaving a legacy behind and

Raiyan- Remember there is always a bright side.
Stop Whining BE HAPPY.
Andy- My first roommate. I’m so proud of the girly
girl that you’ve become! Don’t worry I will bother
you from all the way across the world!
Tamara- You are an amazing friend. Thank you for
everything and know that I’m always here to kick
people’s asses for you: D
Sophs- Life wouldn’t be the same without you. Be
the sun every ware you go.

Ketsa Jerome
13 years at KIS

Walking in preschool and walking out senior year, 14
years. Never thought this day would come.
Tyler, Nadia, Jessica- It’s finally here 2013. Senior
Year. Wish you were here Tyler.
Sam, Talib, Divy- Those times spent together were
priceless. Grass in Lochend. :)
Jinhoon hotstuff ;)
Nitin- Always stay classy.
Dennis what would the world be like without your
jokes?
Nathan - From your origami lama to “my sausage was
here”- I still wanna get texts everyday when you’re
bored: P
Zahaan- Dinosaur, hickey advice any time.
Amay - Run like the wind and think of me :)
Jai V- Loving blackmailing you with candy. Little kid
to me always.
Nakul- Keep your style
Amar - I’ll see you in Australia (:
Anshul- Gonna miss you yelling my name across quad

Kirsten- My neighbor. You are awesome. I mean
come on Les-be-honest. Keep that smile on your
face always its priceless.
Benji- Thank you for everything. The last 4 years
have been amazing; don’t forget our 30 year deal!
Mushroom.
Shrek- You’ll never be forgotten. Thank you for all
the laughs.
Tseringg- Privileged One. I couldn’t have asked for a
better best friend. Our weirdness together is what
makes the world spin. Loveee youuu
Abirrr-Abortion. Cannot believe your not here. But
PIMPTARTS for life. Gonna miss your perverseness
:P
Arushii- That one year with you felt like a lifetime.
Love you always.
Josh Iype- I couldn’t have started high school any
other way. Thank you.
Sidd- From finding your book, to making you run
around for me, B&M class and those days spent
together there is no possible way for me to thank
you for everything. You will always be my druggie.
Perfection. 08.01.13. <3 You and me.
Finally I would like to thank my parents for giving
me the opportunity and encouragement to pursue
my dreams.

Siddhant Daryani
2 years at KIS

I clearly remember my first day in
school...Hundreds of new faces...I was
so lost...I didn’t know anyone, no one
knew me. I knew it would take a while
to get to know everyone and after I
did, wow, it was completely worth the
effort. Chanceee!!!! Fro Bro!!! You were
the first one to welcome me in school
and dorm...You were like an elder brother
to me...always looking out for me...
always having my back...giving me advice...
teaching me to be strong...thanks man...
Nitin !!! Mafia son!!! Buff as hell...sitting
on the bed like a boss...I want to thank
you for everything...taking care of me...
Cheering me up when I was down...
Tsering...always had my back...helped me in

studies...I don’t know what I would’ve
done without you guys...Dennis...always
the nice and supportive one...thanks man...
If it wasn’t for the four of you, it
wouldn’t have been the same...thanks for
making it special...Nathan!!! Aaaaah it’s so
hot man...sorry sorry my bad...haha...had
some amazing times with you...I’m gonna
miss you, you naad. Renee!!! If it wasn’t
for you I don’t know what would happen
to my hair. Dilanie!!! Whatever time I
had with you was amazing....Nakul, Karan,
Narain, Anshul, Amar, Nathan , Sophiya and
Manya...our ensci and econ classes were
amazing...haha...gonna miss that...Tamara
!!! My tomato...gonna miss you...you’re a
wonderful person...Manya,Zahaan,Amay and
Mitali...My family when I was here...My
best friends...The 4 of u guys...If you
guys weren’t here I would not have had
half the amazing time I had here...see
you guys at home...Mr.D!!! If it was one
person who made my life good in kodai,
it was definitely you...thanks daddy...
Ketsa, pillow, perfection, everything...I will
never forget...my best friend throughout
my time over here...through my ups and
downs, you were always there...I don’t
think I’m ever gonna find anyone as
special as you...tomorrows fear doesn’t
bother me because I know you will be
there for me..Yesterdays regret doesn’t
overwhelm me because one of those
yesterdays I met you.

Layla Dang
2 years at KIS

The last two years in Kodi have been two
of the most memorable years of my life.
Starting with evenings in Upper Boyer Miss Ivy your dorm treats are the only
reason I look forward to Mondays - my
Egyptian princesses - I’m going to miss
singing till my throat goes sore with a
crazy roommate who has who has seen
me through everything from homesickness
to happiness - Sunny afternoons on
flag green laughing with the midglets
and wegetarian - Gymkhana every lunch
with fatsie squeezing through the crowd
and screaming yennaaoow - Rushing out
of bed on Saturday mornings only to
reach rowing half an hour late freezing,

lazing around the rest of the day with
donna - I gotcha ;) fist bump x 3. It
happens to the best of us, can’t imagine
Kodi without you - YOU donts know Chocos with Chall, predicting good days
based on what’s for breakfast - It’s
going to be weird not having to sit
through sob stories in the library every
week. Nafiuur, don’t worry, be happy
:) - Akkas, Thambis and big noses Singers. Whining with nads about having
to sing mezzo and not first. Laughing
through the silly dance moves, watching
Rushdie go all out. Performing with two
amazing choir directors whose passion
for music was infectious - Three weeks
of unforgettable memories in Germany.
Freude Schoner Gotter Funken. My
shaaiiisas - im so glad I got to know
you two, Germany wouldn’t have been
half as fun without you - awkward pose.
TEAM W ;) Snowballs? It’s all about the
Technik. Jay Seeeaaan - brother bharath,
frida, tint ;) you are awesome. - And
finally, walking around campus aimlessly for
hours together, watching those imaginary
creatures called squirrels. You have no idea
how much I’m going to miss you.
Layla
P.S. Swams, chuddy buddy,
please don’t follow me to college as well.
Just kidding, you are my ‘Sonia’.

5 years at KIS

where I could fit in, and then came KIS.
The friends and family I’ve made here
have been nothing less than supportive
of me. The almost always teasing and
laughing made me so much more grateful
for the little things in life. It made me
promise myself to smile as much as I
can in a day. I tried to never let a day
go by without doing so, because those
happy experiences are what I want to
remember the most. If there’s one thing
KIS has taught me, it’s been to live life
to the fullest, and that no matter what
may come my way, to continue moving
forward and never look back.

“Never say goodbye because goodbye
means going away and going away means
forgetting.”

Although the time to move on has come,
KIS will always remain in my heart. Lastly,
Class of 2013, May the force be with
you. :)

Sarita Andrews

- J.M. Barrie, Peter Pan
My journey through KIS has been a
fantastic roller coaster-one that I
wouldn’t mind buying a ticket for over
and over again. The challenges I’ve faced
and the lessons I’ve learnt are ones that
I could never have come across had I not
spent part of my life here. KIS helped
me grow more than I ever thought I
could.
Never did I think I would find a place

PS: PangeAfrica, PIC, Igotya!, Dynamos,
Varalaxmi, EmmaStone, MAK, SoEx,
Dancemoves, Pya, Zizu, Censoredhandshakes,
Takeouts, Patil, Facepalm, Twilight,
Aditi, Rushdie, Kewin, Lobes, Platypus,
Mahbub, Wedge, Night Crawlers, Puiteii,
Giantcoupon, Earrings, Cupcakes, Nititz,
Whatup!
(: you guys know who you are. Thanks
for making KIS that much more exciting
:)

Marina Kawarazaki
3 years at KIS

During the last three years, I’ve realized
that Kodi is a place where we count
down the days to leave, but can’t wait
to go back to. The little things like
birthdays at tibs, laying on flag green
basking in the sun, and having absolutely
nothing to do on weekends, have become
part of who I am. Everyone in Kodi has
changed my life in one way or another.
Orhan, we’ve been friends for way too
long. Thanks, g.g. for teaching me that
“it’s not how you looked, it’s that you
were there”, about organs falling out, and
for pranking (lying) about EVERYTHING.
This ain’t a garden, so stop being a hoe.
Meghna, my other half, from 10th grade
choir to pulling off Swedish House Mafia,

we’ve had so many amazing times I’ll
never forget. Sam, for three years we’ve
been sevenroadsjunctioning, gymming
on Wednesdays (not really), and naming
people random things (injured dude).
Gothi, remember the fun we had in front
of library? ;) The truth hurts, ignorance is
bliss. My FUN FUN NIKKI I’m going to
miss you, Angel, Kristal, Scarlett, and most
of all, MELODY BOSTIC. We all love every
single one of you, NJG. Shariekh and
Eshan, I hope you guys will be together
forever, I’ll miss touching the boobs +
abs. Rinzee, I would die without your
gossip, secrets, and dressing me when I
feel ugly. Ritsen: my therapist, my shower
buddy, my first and last roommate. I
really don’t know how I’ve been living
without you.
Khandelwal, thanks for all the crazy fun
times we had this year, always getting
me in trouble and for putting up with all
of my annoyingness. You’re the best.
Lower Boyer, you guys are my family.
Mariamma in the house.
Papa, thank you for making this all
possible. I miss you. Mama and Nii, love
you both.
And finally, Class of 2013, I couldn’t have
asked for a better class. I can’t imagine
how my life would have been without
KIS.

heart to hearts at dominos. Mego, waxing,
twinning, shin-ramening and dancing in the
rain, notice how I dint include puking :)

Orhan Awatramani
3 years at KIS

Scandals, ‘fun’, being guy hungry, being
a screamer. The last 3 years flew by
faster than I ever imagined it to.
Kuzko had Yezma, Olive had a boy at
the door and I had Nikhita Jain. From
‘meangirling’-‘whitechicking’, Marina the
one and only thing I learnt from you,
how to ‘gravy ooooh graavyyy’, my only
friend from the first day one to the last.
SanuGaneshanHarikrishnaBansota caking
our faces and picnicking our auntie walks
will last forever. Sanjana my bff with the
ever so lovely legs, I will always miss our

Now whether it was doing touch
ups with Heeral and Seher in the girls
B, or being loud and obnoxious with
Rhea Browne on the flag green, or even
enjoying Alaiqa’s six inch sub, Ananyah
I will never ever forget the twins :)
Karunnaaa&Irfana thankyou for the several
tp rolls and hugs . Meshy without you
how would I know that boys like girls
who smell of food? ADHD for life &
Shariekh just to clarify BAD RONALD
I KNOW IT WAS YOU -.- Eshan I’m
sorry I was not good enough. PoPoPo
you will always be my baby, Rinze will
be my hang-bang, Khandu will drag me
everywhere. Literally and of course Reuben
will always touch me, inappropriately. Fruit
will be salad and Thali will be Lali. And
ABHIII-ABHIII
Having chairs been thrown at
me, camel-toeing in public, and puking
on myself to bunk classes, I can whole
heartedly say that the last three years
were so fetch. And for all those who
doubted me.... My nose is very much real.

Manya Mirchandani
2 years at KIS

E.E. Cummings once said: The most wasted
of all days is one without laughter.
They say when you graduate; you have to
leave a legacy behind, something that you’ll
be remembered by...
Mits, we most certainly left our legacy!
Skittles, thank you for loving me always
and being my rock. You’re my everything
baby - My best friend. My twin. My soul
mate. Zahaan, my confidant, my absolute
bestie! Thank you for being there for me
and always making me smile, you’re the one
person in the world I know I can always
trust and depend on. Amay, my sexy! All of
our deep, emotional life talks over meals
at Abys. There’s never a moment that I’m
with you that I’m not laughing. Siddness,
no one gives better hugs than you, they
always make me feel better. You’re amazing
and I’m so grateful to have someone as
special as you in my life. Thank you for

everything. Nathaniel, sausage&cocktail
sausage fo’ life! Thank you for always being
there for me when I needed someone to
talk to. You guys are my family and I love
you so much. Narain, your good luck charm
for life<3 Thank you for making senior year
so wonderful. You’ve given me some of the
most amazing memories! Nadi, As long as
you love me, I’ll be your silver, I’ll be your
platinum, I’ll be your gold<3 Thank you
for giving me the best home away from
home! Niks, My happy person! I’ll always
be here for your short jokes, babe(: Aaron,
panda/orange love always, my film bud<3
PA/Friend/Advisor/Motivation Giver/and
everything else forever, brah. Tsering, “This
is the very ecstasy of love.” Karan, my very
first friend in Kodai. I love you creep. Talib,
I’ll forever be your arm rest(: Nitin, omelet
and plum forever(: Vrutant, you’ll always be
on my to do list! Alekh, my “cousin” Reuben,
TILF! Sneh/Deeksha, dormmm (: Film 2013,
the best class<3 I’ll love you all, forever.
Trpta/Nils, our room always! Tino, my Sindhi
soul mate. Kay, my dorm confidant. Karam,
11th grade(: Mrs. Selveraj, my mentor. Mrs.
JP, the best dorm parent! Zea Aunty, my
second mother. Thank you for always
making me feel like I have a safe place
to go home to. I love you. Mom, Dad,
Ayesha, I owe myself to all three of you.
Thank you for loving me unconditionally and
always believing in me. Having a family as
amazing as ours is a blessing. I’ll love you
eternally.
To the Class of 2013, thank you for never
letting me waste a day. I love you guys.

From waking us up with a whistle
to locking us in our unit, Mr Pal has
definitely been a parent to me and made
dorm life pretty good. My gratitude to all
my teachers who brought in a love for my
subjects. I want to give a special thanks
to Mr. Punnoose for not only being the
best math teacher ever but a real mentor
to me. You got me onto the right track
every time I strayed off it!

Zahaan Pudumjee
2 years at KIS

So in the middle of all the assessments
and essays, we are asked to write this
essay. Ironically, while thinking of what to
include in this essay, I’d find out that it
is the most important one I’ve to write.
One in which I can finally talk about the
things and more importantly, the people
who have helped me and guided me into
being who I am today - people who have
taken me from the common paths all the
way to on the road less travelled by, as
well as sometimes carving our own paths.

Mitali, Amay, Manya, Sid and Nathan, I
don’t know what I’d do without you
guys! The people who made these
two years here the most amazing and
adventurous years of my life! You guys
picked me up when I was down and you
were always there for me when not in
the best moods. I love you guys! Kodi’s
given me a chance to meet people who
have changed my life forever. It’s given
me a chance to fall in love too. :)
“We all take different paths in life, but
no matter where we go, we take a little
of each other everywhere”
-Tim McGraw
Thank you Kodai for making me who I
am!

I joined KIS with my Pune group - Amay
and Zahaan. Zahaan is my chaddi baddi and
Amay is my Potato/ sex bomb :) together we
form the bestest Pune Ghatis.
Reuben, officially my first friend here ...
“BESTT FRIENDSS”.
Solvik ... dhobs :) banner making (Tamra - my
artistic daughter) , dying hair (Emaan - the
bestest roomie/ cutest Bombay girl/ complete
opposite of me <3) , choreographing dances
at 1am (Kirsten - so close so fast), CHEESE
MAGGI, baking brownies FAIL (Sophiyaa - my
other half <3, literally picked me up when I
was down ... in puke :P I still owe you)

Most memorable experience even though I
don’t remember it ... Penryn canteen ... can
you blow my whistle baby :P Manyu I’m glad
I shared it with you, my twin <3 I love you.
You and Sid became part of our Pune group,
Sid - choosing presents, eating like bumbs,
Bishops vs Marys (Marys always wins) :)
“BUTTERRRR”, “BUMBFART”, “HII RUSHADD”
- my favourite words. “Most amazing sunrise
+ sunset” Southern tip <3 peeing in the
bushes ;) English class ... glue on Avatar,
running to the bathroom, Tetris, “BLECKK
COCKK”, ditching FOA group, star wars
drawing.
Anshulll ... the Banya from Delhi. Butter
chicken :) together we’re the most Conjus and
Fat people - AB and MK. Tu mera hero ...
Narain ... my locker buddy ... my SLAVE (I

Well 4 years are
gone and it seems
like yesterday when
I met all you guys.
Putaana , Mayvilla,
Prank calling after
first canteen, Main
Gate, strike, water
fight with Parachute,
football, Silent
Attack, Sexy Legs,
Fuel for my stick,
Sleepover at Nadia’s
Bendy, KHL7, CC,
<3 MTY S-boy
Nightmares about
Mitali Nag & Talib Chitalwala
Purple and Hairy
my brother, Nitin
forever ... Nadia
2 years at KIS / 4 years at KIS
is pimping, STD’s,
you’re my DD baby
getting stranded
and Niks you’re
while boating, charity of clothes :D Bhutan
forever my DG :*
is the size of Bendy!!! Prison Break at
Amar, my nino ... DHOKLAS and KHANDVI for
KKID, Clav ,sneaking out, Stage Two, T.T,
life. Frooty -my cheeks, your teeth :) Meghna
West canteen, bonding, Let’s make a toast
- my guju bein <3 Yasin - you will always be
!!! Bang trip, Dandeli Boys , Empire state
my sexy. Nitin -candycane <3 Singye - every
building, chilling with the grass, 10th
talk we’ve had counts, thank you. Jess and
grade formal, Sai’s Mouth Wash, Best Re
Abhilash (Ganjaa) - bunking chem like a boss.
video (Shaloom, Big C’s) , H20, West
Abhinav - would’ve died in Chem without you.
Canteen, Riding SOLO, Dj got us falling
Gore - “prom date”. Anyu and Laiks - my
family <3
in love again, Named Mile, Chronic G1K1,
I know the Kanakia’s, Bonding, Alibaug
One Junior Prom ... one month in dish ...
, English class with tentacles, Thaleeb
Thaleeb Smash. I don’t think I would have
Smash ,Dish, Junior Prom which I never
made it through these 2 years without my
went to, Bleck Cock, Longjelly, Ooty Red
‘Katva’. You are my bestest ... been through
so much together in so little time ... No
Card, Jungle Boy, Mama, The Pros are back!
regrets :)
, Kodi open, Abbys Fight, Birthday Smash,
Senior Team, Kerala Culture, Senior Camp,
Southern Tip Trip, Ipod shuffle, Tetris,
owned you) :D ...
haven’t got a playlist
... your future best
man. Joshua - my
hug person (thank
you for your love
:P) also my favourite
chinky. Dennis - my
malu who loves
chicken wings, thank
you for coming to
Pune :)

TOK Presentation, Sunrise, Sunset, Blocks
office, Admissions, Muslim trip to HFC!!!
Sunday Dosa, Butterrr, Connecting the
Dots, Kodi Club, Banu and Bans, Jungle
Boy, Jaat, Punjabi, I am Smashed Daa,
StarFish vs Awesome Dawesome, Sunburn,
East house, Bestttt Friendd, “SHM ONE
LAST TOUR”, Buddy Buddyyy, Pukeyyy
McGee, Bro, Saiba bogus, Halo, Soda Gum,
RR residency, Sunrise & Sunset , Sex All
Night!!!! Butter chicken, Child Beer, Berri
J, Will you win for me!!!! , Katva, Surprise
butt sex, the couch, Potatoo, Pune Ghati,
Wobble- Wobble, Bombay Bas...
Mama we have always had a love hate
relationship, just so u know I still hate
you just kidding mama thank you for all
the good times and the bad. Eric thank
you for all the advice and help with TOK
I am really going to miss you. Mom
and dad thank you for all the love and
support, And Ali and Imran you guys were
right as much as u hate Kodi when u leave
you only miss it more because it’s the
people who make this place.
Thank you very much Singye, Nitin, Amar,
Jessica, Ketsa, Vrutant, Raiyan, Tashi, Lado,
Nakul, Ameer, Pi, Faraz, Bonny, Nadia, Manya,
Narain, Khadelwal, Joshua, Anshul, Tsering,
Amay, Abhilash, Beri, Kirsten, Reuben and
Mitali.
And to the people who didn’t make it ,
Karan , Jiyeon, Sam, Diveakssh and Keonhee
I miss you guys and this is for you.

Nadia Fareed
5 years at KIS

5 Years. Amazing people. Nikhita,
T*wty, #fights, always love. Amar, IOC.
Tattooed for life. Sanjana my long distant
bestie. Devraj, bestest friend & brother.
TamaRa, my other half. Kay, future plans
of opening a club ;) Manya, second
semester, Stop biting your nails!<3
Akhil-SKYPE<3;iloveyou. Yash Gupta, F&E
Always. Amay, Master, 21questions<3.
Mitali, DD Love. MTY/Hairy/Purple/SBOY<3
Zahaan- Enemy<3 Sid-CoffeeCups, Singye,
Backup. Talib, Chits<3 Divi, Flirt/Chem Buddy
for life. Anshul, CHARLIE, little ripper.
Vrutant, Twilight, sweetest! Narain, Free
Period Chillin’. Piya, Midget Buddies. Arushi,
My shii, inboxes! Karan, History Class<3
Arshia, Calvin<3 Mirei, My Chinka. Sriram,
My Brother. Searom, Sanjana G, Andrea,
Meghna V, Ketsa, Layla, Josey, bestest Art
Class. Sophiyaa, Three Roomer with Ra<3
Andrea, ENSCI, says it all! Renee, Goose

& Danny forever. Taslina, Broombaby;Spainsh
Class. Kirsten, My Forever. Jessica, madeup softball game. Meghna V, my favorite
Gujju, and boyfriend stealer - Beri<3
Rinzee, my girlfriend. Nitin, My Tigs<3
Yasin:BombBuddy, Orhan, Sam, Meghna,
Marina, Nikki & Sanjana a group I love.
Marina & Raiyaan, TOK, we killed it!
Ameer-Mama Cixi:) Reuben;airplane
bonding<3. Abhilash[cutie] and Dennis,
Homeroom<3 Joshua-jokesbook & library ;)
Nihar, my favorite son. Yash M - Canada
soon. Stephen, the bestest Fiancée. Devayu,
Skype, Simba, I love. Manal, my sun-sister
for life. Iman, Hindi Songs. Aunty Loshni,
my second mama, I love you dearly. J, that
one crazy sleepover with Nihar, Karishma,
and Divi, will never forget<3 Imaan & Zara
my two amazing sisters, love you. Samia,
my Oreo, my bffl. Mrs. Selvaraj & Eric,
Thank you so much for all your support
and always pushing me to do my best.
Ananyah&Karuna, my favorite juniors<3
Joey/Cheri/Denny/Norah<3 Adam, thank you
for all the help and support you have
given me in the last two years. I am
going to miss teasing you and getting you
into trouble :) Abba, I love you, thank you
for being there for me always. Mama, my
rock, my mentor, I love you. Lastly, Apa,
my idol, my best friend, my sister, thank
you for everything.
To the class of 2013, continue being
amazing.
“Memory is a way of holding on to things
you love, the things you are, the things
you never want to lose”.

coffee in 9th grade.

you has been one heck of a roller coaster, but
we persevered. I love you O even after the
catfights..”I WIN”

My water gun for Personal project,
M&M’s, and all the memories of Bartlett
west in 10th grade

GUJJU..well your one of my best friends despite
the fact your gujju. That says a lot! Your one of
the nicest human beings I know. I love you

Thinking I could do Full IB, Becoming
Tetris god, “walking out the door” for free
ice cream and breaking my nose, in 11th
grade.

Gautam as weird as it may sound, you have been
my inspiration ever since I was born, you’re my
favorite person in the whide world. Beri you’re
my brother and that is a title I have never
voluntarily given to anyone hint* gautam :p I love
you forever even though you lie about where you
shop.

Nikhita Jain
3 years at KIS

Some things in life happen for a reason, some
things are planned out for you, and for me Kodi
was planned out and gave my life reason. Kodi
has been the experience of a lifetime. Kodi for
me has been this way because of the people I
have met along the way and who have forever
made a special place in my heart.
Nadia Fareed you are my strength, my pillar and
my salvation. Even though we fight so much,
those fight seem feble when put in front of the
love we have for each other. My sister. “Zea masi”,
well that says it all doesn’t it? Zea means light
and ma-si is mother like. Zea masi you are my
guiding light and my guardian angel. Thank you for
being a part of my life, and the best one at that.
I love my Fareeds or as I call them my muslim
family (Rabia, uncle fareed and joey too).
Sanjan Shukla you happened, and you are
something that I am grateful for every day of
my life; you are the counterpart to my soul, my
best friend!!. Mama Oons thank you for being
my inspiration and my elder sister, you’ve been a
mentor in more ways that one.
ORHANIKA, you little freak! My relationship with

My awesome duck, Senior Priv, Lounge,
Cards, Sunburn, and Undefeated, in 12th
grade.

Manya, my happy person, I always know who to
turn to when I want to smile. I love you <3
Mitss, cheers to our random friendship and our
love MTY PURPLE HAIRY AND S-BOY for life. I
will miss our ladys club

Narain Ratan
8 years at KIS

To all of those who didn’t make it, I
wish you guys could have been here.

-SHM

To all the dorms I’ve been in;
Edmonstone, Westover, Lochend, Crescent
Park, Mayvilla, Bartlett West, and East
House. And all the memories I’ve had
there, each one has been special.

Sangmo; my sexy Tibetan fox. Nitin love you
forever pimp. Tsering you will be remember in
time as the weirdest bore ever. Rinzee you’re my
KADAK MAAL. Karen my candy buddy. Anya and
Ananya BHOOPAT times!! Neelu flying underwear.
BOOBS. Fatema cheers to ur African rain dance
bro. Amar best of luck with your half centuries<3
LOVEALLYOULOOSERS

I’ll always remember Pokémon, beyblade,
cardboarding and frog town in 5th grade.

To all the long weekends; Bang trips,
Bombay, Delhi, they were life changing and
some of the best memories I have.

Saving the best for last; mom and dad thank you
so much. I owe everything to you. Actually there
is someone else MRS.TANDON!! ms you don’t
even understand how eternally indebted I am to
you.. thank you so much miss for everything..the
notes, the laughs, the love..

Sneaking out, football on the roof, crazy
water fights, cold showers, and Putana in
8th grade

Mego, well as I have said before, you’re me!! And
I love me <3 Sam thank you for being my first
semester in 11th grade. I will always love and
miss our tibs times. Gothi I will miss our sudo
intellectual tava conversations immensely. Maro
whenever I see GRAVY I shall think of you

“you are what you are when your not being
watched”-Mrs. Tandon
MORAL OF MY STORY

“Upon A Hill Across A Blue Lake”

Game boys, PSP’S, hot wheels, and
football, in 6th grade
My voice cracking, taking too long to walk,
and of course LOCHEND! In 7th Grade.

Beginning high school, The Strike, the
lawn, first proper Diwali, Spencer’s, and

To the camps and field trips; naked mile,
handsome boys, singing in the tents, mad
river and Southern Tip.
I haven’t mentioned any of you by name
but you all know who you are, and I’ll
never forget you. Kodi has made me hatch
into the world as a hard-core, super
attractive duck after being a tiny egg
past 8 years. I have crushed so many
people on my way here and I hope I
thanked all of them. ;)

Nathan Paul
6 years at KIS

It’s been a long six years at Kodai. I
want it to end but I know I’m going
to miss this place. I would not have
been able to survive Kodai if it weren’t
for all of my friends. I’ve gone from
being a short little fatty who was only
addicted to Starcraft to being a young
adult addicted to basketball, and still my
video games. My last three years here
were amazing. The Sausages! Still not
sure how that started but definitely
some of the closest friends I’ll ever
have. Nilani, I still have no clue how we
started talking but you ended up being
my closest and bestest friend and there
is no way anyone can ever replace you

in my life. Then in 2011, after four long
years, I finally became a senior... for
three days... ELEVENTH GRADE AGAIN!
This was one decision I had definitely
regretted at times but I had my friends
who made it all worth the extra year.
Shonali, no matter what you say, you will
always be a sausage. Zahaan, I hated you
when you first came, you were so cocky
on the court! Haha, but man, we make
one amazing band. Manya, got no clue
how I started talking to you but you’ve
become very important to me, someone
I know I can talk to about anything,
Cocktail Sausage! Car Key, I always have
been and always will be better than you
at art, you know it. Ketsa, Shorty party
pooper, you better tell me the REAL
reason you call me Nate before we leave.
Ananyah, graveyard in sausage costumes.
Sid, I’m so glad both of us went on that
crappy Auroville field trip, wouldn’t have
met you otherwise. You’ve always been an
amazing friend, see you in Christ! A huge
thank you to all my other friends whom
I wasn’t able to mention, I love you all...
And last but not least, I want to thank
my family, Ma, Pa, Abi and Yasha. You
guys supported me through my whole
time here and there is no way I wouldn’t
have made it if I didn’t have you by my
side. I love you all sooo much. Thank You
KIS.

Meghna Nath
3 years at KIS

“To be yourself in a world that is
constantly trying to make you something
else is the greatest accomplishment.”- R.
W. E
Thank you Amma and Acha for giving me
the strength and courage to get through
all those stressful days and endless hours
of fighting sleep. I couldn’t have done it
without you! Thank you for being there
for me no matter what, I love you guys!
*Screamers* You guys are my everything!
I love you and I’ll miss spending every

minute of everyday with you! From sitting
in the corner, to our crazy long-weekends
and all the songs that have come with
it!! Orhan, “the hills are alive with the
sound of *YOUR* music!” (I hope
you know where that’s from :P), You’ll
always be my Moose! + ShinRamyun Tuna
dates forever <3 Maro, my other half,
I’ll miss our fail Saturday morning runs
and our Sunday evening #butter chicken
#naan #lassi traditions! Sanu ma and
Sanj: You guys were insane roommates
and I’m definitely going to miss picking
out outfits for you in the morning :D.
Niko, our nights in dish with “mono”
and Bangalore was “cray”! Shar and Esh,
I swear I’ll find you two sometime in
the future to play a game of around the
world! And Shar..i hope you would have
become better at it by then :P Serena,
you’re the most amazing best friend and
sister that I could ever have! Crusty, I
don’t even know where to start, but you
will always be my first forever ;) Last but
not the least, DoHyeon, 너가 없었으면
나의 졸업반은 이렇게 행복하지
않았을거야... 많이 보고싶을꺼야 널 사랑하는 메뚜기가.
Class of 2013, Hakuna Matata!

Samridhi Banskota
3 years at KIS

The last three years of my life have been
divine. Even though at the time of it,
I hated the cold showers, the crowd at
gymkhana and the early morning breakfast
call, I have had some of the most
memorable times of my life at the least
expected place: Kodi. Orhan you’ve been
the most supportive friend I have ever
had, all those times I ditched you u know

I meant it with love...Feb 4th <3 Meghna
and Sanjana cheers to being the best
roommates and bffs I could ever ask for
I don’t think that anyone else would put
up with my shushing or me ranting to
my mom at odd hours at night, in nepalli.
Mree, Quel temps fait il aujourd’hui à
paris...seven-road juntioning for life. Nikkis
im not gonna miss my calculator but I’ll
miss u :) Shar and Eshan, even though I
have Orhan, you guys will always be my
gay favorite gay couple.. Po, Chim, Sneh I
can’t imagine chem class without u guys
Longweekend, sitting in the corner,
befriending tiana ;), being screamers,
manipulating things: you guys have always
been there for me and I will hold all
of you close to heart. I always wanted
school to end but now that schools over
I wish I could only freeze this moment
and stay forever. This is cliché but very
true high school is like a lollipop it sucks
until it’s over, and when it’s gone you
miss it. I WILL MISS U KODI

Merhivi Talie
2 years at KIS

The two years I spent here at KIS
has been a wonderful experience for me.
People from all walks of life at KIS have
touched my life in various ways. The
people I have met and the experiences
that will be a part of me for the rest
of my life is something that I feel, I
will not find elsewhere. The ‘staying up
late’, ‘CS weekends and tournaments’,

‘running around dorm at 2am’, ‘cycling by
the lake spazzing out’ and ‘cooking the
rare KOREAN noodles’ are things that I
am going to remember for the rest of
my life. Naveen and Revanth, you guys
are simply just AWESOME you guys
were the best roommates. And Rach...
you are my BEST FRIEND (..like BFF :p)
and you are the only person I can truly
be myself with and I thank and love
you for that :) :) . I would just like to
wish everyone of the 2013 batch the
very best of luck in their life. Oh! Btw
LONGCHEN you are and will be the best
3rd Wheeler ever!!!!! Everyone else(All the
guys from BARTLETT EAST I shout out
to y’all..u guys are the best, and my dorm
mates Laddu(Thanks for cooking noodles
for me :p),Orhan,Sri Ram, Shagun, Finzer,
Faizaan, Bhaibhav, YeJun, Amay and Zahaan...
you guys are just AWESOME man..trust
me you guys, its not the last CS night
yet..! I’m going to miss all ‘those’ nights
and miss all of you) CLASS OF 2013..
GODSPEED!!

Vevosulu Keyho
2 years at KIS

“Your time is limited, so don’t waste
it living someone else’s life. Don’t be
trapped living with the results of other
people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise
of others’ opinions drown out your
own inner voice. And most importantly,
have the courage to follow your heart
and intuition. They somehow already
know what you truly want to become.
Everything else is secondary.”- Steve Jobs
In the end, life comes down to a few
moments and this is one of them.
Longchen, the past 4 years have been

so fun, thank you for sticking through
everything, like totally B) Buttaswami,
my wife; 14th>first long weekend>
rose water; cause perfume is just too
mainstream :) Rewoaanth, i’m looking
forward to see the outcome of our deal.
. . good luck ;) Finzeroo 90 :) the endless
nagging in english and homeroom> good
times, you have to admit :D Naaween>
messed up psych-ology> :D i still know
what you did that night XD My beautiful
daughter> SP> 6am on Saturdays>
promise I’ll think of you every breakfast
:) To my roommate and our slyness
everynight at 11 :D Pooja> indifference
-_____- > Sid the Sloth, my bio partner;
promise this is the last time :D To my
twin brother, cause we look so alike, just
like our mom :D Lobes and Kevin you
annoying things >) to everyone at LB
you guys are awesome. And everyone
else at KIS who made the past two
years so amazing. . .
I’ll miss you all.
Puppy, thank you for always always being
there for me. I’ll miss you the most XD
Cause we’re fabulous like amagadd :)
Congratulations, Class of 2013 :)

Mirei Shirai
6 years at KIS

It’s a tiny school on top of a tiny
mountain, but the memories made here
are countless.
Phelps - dorm life for the first time.
“You have to buy your own tp?!”. Orange
candy at Gymkhana. Climbing on the roof.
Potato cheese momos at Tibbs. Bubble
Boo. Texting Purple. Pooka. MS canteen.
Germany and Magic Papers. K-mart.
MAK - Midnight Feast with glow sticks.
Fighting with Styrofoam next to LR.
AMSO Mission number...? Jap Dinner.

A little hut at BKS. Egg cheese paratha
on a sunny day with the roommate.
“Open up my eager eyes, ‘Cause I’m Mr.
Brightside”. Long weekend with Bombay
group. Cooking koka together. Library bean
bags. The person who keeps pinching my
arm. Blanco. Reubs - “I’ll cook bacon for
you next week ya?” Stealing coffee from
Shrek. TOK/SoEx buddy. The Korean pop
star. Wilfred lover. Tea and garlic pickle
exchange. Dorm Neighbors. Film classes
(with the best teacher). Solvik girls.
Princess Jasmine and Princess Mulan. Sanj
- because you’re special.
Mum, dad, thank you for letting
me come to KIS. I would have not been
the person I am today, without those
six years. Lisa, thank you for being the
most amazing sister I could ever ask for
(although we did not speak to each other
at times of war). It will be weird not
having you by my side after graduation.
And I will miss your “Can I tell you
something?!”. Kodai, I am so glad I won’t
have to climb you up anymore, but I am
going to miss you more than I’ve ever
missed anything. People may change but
memories will always stay the same, and
you will always be my home.

Sanjana Gothi
4 years at KIS

MIREI - “Smile, You’re Beautiful (:” and
also my best friend who I will ALWAYS
miss. MARINA - I don’t think I’ll ever
like English without you. Or ToK. Or
History. (and probably lots of other
things that I can’t remember right

now). SAM, MEGS - you guys are the
best friends and roommates EVER; and
we’ll have roommate day in college also.
ESHAN, SHARIEKH - I’m still convinced
you’re both gay with your red pants and
... other things, but since I don’t judge,
I still love you. MAHWISH, AASTHA you made life in the dungeon bearable,
and then so super fun that I couldn’t
leave. ORE my “beffy-cake (AS IN YOUR
WORDS), I’ll miss you and our heart to
hearts in Dominoes and the fact that
we always order the same thing EVEN
though we’d started hating it. NIX PIX,
you’ll always be favorite chicken tikka. And
I’ll miss guanita, janita, bunny, scarlett
rose, krystal and angel. Also, remember
maro’s shorts for sisterhood of the
travelling shorts. SEERAT, RISA - I’ll
miss you guys. You were my favorite
juniors. And I’ll also miss everyone else a
lot, and Kodi.

family of Anna Varghese. So when I met
some new people of my grade, most of
them had a hard time pronouncing my
first name. So to make life easier for
others I was called Shree-D. I had no
idea what it meant but I liked the sound
of that.

“What lies behind us, and what lies
before us are small matters compared
to what lies within us.” (Ralph Waldo
Emerson)
Life here at KIS has changed me alot.
I’ve met so many amazing friends who
have made my life so much fun! All of
you guys who made these 2 years special
for me, thank you so much! I’ll always
remember you.

Mohammed Akkara
2 years at KIS

Class of 2013, good luck in everything
you do! :)

Sreedharan Nadeson
2.5 years at KIS

I remember the days when I was a
new kid outta trend, shy, and had major
culture shock of how people interact with
each other here. The first dorm I got
in was Claverack with my roomies Orhan
Awatramani and Shariekh Farooqui. That
was the time I created my Facebook and
Skype account.
The people I was familiar with were
Praba Shamili , Taslina Nazar and the

Then in the weekends they had canteens,
and there was people dancing for music
but all I did was standing in the middle
of the crowd doing nothing. Later after
dancing in front of the mirror a couple
of times, Gradually I became good at it..
I was into rap music and rap artists at
that point of time. As the guys came
to know about this, I was asked to rap
in the Boys locker room after physical
education class, standing on the bench.
Gee, those were good times haha.
But my interest in singing didn’t end
there. I started singing in the shower
every day. Later the audition for the KIS
singers was announced. Then I thought
to myself, hmm why don’t I give it a
shot, and I did and surprisingly I got in.
so that’s me.

I Joined KIS in the 11th grade, and it
was my first time in a boarding school.
I made friends easily, and people were
nice. I’ve made some of my best friends
here, and had an amazing time. The IB
Programme is quite challenging, and in all
honesty, I enjoyed the course. I think
the school prepared me well for university
life.

Mohammed Faizaan Musvee
2 years at KIS

Revanth Rao Nadipally
2 years at KIS

During my two years at KIS I’ve had
an amazing time. I’ve learnt a lot at
KIS and this has helped me grow as a
person. I am no more the same person
that came up the Palani Hills for the
first time. I’ve met some great people
who I will remember for a lifetime. KIS
has taught me a valuable skill: balancing
between work and play. I’ve had some
crazy times at KIS that I will cherish.

It was fun while it lasted. Just glad that
I had nice roomies and dorm-mates. The
crazy CS nights and of course staying
up all nite watching unicorns pass by
and wanting to get on it. All aboard
on the ‘black pearl’ watching comrade
Romano leaving his manhouse, manning
his signature helm . Unforgettable nights
with Sri Ram, Kevi, Revanth, Baibhav Finzer,
Longchenti, Shagun and Amay...

When I read this in the future, I hope
everyone in the class of 2013 will have
become what they want to become!

Bartlett was unbelievable. Kevin, Lobo,
Thinlay, Gore and Sadan you guys were
amazing. High school wouldn’t have been
the same without you guys. Never stop
messing around and have fun bros. Naveen
signing off.

Naveen Govan
2 years at KIS

Kodai was nice, beautiful place.

Samin Bakshi
1.5 years at KIS

Neelashi Mangal
3 years at KIS

Feels like I just came but I am
reminiscing the times,
Cheers to the mistakes we’ve made,
Cheers to the laughs we’ve shared.
Three whole years have been unfolded
and it feels like I am travelling back in
time to recall all my precious moments in
KIS. Tenth grade was full of fun and no
studies, I cherished every moment I could
with Aastha, Sunakshi, Nikhita, Sanjana ,
Praba, Priya, Raashi and Dhanishta and with
my seniors. I remember the times when
we used to sing and dance together like
there is no one watching or listening
to us. Field trip and first formal were
some amusing times. My world revolved
around these people and they have made
a difference in my life about the way I
think now. Eleventh grade welcomed new

friends- Sailja, Fatu, Mesh, Ayetri (Plum),
Rimi, Emaan and Abir. I cannot imagine
my life without them. We go together
everywhere whether it is Abys, canteen,
field trips or anywhere. We would eat
lunch at flag green together, play UNO
in our free periods, sit outside dorm
and talk for hours. There has not been
a moment when we sat together and
didn’t laugh. We imitate each other, make
fun of each other but never forget to
take care of each other. When we got
hungry in the middle of the night during
exams, I, Sailju and Fatu went to social
room sneakily at 1 AM to cook noodles.
Our sleepovers would be a scary movie,
cooking, talking and fall asleep wherever
we’ll get place. For birthdays, we bake
cake, put up a banner and go outside to
eat. This one day when we were leaving
for home, we all decided to stay awake
till we leave for home for vacation but
none of us stayed and I and four other
friends fell asleep on one single bed. My
high school time was probably the most
remarkable moment. I hope these chum
bums stay in touch and be happy always
wherever they will be. The teachers
are like blessing here. Mr. Sen is the
funniest; Mr. Roy is a sweetheart, Ms.
Sophia is fun, Ms. Monica can keep talking
to you and you will never get bored, Mr.
Varghese is always telling good things and
last but not the least my Dorm Parent
who is an amazing parent. She is always
there for you, no matter what. She is
modest, guardian, friend and a teacher.

Rajkumari Aradhna Roy
2 years at KIS

“Blessed are the forgetful, for they get
the better even of their blunders.”
- Friedrich Nietzscheour
My love for a few things in life is
inexplicable; similar to the love I’ve
formed for Kodi. When I first joined
the school, I never thought that by
the time I left it would feel like a
second home to me. Kodi, like where
I’m from, Rangamati, is hilly and surreally
beautiful, adding to comfortable feeling
of belonging I’ve found here and the
certainty that it’s memories won’t
be forgotten. I’m grateful for all the

memories that I’ve formed in this place;
along with the irreplaceable personalities
I’ve come across. If it is said that
laughter increases your lifespan, then,
the simplistic happiness this place has
taught me to make my own, has made
me immortal. I don’t believe in goodbyes
but I do believe in legacies, stories
left behind, never-ending nostalgia and
moments that once seemed infinite. Such
moments are moments are worth your
gratitude and appreciation, and I believe
that this place has given me plenty of
those. To Class of 2013, I wish you all a
very happy ending to your Kodi journey
and a kickass start to your new chapters.
Wish you all infinite good vibes.
Love, Ayetri/Triie/Twee/i3/Eyetri/Oyetri/
Midgelet
Few Words that sum up my kodi
experience - ”Paradise, Lighters, Banana
cake, Yen, VIBGYOR, Azai, Emma Stone,
Shin ramen, Sunday brunches, Tonight
Tonight, Luncheon meat ,Plum, Blondeness,
Wardrobe malfunction, Maya, Rose,
Midgelets, Plank sit ups, Aass, Moth’s
wings, Skinny sleeping, Snake dancing,
Artying, Brown Jesus, Duwas”
‘What you think, you become’
- The Buddha

Pooja Prakash Raj
2 years at KIS

An unforgettable roller coaster ride would
be an understatement of what this life in
Kodi was to me. Layla, the only roommate
I’ve ever had, but nevertheless, the best
one. Thanks for that facebook request.
Those late night talks as I procrastinated
and you worked till you dropped, and
your taste in music has definitely changed
me :) And Kim Kim, you never cease
to be oh so spontaneous and I’m still
learning. I’m gonna miss sitting in dorm
with you guys, Piya and Rachel as she
straightened my hair, on those lazy days
sit around watching chick flicks. Sriram and
Kevin, we’re always gonna be the long

weekend gang. Though you may be pains,
you’re family to me and I love you guys.
And I’m definitely gonna miss Ensci with
Sadan and Thinlay and being your cupcake
dealer . And also Sruti (we’re all mad
here ;) ), Orangutan (Gore), Lobo, Sneh,
Aditya, Rushad (don’t cry), you guys have
made my life a little bit more special. My
juniors are simply amazing and this dorm
wouldn’t have been the same without
you. I can’t mention all you guys but
you know I adore you all. And Miss. Ivy,
we’ve come a long way from yelling at
me for my messy room to actually sitting
and having talks that in the end make me
feel like I’ve bonded with you on a whole
other level. You truly are a mother away
from home. I love you so much! And I’m
not gonna forget the German trip, you
guys, we had a blast and thank you for
making my birthday awesome! Even though
we did scare my host parents with all
that laughter.
‘We accept the love we think we deserve’,
and when I look back, I will think about
those bitter sweet nostalgic moments
with the people I’ve shared my life with
here.
‘I don’t care how long it takes.. I’m
going somewhere beautiful’ - Anon.

now and I’m sure many more will follow :)
Leaving a school hasn’t kept us apart till now
and I’m sure it won’t in the future.
Piya: I’m really glad I got to know you
:) You’re an amazingly happy and carefree
person. I hope you never change!
To all the people that I’ve met in my four
years at KIS, thank you so much for making
my time in school memorable. You guys are
amazing and I will never forget you!

Sruti Venkatesan
4 years at KIS

Four years in KIS is enough to change
a person. The little shy girl that joined
school in the 9th grade is long gone. My
journey through KIS has made me a more
independent and confident person, and for
that I am forever grateful.
Pahihi and Tasareena: We walk. We stop.
We laugh. We continue. “Normal” is one
word that will never describe the memories
I share with you guys. I love you and will
miss you
Banana, Naads, Punju, and Gecks: You always
gave me a reason to laugh. I’m going to
miss you all sooo much!
Poojii: We’ve been best friends for 6 years

Also, to all those people in the class of
2013 and otherwise who gave me a reason
to pull out my cupcake cups and cake tins
to bake, thank you for motivating me to do
what I love :)
To Ma and Baba: Thank you for everything
you’ve done for me. Even though I
constantly whine about you and how weird
you two are, I’ve always been proud to call
you my parents. I wouldn’t be where I am
today if it wasn’t for you! I love you and
will miss you tons!
And last but not least, Neha: I know I
constantly fought and gave you a rough time,
but hey, I’m your older sister! It’s a job
requirement! I know for a fact that you are
going to grow up to be an amazing person!
Don’t ever change for anyone, except if it
makes you a better person! I love you and
(I can’t believe I’m saying this) will miss
you! Take care and always be happy!

Praba Shamili Jeeva
3 years at KIS

Kodi,

the place responsible for who I am,

The place where I met such wonderful
people,
The place where I made memories, which can
be never forgotten,
Whatever I end up being,
I will always remain a KODI GIRL
Kodi, THE PLACE WHERE I BELONG.
I thank AMMA, APPA and Lizzie, for believing in
me and for giving their support in whatever I did.
Appa, you always believed in me, in my decisions
and in whatever I did and that gave me the
confidence to succeed and I will always be thankful
for that encouragement.
Lizzie, you taught me everything, starting from
blowing a bubble to using a comp. I can’t believe
that I’m saying this; you’ve always been my
inspiration and you’re the best sister someone
could ever get.
Pappu: Obviously! You’re the first person on the
list. Meeting you was the best gift KIS gave me.

I can’t imagine school without your lame gecko/
princess/bison jokes.:) Nadia: My real ratatouille,
Nadz you somehow always manage to give the
best advice.. Thanks Machi!! Sharmishtha: I’ve
always felt like I’ve known you for so long, n
we’ve had great times 2gether, my 16th birthday,
our cake, the bison, it was all too good to be
true. I really admire the way you are | Anna:
Field trips, Formal, Fly-baba, Birthdays, cycling,
dark-passion and what not... high school with
you is a walk to remember. | Rimzzbum: After
school, cleaning Ur room, ruining Ur Maggie and
U annoying Raiyan at Physics have just been
awesome. Sangye: From 9th grade till now, u’ve
always been a good friend to talk to and math
classes and our random conversations will always
be worth remembering.. | Sangmo & Karen: I <3
how u’re so honest with your comments n Karen,
Our dance lessons were epic and whenever u need
to talk to me I was happy to know that was a
good listener.. U made me feel good thanks baba.
MO: I was always happy to know that u trusted
me and came to me if u need anything; I hope
you always get the best in life. Neelashi: I
love talking to u, u’re comfortable to be around
and pastry corner cheese cakes were even more
delicious with u :) | Frootz: u’ve always been
helpful in some way or other, lunch has always
ended up being crazy laughing-time and the
one thing I’ll never do is, Buy u coke. | Fizza
& Chechong: Hope u guys graduated with us n
Fizz OUR LOVE TRIANGLE SHALL REMAIN
4EVER. | Yoha: Tamil classes have always been
fun and I really hope that u get into Berkeley..
Sree: u’ve always been there for me, from
like what...2rd grade?.. But I hope I knew
u better as a person. | Miss Ruth: நீ

ங்கள்
எங்களுக்கு பாடம் எடுத்து
மடுமள்ளாமல், தமிழ் வகுப்பை
மிகவும் உற்சாகமான எடமகியதிற்கு....
நன்றி மிஸ் !!! I already miss our tamil class..

Mr. Varghese: Thank you! For all the motivation and
encouragement... it meant a lot.
I AM REALLY GONNA MISS ALL OF YOU ... <3

Priyadarshini Panchapakesan
14 years at KIS

Every time I look back I see splotches of
darkness and pain. I was almost thrown out
of school as I wasn’t “capable” enough, but
right now I am standing with my head held
high...proving that anyone can be anything if
they set their mind to it.
Ma, Pa and Sai I would have broken down,
shattered and torn apart like pieces of
broken glass if you weren’t here. Praba:
when I look back your all I remember...
Sunakshi: arguments and stupid insane stuff
like talking to strangers..Mangal: Too much
fun and laughter...Shamu : No boredom
whatsoever....bison! :P Sangye: my one and
only love..Sangmo: fights, and lame stuff
...chucking stones in the fish tank..Karen:
my friend since forever, ILY:) ..Meghna: you
make me feel special and funny.. I know
that we will always be friends no matter
what..Amp: I love to hate you... Beautiful: I
will be there for you always..Ritsen: funny
Indian dance moves... 9th and 10th grade

..Failing math..Ji yeon: thakali! Bully!...LASSSI...
Math...my parents loving you!.Eun hye: my
first true friend ..Rimz: playmates 4eva!..
JHP:never forget our fights! Anna: too nice
gurl..track:)..Nads: best enemy ever...ILY..
yr irreplaceable..Yoha: best shopping buddy
ever! Aastha: attacked by bees! Fizziya: let’s
never grow up! Singye: disciplinary record:)
Mr. Sarkar: encouraging me, supporting me,
believing in me when no one else did..
Mr. Ambrose: No words to say..Whatever
I achieve the credit will go to you..KevinM:
never stop yelling at me...Ms. Lawrence:
motivation and inspiration!.. without you
nothing would have been possible...Ms. Ruth
Naveen, Sriram, Pooja, Vickram, Janu, Sree,
Yoha, Prabs..Nads...<3 you guys...Tamil class
4eva...
My track team: I will never forget you
guys...EVER! ....Zak: you give the best
advice...and we have had so many fun times
together <3...Faraz: you are just awesomely
nice...and cool..keep playing dave! Ketsa: you
are one rock star unbeatable hurdles girl...
Jacob I love you because you’re so chilled
out...Marina: best person to practice with..
Anushka...you are one strong girl...Nischay:
annoying little brother! Arshia: I know you
can do great things if you set your mind to
it..loved the time with you... sangmo: your
one scary intimidating girl!
Amay: Ooty conversations...always fighting...
one time when I told you I was too scared
to run because ppl expected me to do well
you told me that it was worse if I gave
up...you are the best person to be around
because you never are scared..And I always
am!! .. Unknowingly you have really made me
achieve more...inspiration much!?

I have spent with my friends, teachers,
dorm parent and support staff, I want
to demote myself in the same class and
stay back in Kodai for rest of the life,
but that’s not realistic.
As I will be leaving Kodai in a few days,
I want to share some of my precious
and hilarious moments that will make you
laugh and make you think how happening
and adoring Kodai life is. You guys are
really lucky to be a part of Kodai as a
community.

Raghvendra Mishra
2 years at KIS

Good bye everyone,
I have spent one of my best phases
of life in Kodai. These two years have
passed really quickly and now I am just
about to graduate. When I look back
and think about treasured moments that

I still remember our mischiefs that we
have done and which we shouldn’t have
done like stealing Mr. Thomas’s clothes
and locking him inside the room, jumping
Lochend wall at night, puncturing Mr.
Buzz’s bike, bunkingclasses’ etc. fieldtrip
were one of the best times when we
had fun. I am going to miss each and
every second that I have spent here. :)
:) :)

Shagun Tyagi
3 years at KIS

Kodai is something that no one can
ever forget about. This place itself has
given me so many things that are hard
to explain in words. I joined KIS in
10th grade and this completely changed
my life. I groomed in such way where I
took decisions as an individual in every
area of my life which eventually made
me an independent and a responsible
person. KIS was moreover like a home
than an educational school to me. Three
years of my life that I lived here for
were just amazing. The friends I made
or the relations I built with the teachers
and people at KIS were inseparable.
Every single moment that I lived here
at KIS actually defines who I really am.
Whenever I try to look back at my life
and think of old good days, one and
only one thing that comes in my mind is
‘Kodai’.

Set your sights high, the higher the
better. Expect the most wonderful things
to happen, not in the future but right
now. Realize that nothing is too good.
Allow absolutely nothing to hamper you
or hold you up in any way.

House a memorable experience. It really
has been a treat!
Ayon,Vidhit,Daraius Shantanu,Dev, Jiggles:
Have an amazing senior year and make
the most of it!
Ketsa and Layla: you guys better keep in
touch next year because I am sure as hell
going to miss bugging you or vice versa.

I’m glad I spent my last few years of
school here at KIS. :) There have been
uncountable memories that will always be
cherished for years to come.

Peanut Brain, for always being there to talk to. You’re a
strong girl, don’t put up with the bull that the world gives
you. Good luck, wherever you go. You’ve been there since
day 1, literally. Thank you. I hope I’ve left some memory
that will remind you of me, from time to time. Oh, wait,
I have. :P
The “Ostralian”. We’ve known each other for too long, and
hope to, forever.
To the cutest person ever. You’re officially the best “staff”
in the history of KIS. Thanks for listening to me whine
all the time.

Eileen Caddy

My ‘grandma’. Things don’t always work out the way we
want it to. Nothing’s ever guaranteed. But thanks for all
the good times, they were definitely worth it. Good luck
for whatever you do.

Beth Y: Thanks for being a mentor and
more importantly a friend!

Raiyan Rahman
2 years at KIS

My time at KIS has been an emotional
rollercoaster which I will cherish my entire
life!
Ammu/Abbu: Thank you for the
opportunity of a lifetime!
Kevin: You have been a father figure
whose booming voice I will miss every
morning. Without doubt you have been a
parental figure to me and your advice has
been invaluable.

Alekh,Amar,Nitin, Vrutant, Anshul, Raghu,
Arnold, Shagun, Eshaan, Laddu, Tsering,
Dennis,Yasin: Thank you for being such
good friends and thanks a million for the
laughs.
Nadia and Marina: Thank you for getting
me through TOK.
Sophiyaa and Niki: Thank you for giving
me the inspiration to make a change and
stand for studco!
Mitali: Thanks for being a mother to me
when I needed it the most!
Ipshita: Always and forever!

Josh: You have transcended from stranger
to best friend to brother. Josh, you truly
have been a crutch for me and without
you I probably would have combusted a
long time back. Thanks a million for being
there when I needed a friend the most!

My cricket team: Mr. D it has been a
pleasure being coached by you and I have
learnt not only to be a better cricketer
but a better person. It has been an
honour captaining this team and I am
going to dearly miss walking out onto
the field with you guys!

Abhliash,Beri, Talib, Karan,Narain,Pi , Nakul,
Ameer: Thanks a million for making East

CLASS OF 2013: Thank you for the
memories!

Rushad Sarosh
2 years at KIS

Reneé McLeod

Taslina Nazar

3 years at KIS

3.5 years at KIS

Three and a half years in 300 words. Impossible. So many
memories. But what i’m gonna remember the most is
friendship. Friendships that I have formed and others that
i never even though would ever be formed [♥] . I walked
around quietly when I joined since I didn’t know anyone.
But these friendships formed slowly but will hopefully
stand the test of time.
First off, I’d like to thank my dad, mom and brother for
sending me to KIS. I could never thank you enough and I
promise to never let you down.
Thanks to:
Twigs, for everything. For every single thing, I honestly
don’t know how I would have made it without you.
There’s so much we’ve been through, together. I won’t say
goodbye, because well, I don’t think we’re ever leaving each
other. Good luck. I love you. :)
A very funny girl that I love to death. Thanks for listening
to my stupid things all the time and feeding me with
Kodai’s best food ever. Don’t ever stop laughing.
Wifey, Fagiballs and Si, for making my 10th grade the
best. I’ll never forget those days. We may be on our
own separate paths now, but that doesn’t change the
memories.
Homie ‘H’. How much we loved Spanish. :P Thanks for
making me laugh endlessly and listening to my stories of
you-know-who. :)

Swami G, for being there to talk to, and for being so
much fun! I’ll miss you. Love you :)
My knight in shining armour. Only someone like you would
pour your heart out to a random stranger, and only to
someone like you would I tell how much I love my floor.
I’m not sure how we met, but we did and I am so glad
that we did. You’ve changed stuff around for me so much
(in a really good way). I wish that we had met waaaay
earlier. It really sucks that I got to know you towards
the end; well, something’s better than nothing. What am
I gonna do without you? Well, at least I get ‘Romeo and
Juliet’ to myself. 100%. Thanks for every single thing that
you’ve done for me. I’ll miss you so much. I better get
to see you often. Love you, Take care.
To a special junior: I’m so glad I met you. We may not
have chilled much, but it was nice knowing someone like
me. ^^ Stay strong and Have fun.

“Free? Let’s play slave? Okay, flag green.● HooooMyGut●
Dude, that was so H.●Let’s draw songs during
studyhall?●GuJun Pyo, he’s on a TV Show●Day 1, period
7●When I walked into the room, you had a broom.●Mallucoconut team. We’ll forever beat you at foosball.
[naan ippozhum DBA-il illa. ;)]●KHC●“Mr. Eric, what’s
Maknowledge? Mr. Hitler! Mr. Essay! Cut off the leaders!”
Ina sista! :P●Fats●Lez sister●you’re a pathiri.●ICTC●fly
fly fly fly, splat die.●Oh snaup! It’s sexyface. ;)●”You guys
aren’t matching today, man.”●”You smile like ms. Block.”
“well, you smile like…Mr. Roy●“That” night. I’m the one
that made it sexy.●“You can’t see your feet! Hahahaha”
Good times, but it’s time I got off the hill. Goodbye
Kodai. :)

Class of 2013, enough said.

jeehyun-thank you... ;) “arts block”
Abigail: “back against the wall” “serious skype
conversations”
rinzee: “outside lower boyer” “breakfast” “lucas” “D34...;)”
Rueben: stop getting into trouble...and you better
keep your promise!
DASHO singye: “acho” “tibs” “druk hotel”
amar: im gonna miss our talks :)
jattu: 2014, 2015-super senior basketball captain.. ;)
varun-if you work hard enough I know you can do it...
believe in yourself and anything is possible!

Reuben Mathew
2 years at KIS

Tashi Wangchuk
2 years at KIS

“IDA Scott Taylor wrote: ‘Do not look back and grieve
over the past, for it is gone, and do not be troubled
about the future, for it has yet to come. Live in the
present, and make it so beautiful that it will be worth
remembering.’”
2 years... in these two years in kodi I’ve learned so
much- I met the best people.. had fun...got in a lot
of trouble...basically I did everything I needed to... my
life before kodi just feels like a really long dream ...
BASKETBALL ALL THE WAY!

TSHERING PELZOM: you’ll always be the one!
“G.U.T.S” “2013” “2012” “if one of us goes in the
we all go through it” “penryn” “dish” “covered courts”
“kennedy” rintso, zenden, menda,yeshey tshogyal,
lezume,khandu, hae ju, dhakhwa, akanksha,qismat,yeshey
palzom, mania, class of 2013, super seniors, baibhav,amee
r,sangmo,renee,taslina,Kirsten, nitin-dang!,YOHA,narrain(the
excuse) ,bonny(food), tsering,dennis,ngawang,tshering,
regsel,tika,ngawang wangchuk,sonam,yoesel,yitzin,dong
in(sexy boy),pi,chris,tucker, Hamadan,joy,murnal “the loner
”,ugyen,nipun,shearee,dasom,zak,kush,C... tamil nadu state
champions, kodi open 2012,
mom thank you so much for being there for me and
always believing in me. Dad I know your watching over
me... ;) payma-the best brother anyone could ask for...

mr.ambrose-you’ve been the best coach a player could
ever ask for! You were like a father to me.

thank you all so much for making my time in kodi
great... ill be seeing you! ;)

ms.selveraj- we’ve had our ups and downs but deep
inside I know that I will always be your favourite
student ;P

And now for the most important person that made
kodi so much better...the girl with the most amazing
voice, the girl that kept smiling everyday, the positive
one but most importantly the girl that made me better
JESSICA ABRAHAM... words cannot express how much
you mean to me...you’ve done so much for me and I
will never forget that. The first day I came to kodi 17
july 2011..you told me you hated me and I thought you
were a nerd but now 1 year and 10 months and 23
days later you are the closest friend that I have.

Hansol- “im ready for you” “ nyibum” “bombay” “zara gold”
chandan- best roommate I’ve ever had...“the mixtape”
“second one from the left” “bangalore” “crazzyyy” “inner
blue”
sai:-“black random ass nigga” “boxing” “gymnastics”
“basketball” “Bhutan” “delhi-bmw”
pranabh-the angry one... ! “mojo park” “Nepal -your
house”

-SUPERMAN

Rimeiaka Khongji
2 years at KIS

Two years, but it felt like I was here ages
ago. Neelashi’s habit of calling everyone
“Cute” for whatever we do, Fatema MY BEST
FRIEND, “Sassy” Ass, never stop spilling
things during breakfast :P.I love how we can
always tease Sailja for everything she does,
and she “yet” doesn’t get pissed. HAHA,
gotcha Pailja. AGAIN. Messss, I love you
5ever for all the jokes we cracked in Math
especially about Mr. roy’s grammatical errors.
Before leaving, I want Asstha’s laugh forever
in my heart and my laptop, including Neelu’s
bootyful song “We are YANGGG”. Emaan, :( no
more teasing Sunakshi. My field trip roomies
Panchuu (weirdest laugh), Sunkashi &Yoha (I’ll
miss your pretty face but not the fact that
you always supported Nadia/Mr. Boop), for
all the trouble we caused the “cricketers” and
our neighbors! Sunkashi, ILY despite all the
“problems” you have/create in your as well as
your teachers life *jokes*. Searom, NIGAHIGA,

webcamtoy, Ms. Ivy mentioning how dirty
your room is, and for all the effort we made
to THINK, and only THINK of ways to
reduce body fat. HAHA. I’ll miss Varghisa’s
never-getting- pissed quality. Emotional fool.

Life is like a train ride. Some people will
sit next to you and talk to you. Some
will just stand

The “cool dudes” Kevin, Sriram, Gore ( WHERE
DID YOU DISAPPEAR? :D), Sadan and JAIRAJ
LOBO, I’ll miss you boys! :) I’ll miss the
day scholars, JP (the annoying one who is
madly in loveee with A), Sharmishtha (most
photogenic), Anna (the smart one), Praba
(suffered in physics with me; the fidgety
one), Sruti for always hugging me, whenever
and wherever. And, I will never forget the
good times with Janani&Kaberi, our first
sleepover (2G1C) thanks to Deeksha &Nainika.

to your existence. Some will have to
leave the train while you’re having a great
conversation and who knows when you’ll
see them again. And if you’re lucky,
there’ll be those who will sit and talk to
you throughout the whole journey.”

MY LowerBoyer girls, Saaaangye, for being
a sweetheart and always there to mock
me, beautiful moments when we (Seoyoon,
You&me) acted like we were arguing in order
to get Mariamma’s attention, but all she cared
about was the DOOR.Karen and Sangmo you
are both darlings, I always had a different
opinion of you guys, but it completely
changed this sem. And, Ilove it. Abbbgail (Ms.
Paul calls you this) :P our khasi conversations
will SURELY be missed. Rachel for her sarcasm
and the time we wasted to think about how
Miss D would set the test paper instead of
studying.Arya, Rahi and Ria (You miss your
“chota bully” Reemos) ILY and I hope you all
have an amazing senior year. And, if I did
miss out someone, then I’m sorry! I like you
anyways. :P haha.
If it weren’t for my parents I wouldn’t get
to know any of YOU, so Mei, Pa. I love you.
Thank you!

around...oblivious

Sneh Fomra
2 years at KIS

And KIS was a part of my train ride.
Thanks for these precious moments.
KIS Class of 2013......Thanks for coming
aboard!
“Be who you are and say what you
feel because those who mind don’t matter
and those who matter don’t mind.” - Dr.
Seuss

star, in my case, an actress.
But now that we have matured (I think :
P), they want a serious answer.
Well how about this “Who The Hell
Knows?!”

Rinzee Peday
2 years at KIS

Kuzu zangpo
Hmm... well when we were in elementary
school, they asked us what we wanted to
be when we grow up; our answers were
like President or Astronauts, in my case a
princess.
When we were in middle school, they
asked us again and we answered, NBA
player, win a Grammy or become a Rock

Because this isn’t the time to make any
serious commitment or to make any
permanent decision. This is the time to
make mistakessss, to take the wrong
bus. To fall in love- a lot! To make silly
choices. To change your mind again and
then again.
Because life’s too short and there’s so
much to see.
You have your whole life to be old, but
only a few years to be young. So make
as many mistakes as you can. That way
one day when they ask you again what
you want to be, you won’t have to guess,
“you’ll know it.”
Thank you for everything, I love you
people :)
I love you Nadho : ) Be good.

Yeshey Palzom
2.5 years at KIS

High school days are finally coming to the
end. I can’t express in words for how long
I have been waiting for this day. But though
I have been waiting for this day I know I
will miss it in the future. Making friends in
high school is the best part of high school.
Starting from U.K.G convent a place which
I always wanted to leave but once I did
missed the friends there a lot. Lungtenzampa
the best high school of my life till now.
Memories that will never be forgotten in
my life. Shigally a place I always wanted to
leave and still happy that I left the place.
But there are times where I miss some of
the people there. And my final high school
of my life Kodaikanal International School a
place where I never expected to be. But it
has given me one of the best memories to
be cherished of my high school days. Rintso
(don) the one who helped me the most when
I was new here. Last year in Kodai Missed u

a lot. U r the one friend/sister who means a
lot to me. Thank you for everything. Rinzee,
Chhimi (penguin), Po, Mo, Amp, Meggi (bahen),
Sangmo, Sangye, Karen (Rat), Nitin (my short
brother), Beri (jiju), Tashi, My darling (Singye),
Joshua (my rat brother), Kodai was an
awesome place because i got friends like you
all here. Going to miss u all loads. Ngawang
(tommy), Yitzin( barbie/wanna be---- Boss),
Sonam (chinese), Tshering(ngala shing) my
awesome Bhutanese sisters. Weekend and
after school days will never be forgotten.
Thank you all for everything and I am sorry
for getting mood off at times. Tenzin Dolkar
the only thing I have to tell u is take care
of your self, study hard, I am always here
for u and I will miss u a lot. Ngawang Jigme
(cho chow), Rigsel,Tika, Ugyen, Yosel, Diku, it
was really nice to come accross Bhutanese like
u all. Will miss u.
Mom and Dad thank you so much for
understanding me and putting me into the
best school. I know I am such a burden to
both of u but I will try my best not to
be a burden anymore. I am sorry for all the
wrong doing. I have made lots of mistakes in
my life but u two have never given up on me
and I am very thankful for that. I will make
both of you proud one day. Tenzin, Choda
and Acha Kesang what else do I need when
I have the world’s best siblings. Thank you
all for being there for me when I need you
all. I hope nothing but the best for all of
u. I am thankful to god for giving me birth
in such an amazing family. I can’t imagine my
life without u all. U all r the best. I love u
all. U mean the world to me.
Parting is sweet but a sweet sorrow.. :)

Moments have passed, memories do last.

Sahil Navani
2 years at KIS

Vaibhav Singh
2 years at KIS

potato chilly; stand.partner; strings;
KACKREN♥; TANGYE♥; FIZZU♥;
THONG♥; BUG PER♥ & SPAGETTI♥.
~ As we go on, we remember all the
times we had together and as our lives
change, from whatever. We will still be,
friends forever~ ♫ ♪

Sangmo, words can’t define YOU. We have
fought and argued but you always brought a
smile on my face and were always there to
listen to my feelings and emotions.
Ps: You are Pocahontas.
Seoyoona, my weird roomie, will never forget;
eating and watching movies late at night, your
strange dances, unending laughter, random talks,
and so much more.

Sangye Mangtutsang
9 years at KIS

Can’t believe I am finally graduating...excited
but sad to leave especially because I have
made so many memories which I will cherish
forever whether it is good or bad.
Aba and Mummy, thankyou for everything. You
both have always wanted the best for me and
I am very grateful to have parents who have
given me so much love and care. Aja Soyang,
Pantso, Tosmo, Pems, Peski, Dee, Yanks, and
Chochos. Thankyou for being amazing, loving
and caring sisters and brothers. Life would be
incomplete without any of you. Ama Doga,
Aji, my uncles, and my aunties, you all have
been so supportive and encouraging. Thankyou
for all the love and for making me a happy
person. I couldn’t ask for a better family. I
Love you ALL very much.
Kiran Rai, we have been friends for so long
and been through so much together. You have
been so kind, always taken my side, and always
seen the best in me. Thanks for being the
friend anyone would wish for.

Chechong, remember when you said we will
graduate together, very well kept promise. You
always made me laugh and made my life in
kodi so much more fun.
Fizzu: rolling eyes, weird dances, stalking,
unhealthy food, banging the door but failing to
make the sound when you were angry, never
getting fat, yellow teeth, wow you are one of
a kind.
Priya, sumo wrestler song, teaching you
the violin, love triangle, locker buddy, frees
together, first meeting, bubbleboo leader. I’ll
miss this.
Prabs, you have been so helpful and kind to
me. Will remember you forever.
Rimi, self obssesed, we’ve become so close
over the past few years. I know I can be
annoying but thankyou for dealing with me and
being patient with me. You are like my sister.
Abigail, you taught me to take a chill pill in
life, will never forget the fun times we had
together ;)
For all the people I’ve known here, Thankyou
guys for making my life in kodai memorable. I
will miss you all loads.
And lastly for the Class of 2013, all the best
for the future :)

Tenzing Sangmo Lama
8 years at KIS

{Thank you Pala and Amala for everything
you did for your one and only daughter,
I will never be able to repay you guys,
there is no love that can compare to the
love you both have given me and thanks
especially to Pala for coming up this
mountain 17 + 1= 18 times}
All this time I’ve been waiting for 3054
days and 10 hours for that one morning
in May. Now everything is about to
change. But these memories that I have
made here will always be playing like a
film without sound.
Hating; eating; cycling; watching; sleeping;
cheating; bleaching; singing; crying; drinking;
showering; dressing; fake lashes; contact
lens; dalla pickle; stage 2; suspension
for a night; F4; $100 gift card; bikinis;
earrings; rings; breakups; makeup; music;
canteens; phoeba power; SUNtan; tibs;

Thank you: Cho Namgyal, Cho Khyantse
& Cho Lhundup ♥ u guys for believing
in me, through our ups& downs; Cuttu.
Kesang.Dolly&Dorjee♥; Singye (my.
handsome); Turnitin!!!; Oreos; Amar (A***n
♥); Bon-swag; Prabs; Baloo; Yeshey
(my.sexy.food.court,dancer,zumba); Yoon
sui~ ; Ameer (time.to.say.goodbye~ and.
it.aint.Nigger.G.but.Nikker.G); Toofan;
rarara; Aman; Tarun (Top.5.sexy.teenage.
boy); na~ra~in (x2) ; Nikku (we.the.
TARUS) ; Ms.Paul; LB.juniors; Pretty.
please.with.a.cherry.on.top; Vrutant;
Rimi (my.cutie.pie); Juice wala; Reuben;
Jeongyeoppy; Sadan (Aloha); Longchen
(did.u.do.ur.ensci.lab?); Neelu my Peelu;
Not-cool; Vicky; Sreedharan; Mo,Po,Amp;
YeJun (1,2,3, ); Rinzee; Rushad; Arnold
(macho.curve.balling.its style); Vaibhav
(econ.buddy); Aastha my pasta; Shagun
(Shahrukh’s.hairstyle); JinHoon; Raggu (we.
have.the.most.exciting.class.together.polsci);
Anna(gonna.grow.taller.than.you); Mr.Sarkar
;
Fara-zi.wazi.oh.yeah~he.likes.
to.rub.his.moley.oh.yeah~; Acha.Pema, Acha.
Kunsang, Qismat.Akansha & last.but.not.
the.least.FHARIEKH!!!
A chapter of my life is ending but the
stories only just begun...

Sharmishtha Sarkar
2 years at KIS

25 YEARS FROM NOW I WILL BE 42
and a successful professional artist. I
will have my art galleries in every big
city of India. Hopefully I’ll be married
to a handsome and family loving man. By
then I will have two married kids and I
won’t be a girl anymore, I’ll be an old
woman. Sounds funny but very true. I
have always dreamt of a very easy going

and simple life with a loving husband
and two adorable kids. And 25 year from
now I want nothing more than that.
One wish that I have always wanted
to fulfill is- a world tour. It’s been my
dream from forever. When I was young I
always annoyed my parents about it, and
I thought someday they would definitely
listen to me. But once I grew up, I
knew they were never going to fulfill this
wish of mine. So, 25 years from now this
amazing big dream of mine will come true,
because I promised myself that I will
make it happen. I know life won’t be as
easy and smooth as that, there is a lot
more before that- a good college, good
education, a good job and finally a settled
life. And for a fact I know that for all
this, at every step of my life I will have
to struggle a lot. But I think as long as
I have my family to support me, nothing
can go wrong. In the end all I’d like to
say is- Life is what you make it. That is
my favorite quote and I truly believe that
all the power is within you, you can do
everything. Believe in that.

through everything...all the DRAMA and
SHANNANIGANS! I love you!! I will miss
you soooo much...and probably visit you in
Bhopal (who am I kidding...Bhopal?) :P
PK: PK man!! We are the true embodiments
of the IB Learner Profile. We are RiskTakers (Good/Scary times in Bangalore) and
Knowledgeable (Our heated debates over
EVERYTHING!) I don’t know how I would
have survived in Kodai without you...I’ll miss
you soooo much and will always cheer for
you in Olympics! :)

Sunakshi Wadhwa
3 years at KIS

Kodai for me is a magical place which taught
me to be myself and love everyone for
who they are. It gave me the glimpse of
the real world and taught me to cope with
the harsh realities of the world. It is here
that I met some of the most amazing and
wonderful people anyone can find on this
planet. Kodai wouldn’t have been as amazing
and memorable without these people:Aastha-Pasta: You were my first and my
closest, weirdest, bounciest friend in Kodai!
From every fantasy (Aalu...Padmini...CLAT...
and all types of fruits:P) to every field trip
to every moment in Kodai, knowing you has
been an honour (vise-versa :P). ILY and I’ll
miss you sooo much! :)
Bageecha: My Brownie! :P You are crazy...
stupid...weird...cute and above all amazing!
For some reason we always understood
each other and helped each other get

Bimi: Rimi-Bimi! You probably know this...
but you are a chota patakka! :P Your weird
humor...your weird obsessions (uhm uhm)
and your weird everything is just fascinating!
Your strong-mindedness, your chilled-out
attitude, your cute smile and comforting hug
always inspired and comforted me...:) ILY! :)
Shamo: The weirdest creature on this
planet...ILY! :)
Mesh: My workaholic...gorgeous...wife...ILY!
I have always been inspired by you...you
know how you are so smart and funny and
witty and like PERFECT! You are just too
awesome...let’s get married for real? <3
Neelu-Peelu: We have known each other
forever and you are just AMAZING! :)
Fats and Sailu: I LOVE YOU BOTH SOO
MUCH!! :)
Kim-Kim: “Your earrings are the new alloy!” :P
To all the teachers who supported and
encouraged me, thank you so much for
helping me become a caring, concerned and
lovely person!

all the fun and masti we did throughout
the year, specially in English, economics
and hindi classes ..!! you had such weirdo
crushes :-P and your funny laugh makes
you more adorable !! i love you <3 :)
rimi timi thanks for being more matured
than me :- ) thanks for always giving me
correct suggestions :) you always solved
my stupid problems with browny .. I’ll
miss all the fun which we did in English
classes !! love you n I’ll miss you :)

Vageesha Kumre
2 years at KIS

Ummm whenever I’ll think about KODAI,
I’ll miss the pleasant cold ... crazy
awesome frnds... lovely and supportive
teachers... and the list goes onn...
these 2 years were the most memorable
moment of my whole life .. I can never
forget my senior year .. thanks to all who
made my 2 years soo memorable ..!! :) :D
BROWNYYYYYYY- I LOVE YOUUUUU
<3 !! :) i know you are bit crazy ( actually
more :-P ) I don’t know how i managed
to survive with you .. lol :p just kidding !!
Almost half of the day I used to spend
solving your problems ..!! HAHAHA :-D !!
thanks for always supporting me in my
stupid problems still I love you choooo
much ..!! I’ll miss you lyk hell :) you will
be always my EINSTEIN :)
paasta I love you and I’ll really miss

shammooo the greeny freak !! I’ll miss
you yaar .. specially your loose pants :-P
lol !! and yaa ofcourse our fun in hindi
class .. and how I used to bunk health
class :-p I love you ...
Rude huh:-P you were my BNM partner...
I can never forget how we used to make
fun of people and used to laugh at
them... (I hope you understood whom I
am talking about:-P)!! I love you...
Neelu peelu thanks for making my hindi
class soo fun able ..!! all the time I have
spend with you, has been always filled
with HAHAHAHAHAHA :-D !! I love you n
do meet me in Delhi yaa :)
I never thought that I will miss kodai
soo much .. thanks a lot you guys
for making my life soo enjoyable and
awesome .. I really love you all .. my list
will never end .. love you all .. I have not
mentioned many names .. I’ll really really
miss my senior year !! love you guys :)

Yohalakshmi Krishnan
2 years at KIS

First of all I would like to thank my
parents and my uncle for choosing Kodai
School for me. I came to know the
essence of schooling after coming here.
The past two years have been very
productive. I also had lot of fun with
my dear friends. I can hardly forget the
dorm experience, fun in the field trip,
class jokes etc!! Field trip is one of the
unforgettable experience that I can think
of. This wouldn’t have been possible
without the support of the teaching
staff, the non-teaching staff and friends.
They were kind, generous all the time.
Once again I thank all of them, and I
would miss those who made these two
years a very memorable one!!

In loving memory of Keon Hee Lee
(1994-2009)
I would like to honor and remember a great
person called Keonhee Lee. Keonhee was a guy who
would always see the best in people. He would
never discourage people, but instead encourage
them to do their best till they had reached their
goal. He would always love the people he was with
and we all loved him very much. Also, if we were
troubled by something he would always be there
for us and he would tell us “don’t worry because
everything is going to be fine, now let’s go play
football”.
We all saw what a great friend he was, but more
than that he was the greatest brother anyone
could have asked for, he taught us how to be
there for each other and most of all he taught us
how to live and love like brother s and sisters. He
was always kind and caring, and he was that type
of guy who would always be faithful to his word
and would do as he said he would. He made us
all smile, whether we were angry or sad, still he
made us smile. One thing that I will never forget
is that playing alongside and under the leadership
of Keonhee is much more of an honor then playing
for a Barclays Premier League team or any other
team. He is our hero, he is our captain, he is our
class mate, he is our friend and he is our brother.
And a brother who will never be forgotten, because
he is in our heart forever, I bet he is so proud of
us that the Class of 2013 is now graduating.
Keonhee, you mean everything to us and we love you very much.
- Singye.

Hey everyone,
As you all know we are graduating. Looking back
on my years in KIS, our grade has seen faces
come and go, but every time we look back into
the past, one face keeps on bringing joy to
our hearts. I’d like to recognize a very special
person that highlighted a place in our lives,
Captain Keonhee. He was not only just a friend
to many of us, he was more like a brother. Like
any other average teenager he chased his dreams
and showed affection towards all in every way
possible. He was there when most of us needed
him. He was a guy we could all depend on at any
time, if it was work related or just plain chilling.
He has made such a huge impact on many of
us, not only on students but on his teachers as
well. Back then our thoughts were replaced by
sadness and grief, life got a whole lot harder, and
the feeling of emptiness rose within us. Keonhee
taught us a very important value: Unity. His
unconditional love towards us brought together
our spirits and talents to what defines us for
who we are today. Miss you a lot, Captain.
Putana for Life!
Congrats to class of 2013 and Good Luck!!
-Nitin.

CONGRATULATIONS DEAR MERHIVI
You were the perfect New Year gift
You were the angel we waited for
You came, you smiled and we knew
There would be no other like you,
And so you became our own Kevi, our son and
A brother your sister would treasure.
Walk on young man, meet the challenge of life with fortitude
Ever walk the path of honesty, justice, truth and honour.
Always keep your eyes on God
and know our prayers will always be by your side.
Will love you always
Papa, Mama & Kevi.
March 19, 2013

Congratulations Jessica, now that you’re ready to fly!
We are proud of you! We love you - Pappa, Amma, and Chechy

Wishing you good luck in all your endeavors

Batch of 2013

Letting go of one's child at such an early age was not at all easy. There
was this emptiness that we faced all along, from a mother feeling insecure
for her son, to a boy missing his elder brother to play with, to a father
who in-spite of knowing that it was for the better to send his son, but
still yearning for him all along.
Leaving home at such an tender age and coming back as someone ready to
face the world, make us full with pride. We as parents can't ask for
anything more. The art of leading life independently and by oneself is
what in our view is defined as true success. There must have been a lot of
hurdles that might have come your way, but as parents we want to tell
that you have emerged a winner.

Don't be dismayed at goodbyes.
A farewell is necessary before you
can meet again.
And meeting again, after moments
or lifetime, is certain for those who
are friends.

Evolving ahead as a person is not something that happens overnight. One
has to take small baby sets to make that happen. From being able to take
care of yourself to making yourself responsible and accountable for the
entire lot is what defines it truly in context. To be able to stand up for
people, to be able to fight for others around you are qualities that truly
define a leader. Becoming the STUDCO president was one of the best
things that could have happened to you.

~Richard Bach

We wish you and all those around you who have been a part of your life
all the very best in all that you do.

TARUN

RAVINDREN

SUNDARI

REANE

Love You
Mom Dad
Uday
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